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Canary in the coal mine: Quality care and perceived needs correlate with burnout rates
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Learn about the relationship between burnout and desired resources
2. Learn about the relationship between burnout and quality in patient care
3. Learn how to have a system-level approach to improvement across these areas

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
We aimed to assess burnout rates across our academic healthcare system among faculty. We assessed wellness resource preferences at the same time with the goal of improving provider experience. We also observed a relationship between provider burnout and quality of care among specific groups.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
We have conducted a survey of our school of medicine faculty annually since 2016. Our instrument in 2016 and 2017 was a modified version of the Mini-Z (©AMA). We added items assessing the perceived needs or desired resources to improve well-being. Wellness programs that were rated on the needs assessment included: communication skills training, mindfulness classes, self-care retreats, peer support program, quality improvement projects focused on wellness, clinic flow and efficiency, support for team led projects, and support for part-time and flexible work. In 2018-2019 we collaborated with our medical group engagement survey, adding burnout and needs assessment items rather than conducting a separate well-being survey. We also collaborated with our quality group to identify “hot spots,” or clinical areas where there is opportunity for quality improvement of patient care, as well as increased well-being among providers.

**RESULTS:**
Our burnout rates were 29% in 2017 and 31% in 2019, with survey response rates of 44% and 42%.

The highest rated items on the needs assessment overall were clinic flow and efficiency, support for team led projects, and support for part-time and flexible work. Groups with higher burnout rates had less interest in communication skills and mindfulness training (see table). The medical divisions with the highest burnout rates on our most recent survey also had quality improvement opportunities that were identified. This has prompted a stronger working relationship between the Resiliency Center and Quality Improvement Office.

**CONCLUSION:**
In our experience, groups with higher burnout rates are less interested in personal resilience resources.

Groups with high burnout rates in our academic medical center also have quality improvement opportunities. Measured burnout rates could serve as a “canary in the coal mine” to pick up clinical areas that are in need of a system-level approach to improvement of both patient care quality and provider experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wellness Resources</th>
<th>No Burnout (%) N=473</th>
<th>Burnout (%) N=196</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills Training</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness Classes</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Care Retreats</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Support Program</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QI Projects Focused on Wellness</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic Flow &amp; Efficiency Projects</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for Team-Led Projects</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible Work</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Is poor physician health linked to more patient complaints? Multivariate analysis of predictors of being in the physician health monitoring program (PHMP), College of Physicians & Surgeons of Alberta (CPSA)
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**Learning Objectives:**
1. Participants will be able to identify characteristics and predictors of being in the CPSAs Physician Health Monitoring Program (PHMP)
2. Participants will be able to note difference in characteristics and predictors of being in the CPSAs PHMP by four categories of participation: Medical, Psychiatric, Substance Use and Professionalism
3. Participants will learn one example of how a medical regulatory authority (MRA) can use this information to promote physician well-being and prevent burnout among registered physicians during the complaint investigation process

**Project Objective/Background:**
The College of Physicians & Surgeons of Alberta (CPSA) operates a “Physician Health Monitoring Program (PHMP)” that is responsible for monitoring and assisting physicians with any illness that could impact their medical or surgical practice. Little if any information exists in the literature that examines the relationship between complaints and physician health. The aim of this project is to determine whether physicians with complaints have a higher likelihood of current or previous health issues.

**Methods/Approach:**
We linked the CPSA registration, complaints, prescribing and wellness databases for the last available year. We compared the database information on demographics, work characteristics, prescribing flags on benzodiazepine and opioids for the previous year, and all complaints between the group who had accessed the PHMP at any time in their career and those who had not. We performed a bivariate analysis and will create multivariate logistic regression models for each reason the PHMP was accessed.

**Results:**
587/10003 registered physicians have been or are currently part of the PHMP. The nature of the PHMP was divided into four categories: medical, psychiatric, substance use and professionalism. Participants being monitored for medical, substance use or professionalism reasons were significantly older (mean age 54.6, 53.8, 53.0 vs 49.6). Physicians monitored for substance use and professionalism reasons were more likely to be male (83%, 89% vs. 62%). Physicians monitored for psychiatric conditions, were no different in age and were more likely to be female (57% vs 38%). In all four groups, physicians were more likely to be in family medicine or general practice. Those in the PHMP had greater complaints/registration year than those not being monitored; only the professionalism and medical categories had significantly greater complaints/registration year (0.24, 0.09 vs. 0.07).

A logistic regression model of the predictors of being in the PHMP indicate that older age and a high complaint rate were significant predictors.

**Conclusion:**
Physicians who access our PHMP are significantly different to those who do not. Complaints/registration year appears to have a strong positive association with participants in the substance use and professional category. We anticipate the multivariate models for the four different groups will yield similar results. These findings have implications regarding promoting physician health during the complaints investigation process.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Attendees will learn how to apply Contextual Inquiry methodology to identify contributing factors to hospitalists’ burden.
2. Participants will learn how to categorize and prioritize breakdowns and burdens.
3. Attendees will be able to identify improvement interventions aimed to produce meaningful organizational change.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
With provider burnout at rampant levels nationally, a large academic healthcare system initiated a Well-being program tasked with developing innovative ways to better understand contributing factors to hospitalists’ burnout. A team of researchers conducted a systems analysis guided by survey and Contextual Inquiry methodologies with a goal to suggest improvements predicted to positively affect providers’ burnout.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Qualitative and quantitative data regarding hospitalist work-breakdowns and dis-satisfiers were captured using the following steps:

A 99-item survey covering contributing factors related to professional issues (e.g., performing tasks below licensure, EHR-interactions) and emotional-health measures (e.g., Maslach Burnout Inventory, Patient Health Questionnaire-9) was administered to all (N=85) hospitalists at participating hospitals.

A Contextual Inquiry involving shadowing 8 hospitalists spanning shift-type (e.g., Full-rounding, Admitting), Provider-level (e.g., Attending, Mid-level), and Provider experience (e.g., from greater than 20 years of experience to relatively recent hire).

Focus group sessions allowing 10 pre-selected hospitalists to validate the findings and prioritize most pressing contributing factors using an iterative voting process. A priority score was calculated by assigning points, in descending value through 4 iterations, to each issue selected, and ranked accordingly.

RESULTS:
Survey: Overall survey participation rate was 68% (N=58 of 85 hospitalists: academic medical center, 67%, community hospital, 71%). Lack of i) respect (Mean=6.4 on 0-10 point scale, SD=3.06), and ii) collaborative patient care from other groups (6.05, 2.89) rated as contributing to sense of hospitalists’ burnout.

Contextual Inquiry: The prioritized contributing factors fell into a complex network of categories generally described by roles and relationships (receiving 33 out of a possible 40 highest-priority votes). These factors describe work-culture breakdowns occurring in sub-optimally defined and/or executed work-roles, and care-team and inter-departmental relationships. Surprisingly, work-processes, technology and tools were not highly prioritized (receiving 6 out of 40 highest-priority votes). These factors arise from sub-optimally implemented work-processes and technology and can be addressed through short-term improvement projects, training, or work-process redesign.

CONCLUSION:
Employing these varying methodologies (i.e., survey, observations, focus-groups and iterative-voting) produced a remarkably vivid picture of the contributing factors to hospitalist burnout. The factors rated most concerning in the survey, occurred with high frequency in observational data-collection, and received the highest-priority votes. Replicating the process in notably different environments validates the similarity of the hospitalist experience regardless of location, while allowing for local variation. Overall, the data suggest that hospitalists’ burnout is mostly related to cultural issues requiring long-term organizational interventions focused on building trust and collegiality.
Electronic health record usability as assessed by the system usability scale (SUS) and the risk of burnout among U.S. physicians
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Define usability  
2. Quantitatively benchmark the EHR’s usability to everyday items like an iPhone, Google, a microwave, or Microsoft Excel  
3. Identify the potential measurable effect that improving EHR usability would have on rates of physician burnout

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**

To describe and benchmark physician perceived electronic health record (EHR) usability as defined by a standardized metric of technology usability and evaluate the association with professional burnout among physicians.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**

Between October 12, 2017, and March 15, 2018, we surveyed a sample of US physicians from all specialty disciplines assembled using the American Medical Association Physician Masterfile. Of 30,456 physicians who received an invitation to participate, 5197 (17.1%) completed surveys. A random 25% of respondents in the primary survey received a sub-survey evaluating EHR usability. Among the 1250 random respondents who received the EHR usability sub-survey, 870 (69.6%) completed all items of the SUS. A secondary survey indicated that participants were representative of U.S. physicians. EHR usability was assessed with the System Usability Scale (SUS; range 0-100), the industry standard for measurement of technology usability. SUS scores were normalized to percentile rankings across >1300 previous studies from other industries. Burnout was measured using the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI).

**RESULTS:**

Mean SUS score was 45.9 (SD 21.9) with wide variation by specialty. A score of 45.9 is in the bottom 9% of scores across previous studies and categorized in the “not acceptable” range or with a grade of “F”. On multivariate analysis adjusting for age, sex, medical specialty, hours worked per week, and number of nights on call per week, physician perceived EHR usability was independently associated with the odds of burnout with every 1 point more favorable SUS score associated with a 3% decrease in the odds of burnout (OR 0.97; 95% CI, 0.97-0.98; p < 0.001).

**CONCLUSION:**

The usability of current EHR received a grade of F by physician users when evaluated using a standardized metric of technology usability. A strong, dose-response relationship between EHR usability and the risk of burnout was observed. Given the association between EHR usability and physician burnout, improving EHR usability has the potential to substantially decrease burnout while working to achieve the quadruple aim for healthcare.
Exploring internal medicine physicians’ physical activity knowledge and personal behavior
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Recognize the benefits of physician regular physical activity for physicians
2. Recognize the benefits of physician regular physical activity for their patients
3. Be able to discuss improvement of medical curriculum to help combat burnout and promote physician well-being

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Physicians’ regular physical activity (PA) correlates with decreased burnout and enhanced empathy, career satisfaction, and sense of well-being. Physicians who engage in healthy behaviors are also more likely to promote these behaviors and are perceived by patients as more credible and motivating. Physicians’ PA counseling is associated with increased patients’ PA and represents an opportunity for disease prevention. Therefore, studying physicians’ personal PA habits and knowledge is important as it affects their own health as well as their patients’ behavior and health.

We sought to explore PA knowledge and personal behaviors of physicians in the Department of Medicine (DOM) at the University of Florida (UF).

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
The UF Institutional Review Board approved this study. Using a 50-item electronic questionnaire, we conducted a cross-sectional survey of faculty and trainees in March 2018. Participation was optional and responses were anonymous.

**RESULTS:**
Out of 331 eligible DOM physicians, 303 (92%) responded. Approximately half of the participants (n=149) reported feeling overweight and 2% underweight. Forty-nine percent (n=143) reported being happy with the way they looked, corresponding to 78% of participants who reported normal weight, 22% overweight and 50% underweight. The majority reported knowing what interval training is, but 54% responded incorrectly or were unsure about recommendations of the American Heart Association (AHA) regarding amount of moderate PA. Nearly half (49%) reported exercising only 1-2 hours/week and did not reach the 150 minutes recommended by the AHA.

**CONCLUSION:**
Our study suggests that many physicians do not engage in recommended PA and reveals important gaps in their PA knowledge. Our findings might reflect the inadequate undergraduate and graduate medical education in PA. This study highlights the need for significant improvement in education of physicians about PA to not only enhance their knowledge and skills in providing appropriate and accurate counseling for patients, but also empower them with a healthy tool to combat burnout and promote their own well-being.
Exploring perceptions of work-place technology, work-life conflict and academic pediatrician well-being
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Identify drivers and consequences of work-related technology's influence on academic physician well-being.
2. Describe contextual elements of work-life conflict and opportunities for improvement in an academic setting.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Targeted interventions to promote physician well-being call for a deeper understanding about contributing factors and the contexts in which these factors have impact. Our study sought to better understand factors influencing the well-being of academic pediatricians, related to two known drivers: work-related technology and work-life conflict. Our objectives were to (1) better understand the lived experience of academic pediatricians and perspectives of the factors influencing their well-being, (2) develop a contextual understanding of these factors, (3) identify modifiable factors to inform department-level well-being initiatives at our institution, and (4) support the creation of tailored, actionable items for further study and investigation.

METHODS/APPROACH:
A trained facilitator conducted semi-structured focus groups with academic pediatricians in June 2018. Prompts explored faculty perceptions of factors contributing to physician well-being. Focus groups were audio recorded, transcribed, de-identified. Qualitative analysis was performed using an inductive approach. Excerpts with codes related to technology and work-life conflict were extracted and analyzed for themes.

RESULTS:
54 faculty participated in 9 focus groups. 52% female, 41% subspeciality, 26% general outpatient, 31% inpatient and 2% not reported. Three types of technology were discussed: email (7/9 groups), electronic health record (EHR) (8/9 groups), and texting (1/9 groups). Discussions around technology were generally negative, except two positive comments about the EHR. Faculty discussed driving factors and consequences of technology related to well-being. Five themes emerged related to consequences of work-related technology: (1) Hindered meaningful work, (2) Increased perceived stress, (3) Prevented disconnection from work, (4) Impeded maintenance of physical and mental health, and (5) Interfered with non-work relationships.

Every group discussed work-life conflict. Three main themes emerged, (1) Spillage: encroachment of work into non-work life due to work load, (2) Caregiving: the role of faculty members as caregivers in non-work life, and (3) Erosion: the blurring of boundaries and constant availability due to technology.

CONCLUSION:
Academic pediatricians in this study largely perceived work-related technology and work-life conflict as negatively impacting well-being. In addition to improvements in the EHR, efforts to improve physician well-being should consider the potential negative influence of other workplace technologies like email and texting. Our study also demonstrates that improvements in work-life conflict may benefit from targeting spillage of work, the role of caregiving and erosion of personal-professional boundaries.
Physician’s professional fulfillment, values and expectations of professional life
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Review Donabedian’s model of quality, the evolution and the role of physician satisfaction.
2. Understand this simulation of the model to explain professional fulfillment.
3. Discuss how this model may inform the popular conversation around burnout, moral injury, disillusionment, a calling, and meaning in work.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Since the landmark work by Dr. Donabedian in 1966, health services researchers have been refining models of health-systems most likely to produce quality outcomes. The interpersonal process of producing quality care entails a satisfying patient-physician relationship. Physician satisfaction has been modeled as professional autonomy in practice-management and clinical decision-making in service to the patient to produce quality outcomes. We hypothesize that this value-system may be fundamental to professional fulfillment.

METHODS/APPROACH:
In January of 2019 we completed the annual physician wellness survey, having invited 4171 active attending physicians to participate via an email link. Well-being was assessed using the Professional Fulfillment Index (burnout and professional fulfillment). The survey included questions from the Physician Wellness Academic Consortium, Mini-Z, and additional questions to build the model.

RESULTS:
Of the 4171 practicing attending physicians invited, 31% responded, and 1277 were included in the study. Physicians who felt that organizational goals and values were consistent with their own, autonomy was sufficient to manage professional and personal responsibilities, patient care was the focus without excessive interruption, teamwork was effective, and they were able to make a meaningful impact in the lives of patients were more likely to report being professionally fulfilled, have the professional life they expected, to work in a quality work-unit, and experience less burnout. Based on the pseudo-R2s of these models, they have the potential to explain 29%, 27%, 15% and 23% of the variance around these outcomes respectively. [Tables]

CONCLUSION:
A healthcare system which is mission-driven (value-aligned), partner with physicians’ professional agency and effective clinical teams, to work efficiently with the focus on patient care in order to have meaningful impact in patients’ lives seem likely to have professionally fulfilled physicians. Our findings may illuminate why discussions of physician burnout have become synonymous with parallel conversations in the popular press about frontline physicians experiencing “moral injury” and the “disillusionment of medicine”, if physicians feel interference with their value-system, their “calling”, their expectations for professional life.
Physician task load and the risk of burnout among U.S. physicians in a national survey
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Describe the concept of cognitive load
2. Explore the relationship between physician task load and burnout rates
3. Describe strategies to decrease extraneous cognitive load

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Medicine is complex with extraneous workload impacting the daily flow of healthcare providers. This may contribute to an increased risk of burnout (BO). Cognitive load from complex systems can decrease performance and increase risk of error. This study aimed to evaluate the physician cognitive load (PCL) of a clinical workday in a national sample of U.S. physicians using the NASA-task load index (NASA-TLX) and evaluate its relationship with BO. The NASA task load index is a validated tool to measure perception of workload.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
A national survey of U.S. physicians surveyed during October 2017 to March 2018. Among the responding physicians in active practice, 4622 of 5276 (87.6%) completed at least one question of the NASA-TLX. The outcome of interest, BO, was measured using the emotional exhaustion (EE) and depersonalization (DP) scales of the Maslach BO Inventory (MBI). The sum of 4 of these domains: mental, physical, temporal demands, effort (ranging 0-100, 100 the highest level of demand was used to determine the Physician Task Load (PTL) of a clinical work day. Multivariable logistic regression was used to assess the relationship between BO (DP and EE as dichotomous variable) and quintiles of PTL (as well as a separate continuous model of PCL) adjusted for age, gender, hours worked per week, practice setting and specialty.

**RESULTS:**
Comparing Quintiles of Physician Task Load and Burnout Rate: A dose response was seen after controlling for hours worked per week, age, gender, practice setting, and specialty with physicians in the top quintile of PTL reporting a 67.8% rate of burnout as opposed to the reference group of the bottom quintile with a 22.1% rate of burnout (OR=7.4, 95% CI 6.01, 9.1, p<.0001)

Multivariable analysis using PTL as a continuous variable: (adjusting for the same variables) a 40 point (10%) decrease in average sum PTL score was associated with 33% lower odds of experiencing burnout (OR=0.67, 95% CI 0.65-0.70, p<.0001)

**CONCLUSION:**
This is the first national study to evaluate the PCL associated with the daily clinical work of US physicians. Though PCL varied by specialty and setting, we found that it was strongly associated with the risk of BO independent of age, gender, practice setting, specialty and hours worked per week. These observations suggest utility of testing interventions designed to reduce PCL or mitigate risk of burnout when high PCL is unavoidable.
The impact of sleep-related impairment on burnout in urologists: Results from a national consortium study
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe the extent of burnout and professional fulfillment in urology faculty and trainees
2. Recognize the impact of sleep-related impairment and self-compassion on burnout and fulfillment
3. Identify the difference in the effect of sleep impairment on trainees versus faculty urologists

BACKGROUND:
Although sleep-related impairment and low self-compassion have been previously linked to increased burnout and decreased professional fulfillment, no studies have been conducted on the effects of sleep-related impairment and self-compassion on urologists.

METHODS:
Data was collected through a standardized electronic survey administered to 11 academic medical institutions participating in the Physician Wellness Academic Consortium (PWAC). All faculty and residents were eligible to participate. Burnout, professional fulfillment, sleep and self-compassion scales were examined.

Data on physicians and residents were summarized using descriptive statistics. Bivariate analyses were conducted using two-sample t-tests and chi-square/Fisher’s exact test as appropriate. The odds ratios of experiencing burnout were estimated using logistic regression models on the combined dataset of physicians and residents by including provider type (physician vs resident), sleep impairment status, professional fulfillment and self-compassion (from -4 to 0 indicating higher self-compassion towards zero) as independent variables.

RESULTS:
The overall PWAC response rate was approximately 63%. From this sample, 39 residents and 60 physicians identified themselves as urologists. Burnout was present in 37% of faculty and 51% of resident urologists (p=0.17); professional fulfillment in 45% of faculty and 28.2% of resident urologists (p=0.09). Moderate to high intention to leave was seen in 33% of faculty, 14% of residents (p=0.04). Sleep-related impairment was present in 44% of faculty and 82% of residents (p<0.001). Burnout rates were significantly higher among those with sleep impairment for both physicians (65% vs 11%, p<0.001) and residents (61% vs 0%, p=0.003) (Figure 1).

Professional fulfillment was present in only 9% of faculty and 15% of trainees with burnout vs. 68% and 42% without, respectively, (p<0.001, p=0.06). Mod/high likelihood of leaving was seen in 46% of faculty and 11% of trainees with burnout vs 25% and 16% without, respectively, (p=0.11, p=0.53).

On multivariable logistic regression of burnout adjusted for provider type, the presence of sleep-related impairment was associated with significantly increased likelihood of burnout (OR=14.8; 95%CI 4.1-53.2; p=0.002). Meanwhile, each one unit increase in self-compassion score was associated with 53% decreased odds of burnout (OR=0.47; 95%CI 0.25-0.91; p=0.02).

CONCLUSION
The effect of sleep-related impairment on burnout in urologists and high levels of sleep-related impairment in urology trainees is concerning. This demonstrates the need for evaluating organizational policies that surround these issues.
The views we hold and the words we use: Assessing perceptions and preferred lexicon as the first step in wellness program development
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Identify the value of assessing wellness-related perceptions and preferred lexicon as an initial step in wellness program development within a health care organization.
2. Explain the relevance of addressing self-care, self-compassion, and emotional disclosure as predictors of physician burnout.
3. Plan a focus-group/survey methodology to assess wellness-related perceptions and preferred lexicon in their organization.

In response to national concerns about burnout, many health care organizations and medical schools have been initiating wellness programming focused on both individual and institutional factors. A key to the success of these efforts is having sufficient engagement from targeted audiences. Reaching out to these individuals to gather input and share responsibility for creating a lexicon can increase investment. Engagement is especially important when it comes to several predictors of burnout that have often been ignored within the traditional “iron doc” culture of medicine: self-care, self-compassion, and emotional self-disclosure. A two-step process was used to gather information. First, a focus-group methodology asked medical school faculty (n=12) and students (n=9) to discuss advantages and disadvantages of terms regarding the mentioned burnout predictors. Thematic analysis using grounded theory was used to analyze focus group transcriptions with the generated preferred terms being incorporated into a follow-up survey administered to all employees (including faculty) and students. Surveys, which asked for ranked preferences of lexicon terms, perceptions of wellness importance and engagement, feelings of judgement and guilt around attempting work-life balance, and disengagement and exhaustion via the Oldenburg Burnout Inventory, were completed by 23 faculty, 65 students, 23 residents, and 124 staff (n=235). Overall, results revealed a favoring of alternative language compared to phrases commonly used in the wellness literature. For example, personal well-being was preferred over self-care and more informal phrases (e.g., “be kind to yourself,” “share your feelings”) were preferred over self-compassion and disclosing emotions. Perceptions of being judged and feeling guilty for attempting work-life balance were positively correlated with burnout (p<.01), while engagement in self-care and self-compassion were inversely correlated with burnout (p<.01). Narrative comments revealed perceived obstacles to engaging in wellness activities and named climate factors contributing to guilt and perceived judgment when attempting engagement. These findings, along with preferred terms that differ from those used in wellness research, suggest that wellness interventions should be crafted to meet the needs of the local organization. As shown by this study, gathering focus group and survey data regarding relevant perceptions and wording can be a valuable initial step for health organizations endeavoring to create and implement physician burnout interventions and wellness programs.
Using the results of a cross-sectional physician wellness survey to model multiple outcomes to inform interventions to support physician well-being
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. State how a set of survey predictors are useful for modeling outcomes related to physician well-being.
2. Describe how the work environment affects physician well-being.
3. Describe one application of multi-level modeling in a study of physician well-being.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Physician burnout is a crisis that is concerning both for the health of physicians themselves and for hospitals and the larger health-care system, as increased levels of burnout are associated with negative outcomes for patients (Rathert et al., 2018) and increased cost due to physician turnover (Hamidi et al., 2018). Although prior research has focused on describing physician burnout rates, less attention has been paid to examining other outcomes related to physicians’ experiences such as Control of Schedule or Professional Fulfillment. The objective was to examine these outcomes and find the best predictors to inform interventions to support physician well-being.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Data were collected from a cross-sectional survey developed by the Physician Wellness Academic Consortium. The instrument included questions about demographic characteristics; specialty; work environment; positive perceptions of the electronic health record (EHR); and a variety of constructs that were outcome variables, such as Burnout, Control of Schedule, Professional Fulfillment, Alignment of Values, Quality of Leadership, Peer Support, and Meaningfulness of Clinical Work. Descriptive statistics were computed, and linear mixed models were used to find the best predictors for each outcome while adjusting for differences among specialties.

**RESULTS:**
Four variables emerged as the most consistent predictors. Positive views of the EHR were associated with several outcome measures, including lower Burnout and with increases in Control of Schedule, Professional Fulfillment, Alignment of Values, Peer Support, and Meaningfulness of Clinical Work. Three additional variables—depression, anxiety, and sleep impairment—were associated with increases in Burnout and decreases in Professional Fulfillment. Demographic and work-environment factors were rarely significant predictors after these four predictors were tested. In Table 1, arrows show direction of effect (e.g., as depression increases, so does level of burnout).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Depression</th>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Sleep Impairment</th>
<th>Positive Views of EHR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burnout</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of Schedule</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Fulfillment</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment of Values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Leadership</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Support</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningfulness of Clinical Work</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION:**
Correcting for the variation among specialties highlights malleable factors that can be modified to activate health-system change and improve the work experiences of physicians. The results of these analyses suggest that it is critical to structure interventions not only to help physicians experiencing depression or anxiety but also to help physicians work more productively with the electronic health record.
Oral presentation
Innovation/Initiative
Burnout and work-life balance in health care: System level initiative of heartfulness meditation conference
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Recognize major factors influencing work-life balance and the key drivers of burnout.
2. Develop ways of implementing system level initiatives of wellness practices to combat burnout.
3. Discuss the impact of heartfulness meditation on burnout and integrate those skills into daily practice.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**  
Burnout levels have risen in recent years and satisfaction with work-life balance has decreased. Individual and organizational factors may affect burnout in health care professionals. Meditation is a tool to mitigate stress and enhance wellbeing. In this study, we measured the impact of a half-day heartfulness meditation conference on burnout. We also assessed the factors affecting work-life balance in physicians and advanced practice clinicians (APCs).

**METHODS/APPROACH:**  
Physicians and APCs were surveyed through an abbreviated Maslach Burnout Inventory (aMBI) to assess the burnout levels and a question on factors influencing work-life balance. Wellness initiatives included either attending a heartfulness meditation conference or reading a book about burnout and wellness. A repeat aMBI survey was sent eight weeks after the conference. Pre- and post-burnout scores were assessed.

**RESULTS:**  
In total, 530 of 1393 physicians and APCs responded to the aMBI. 54% were female. There were 414 comments (663 factors) on work-life balance. Among the respondents, 60.5% and 32% had symptoms of moderate to severe emotional exhaustion and depersonalization respectively. Twenty-eight percent of the respondents had symptoms of moderate to low personal accomplishment. The major factors impacting work-life balance included workload, workflow, scheduling, administration and meetings, time/time-off, staffing and self-care. A follow up aMBI survey was completed by 79 from the conference group and 264 from the non-conference group. In the conference group, between the age groups 30-50, mean emotional exhaustion scores decreased from 9.8 to 8.6 with statistical significance. (n=40; p=.014). There was no statistically significant change in the non-conference group in any age group.

**CONCLUSION:**  
There is a significant level of burnout among health care professionals. Workload, workflow, and staffing are major factors that affect work-life balance. Heartfulness meditation conference was associated with a statistically significant decrease in emotional exhaustion in those aged 30-50. There was no significant change seen in the non-conference/book reading group.
Coaching for primary care physicians: Results of a positive psychology approach for improving well-being and reducing burnout
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

1. Understand the process of coaching as an intervention for physicians, in distinction to training or mentoring
2. Demonstrate the effectiveness of a brief intervention to reduce physician burnout and increase resilience
3. Understand the translation of resilience into actionable responses to today’s practice environment

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:

Burnout is prevalent among American physicians, and primary care physicians (PCPs) have consistently shown among the highest levels of burnout of medical specialties. It is costly – to the physicians’ own well-being and to healthcare provision itself: physicians experiencing burnout are more likely to make medical errors, to have lessened patient satisfaction, and to reduce their workload or leave their jobs/profession altogether. Accordingly, physicians need to recover agency to reduce burnout and build resilient personal and workplace practices. Individualized coaching has been shown to be an effective method for the realization of personal goals in other fields. We posited that coaching could provide several advantages over other types of interventions (e.g., mindfulness, stress reduction) for PCPs, could be delivered economically, and result in measurably and sustainably improved components of personal resilience and professional satisfaction.

METHODS/APPROACH:

We recruited 60 PCPs from four Greater Boston medical practices. They were randomized into early intervention and waitlisted (control) groups. The coaching intervention consisted of a one-hour, in-person first session and 5 subsequent telephonic half hours, a total of 3.5 hours spread over 3 months. Five professional coaches delivered the services, each having an extensive healthcare experience. Evidence-based coaching tools, based on positive psychology principles, were integrated into the intervention. Eight evidence-based psychological scales were chosen as experimental variables. Both groups were surveyed at baseline (after randomization) and at 3 months, for the primary, controlled comparison. The control group also got coached after 6 months’ wait; both groups were surveyed 3- and 6-months post-coaching. Anecdotal questions about the coaching experience and subsequent application were collected with the first-post coaching survey.

RESULTS:

We found significant differences (p< .05) at 3 months between intervention and control groups for burnout, psychological capital, engagement and job satisfaction. These scale results were stable at 3- and 6-months post-intervention for the combined groups. Favorable changes, near significance, were seen for turnover intentions and job stress. No effect was found for compassion or job self-efficacy. Participants reported a wide range of applications including: personal resilience practices, enhancement of the meaningfulness/enjoyment of their work, teamwork, and workflow process improvement.

CONCLUSION:

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of a brief and economically scalable coaching intervention for PCPs that can reduce burnout and build resilience. These benefits appear to be stable over a 6-month period. The application of insights gained through such personal coaching can support actions directed toward lifting the burdens of physician burnout.
Creating health system processes to improve physician well-being and patient outcomes: A case study of colorectal cancer screening
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. List four ways organization structure can reduce physician workload
2. Cite how to improve physician well-being
3. Cite how to improve colorectal cancer screening (CRCs)

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
While electronic health records (EHRs) have important advantages for patient care, they also contribute substantially to physician burnout. Nearly half of physicians report >1 burnout symptom. Burnout rates are highest among front-line physicians, including primary care physicians (PCPs). EHRs have the potential to support systems that reduce physician burnout by reducing their workload for routine tasks. CRCs is a time-intensive, repetitive task requiring PCPs to review patient records to determine if a screening test is indicated, order tests, notify patients of results, and order follow-up tests as applicable. This physician-reliant process creates opportunities for delays or misses in CRCs. To improve CRCs and reduce physician workload, we leveraged EHR data and implemented a team-based approach to CRCs.

METHODS/APPROACH:
In an integrated healthcare delivery system serving >4.5 million patients, we implemented several infrastructure changes to improve CRCs efficiencies from 2006-2018. First, we created an EHR alert to flag patients due for CRCs at an appointment, making back office staff responsible for pending CRCs orders. Second, we created a centralized outreach program, independent of clinic visits, that notified patients due for CRCs and mailed them a fecal immunochemical test (FIT) kit, with automated and then live reminder calls for unreturned FIT kits. Third, our patient portal was modified so patients could see if they were due for CRCs and request a FIT kit be mailed to them. Finally, in April of 2017, management of results from these centrally ordered FIT tests were reassigned from PCPs to central staff, who notified patients of results and forwarded abnormal results to gastroenterology, ensuring quick, appropriate follow up while decreasing PCP workload.

RESULTS:
In 2018, 557,642 FIT kits were sent to patients through our centralized CRCs program and 53% were completed. Using the online portal, 24,796 patients self-ordered a FIT kit. These systems yielded 283,853 negative FIT results that bypassed the PCPs inbox, handled instead by a central team. 94% of physicians were satisfied with this system to capture and manage FIT results, and from 2006-2018 CRCs rates improved from 52% to 82%.

CONCLUSION:
Leveraging EHR data, back office staff, and centralized processes can reduce physician workload and burnout while increasing CRCs rates. We plan to use similar methodology for other screening exams, such as bone density and breast cancer screening.
Effect of a professional coaching intervention on physician well-being and distress: A randomized clinical trial
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Learning Objectives:
1. Describe the outcome of a randomized trial of professional coaching on physician well-being
2. Explain the differences between coaching, mentoring, and peer support
3. List established metrics used to measure physician well-being

Project Objective/Background:
Burnout symptoms among physicians are common and have potentially serious ramifications for physicians and their patients. Few interventions to address burnout have been conducted to date. Coaching, mentorship, and peer support are three distinct approaches that have been proposed to reduce burnout. Coaching is distinct from mentorship and peer support and involves inquiry, encouragement, and accountability to raise self-awareness, motivation, and capacity to take effective action. Professional coaching has been associated with improved retention, inter-personal relationships, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, ability to manage complexity, and communication skills, but its impact on physician burnout has not been explored.

Methods/Approach:
Between October 2017 and March 2018 we conducted a randomized clinical trial involving 88 practicing physicians in the Departments of Medicine, Family Medicine, and Pediatrics working at Mayo Clinic sites in Arizona, Florida, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. The intervention involved 6 coaching sessions facilitated by a professional coach. Burnout, quality of life (QOL), resilience, job satisfaction, engagement, and meaning at work using established metrics.

Results:
After 6 months of professional coaching, emotional exhaustion decreased by 5.2 points in the intervention arm compared to an increase of 1.5 points in the control arm by the end of the study (p < .001). Rates of high emotional exhaustion at 5 months decreased by 19.5% in the intervention arm and increased by 9.8% in the control arm (p < .001). Rates of overall burnout at 5 months also decreased by 17.1% in the intervention arm and increased by 4.9% in the control arm (p < .001). QOL improved by 1.2 points in the intervention arm compared to 0.1 points in the control arm (p = .005) and resilience scores improved by 1.3 points in the intervention arm compared to 0.6 points in the control arm (p = .04). No statistically significant differences in depersonalization, job satisfaction, engagement, or meaning in work were observed.

Conclusion:
Professional coaching may be an effective way to reduce emotional exhaustion and overall burnout as well as improve QOL and resilience for physicians. This intervention adds to the growing literature of evidence-based approaches to promote physician well-being, and should be considered in the context of other organizational approaches to improve system-level drivers of work-related stressors.
How the creation of an “inboxologist” returned joy to the practice of medicine
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. To understand the organizational benefits of a physician inbox management program  
2. To learn how standardized workflows can help manage large volumes of inbox items

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
To reduce physician burnout and increase joy in medicine we provided real time coverage for a group of doctor’s inboxes which allowed increased time for direct patient care in a cost-conscious way, bringing JOY to the practice of medicine.

METHODS/APPROACH:
One “inbox doctor”, working from home, using standardized, agreed upon evidence-based protocols covered ten full time physician inboxes. Actionable items included prescription refill requests, management of laboratory and imaging results, and filling out electronic forms. The Inbox doctor worked with two dedicated LVNs, who executed protocol instructions including entering and signing orders for medications, placing future lab tests, ordering referrals, calling in refills to outside pharmacy, and calling members with specific scripting based on the physician’s recommendations. With LVN’s working at the top of their scope of practice RN’s could focus on work such as triage, medication titration for diabetes and diabetic foot exams. No additional staff members were hired to execute this program, but in order to make the program cost neutral, each participating doctor had to see one extra patient each half day.

RESULTS:
After 18 months, physician participants had positive comments about the program citing a “significantly reduced workload”. There was an overall 12% reduction of message volumes secondary to real time management of messages which eliminated back and forth communications. We saw a 20% reduction in lab volume secondary to standardizing evidence-based ordering for healthy patients. Finally, a 2% decrease in “no show” rate was attributed to handling problems immediately, thereby decreasing potentially unnecessary follow up appointments. Physicians comments were overwhelming positively, (see attachment one).

CONCLUSION:
We successfully reduced variability of practice using cost effective, current, evidence-based medicine while saving office space by creating “inboxologists”. Implementation of this program brought physicians who generally work in isolation together to work in teams and fostered a sense of trust, collegiality and camaraderie to improve patient care. LVN’s and RN’s were able to work at high levels and contribute to the overall team dynamics in a meaningful way. An “inboxologist” may be a desired position for those seeking flexibility for a variety of reasons including becoming a new parent, suffering from a short or long-term mobility disability, or having a long commute. We hope to continue to monitor the quality of care, patient satisfaction and clinician satisfaction as we grow this program.
"I will never consult that doctor again ... they always yell at me": The efficacy of system wide collegiality programs on physician well-being
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE:
To understand how a large healthcare system used a collegiality program to create positive change in physician workplace culture.

BACKGROUND:
Improved physician wellbeing is correlated with better patient outcomes, improved patient experience and reduced cost. Part of wellbeing is the sense of fulfillment that physicians enjoy from their relationships with each other. Institutional commitment to a culture of collegiality promotes inter-physician and inter-departmental relationships while mitigating isolation. Collegiality leads to a more joyful practice.

METHODS/APPROACH:
In 2016, 363 physicians in a large integrated medical center participated in a collegiality survey. The survey looked at relationships of physicians within a department (intradepartmental), quality of working relationship across departments (working relationship), responsiveness of providers to calls/pages (responsiveness), follow up of departments with patients (follow up), departments’ teaching and assisting other departments (teaching and assisting), and departments treating other departments’ providers with respect (respect).

A system wide, leadership supported collegiality program was then instituted. This included a single four-hour workshop between departments focusing on team building and discussion of case studies specific to those departments. Case studies exemplified opportunities in interdepartmental interactions to promote better collaboration. In addition, leadership development content centering on the importance of trust, transparency and empathy as core values of collegiality were incorporated into the workshop. Opportunities for improved interactions were summarized into formal inter-departmental collegiality agreements. The collegiality survey was repeated in 2018 to assess for culture change with 192 physician responses.

RESULTS:
The follow-up collegiality survey showed overall improvement, with the most dramatic growth seen in the lowest scoring departments. Geriatrics/Palliative Care saw a 26-point improvement in the quality of their working relationship with other departments, Bariatric surgery saw a 23-point improvement in responsiveness to pages/calls, Gastroenterology saw a 13-point improvement in teaching/assisting other colleagues, and General Surgery and Bariatric Surgery showed an increase in treating others with respect by 20 and 35-points, respectively.

CONCLUSION:
A system wide collegiality program with strong leadership support may lead to a culture change in the physician work environment, emphasizing respect, collaboration and team work. Together, these factors may help doctors build a more meaningful and joyful practice environment. The relationship between improved collegiality and quality of patient outcomes is a potential subject of future studies.
Leading from the heart: Creating a culture of leadership wellness
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Recognize the unique challenges and stressors affecting the wellness of our physician leaders
2. Developing empathic leaders and a culture of support among physician leaders
3. Facilitated role play with professional actors to practice challenging leadership communication scenarios

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The wellness of our physician leaders affects their ability to lead effectively. Physician leaders are faced with high expectations and are particularly vulnerable to stress. They may feel isolated from their peers and lack avenues of support. Difficult conversations with colleagues navigating issues such as making partnership, developing corrective action plans and supporting colleagues with personal/social issues are challenging. Addressing leadership wellness and developing communication skills that will promote wellness in the colleagues they lead is crucial to achieving well-being of the entire physician group.

METHODS/APPROACH:
In 2018, a half day program was created to discuss and address some of these issues for leaders of a large complex healthcare organization. The program focused on open discussion of the stressors of leadership in a safe and supportive environment. The program fosters an environment of vulnerability and sharing promoting the leadership group as its own source of support. A presentation highlighting empathic leadership and facilitated role plays with professional actors was utilized to simulate challenging leadership communication scenarios. Observation of the role plays prompted questions, discussion and feedback from the leadership group on how to best support the wellness of the physicians they lead.

RESULTS:
This program was presented twice in 2018. Participants were surveyed electronically after the program. Two questions were asked:
• How important is leadership wellness for an organization’s success?
• Was the program useful and applicable for your role as a leader?

RATING (1-5):
1. Not at all important (useful)
2. Not so important
3. Somewhat important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

Of 16 participants responding to the survey, 100% (16/16) responded that leadership wellness was extremely important for the organization’s success. 93.75% (15/16) responded that the program was extremely useful (7/16) or very useful (8/16).

CONCLUSION:
Leadership wellness is crucial for organizational success. Physician leaders face high organizational and self-expectations, isolation and are required to have challenging conversations with colleagues. The wellness of the leader directly impacts the wellness of the physicians they lead. Empathic leadership and communication can be learned and practiced.
Making SPACE* for what matters most: Analyzing the effects of an intervention to enhance professional fulfillment and leadership skills, and to prevent and mitigate burnout
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Participants will learn the scaffolding of an innovative program created to promote physician fulfillment and decrease burnout
2. Participants will understand how qualitative analysis is used to demonstrate the impact of a longitudinal physician wellness initiative
3. Participants will be able to define the elements identified through qualitative analysis that has made SPACE a unique outlet for self-reflection, self-compassion, learning and connection

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
The 9-month Tending your NEST and Making SPACE* train the trainer program was created by the Stanford University Department of Medicine to mitigate burnout and promote wellness among its faculty. Along with a curriculum of readings, talks, and coaching tools, SPACE provides a supportive monthly gathering/training for participating faculty. The goal is for physician participants to develop skills, behaviors and attitudes that promote physical, emotional and professional well-being and contribute to resilience and leadership. The effect is tracked through mandatory learning narratives written by participants.

**METHODS/APPROACH/METHODS:**
We have received a seed grant to perform a retrospective qualitative analysis, using NVivo, of two SPACE faculty cohort’s (2017, 2018) personal written narrative assignments. The software allows for coding of themes and content across the 138 data records (46 participants x 3 time points each), during the 9-month program. We will focus on changes in themes and content, and differences in changes based on specialty, age and gender. Outcomes will allow us to evaluate the broad impact of SPACE and further refine it.

**NARRATIVES ADDRESS:**
1. Elements of career fulfillment, such as burnout, work/life balance, engagement during clinical work, commitment to patients, clarity regarding priorities, and sense of meaning and purpose.
2. Self-care activities, particularly the NEST components (Nutrition, Exercise, Sleep, Time Management).
3. Personal wellness components, including measures of quality of life, depression, anxiety, and self-compassion.

**RESULTS:**
Qualitative analysis results are expected to be complete by June 2019. Anecdotally, faculty participating in SPACE have been extremely engaged, describing it as a unique outlet for reflection, self-compassion, learning, and connection. One participant stated: “Before beginning the program, I felt that that my career was ending, I was ready to give up, to go down the pathway towards retirement; SPACE gave me the room to contemplate and articulate my passion for patient care and research. As a result, I’m committed to building the next, crowning phase of my Stanford career.”

**CONCLUSION:**
We will present our qualitative analysis of SPACE participant narratives and share the impact of the SPACE program on multiple domains of physician wellness including burnout, well-being, self-care activities, work-life integration, and patient care. We will discuss how what we have learned will allow for continued refinement of the SPACE curriculum, and offer insights to facilitate its broader implementation.

*Tending your NEST (Nutrition, Exercise, Sleep, Time-management) and Making SPACE (Stillness, Presence, Appreciation, Compassion, Equanimity) for What Matters Most [http://medicine.stanford.edu/faculty/professionalDevelopment.html](http://medicine.stanford.edu/faculty/professionalDevelopment.html)
Many paths to the same destination: Utility of a brief engagement survey to assess workplace well-being
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Summarize the results from our engagement survey study.
2. Describe the importance of including well-being items in engagement surveys.
3. Consider how to use engagement data to drive well-being intervention at their own institution.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Employee engagement is regularly assessed within academic medical centers. Our organization used a new, brief survey tool that included items to measure satisfaction, communication/advancement, access to resources, and well-being among providers. Our study examined the potential utility of this instrument for understanding provider well-being and guiding system-level intervention at our institution.

METHODS/APPRAOCH:
The Waggl™ online platform was used to administer customized questions to physicians and advanced practice clinicians (APCs) working in an academic medical center. This instrument consisted of 11 quantitative items and 1 qualitative item. The quantitative items were rated using a 5-item agreement scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree). The qualitative item was: “What would make you feel more appreciated at work? How would this be impactful?”

The analyses and results described below involve only the quantitative items. Burnout and work-related stress rates were generated by calculating frequency. Groups differing in burnout and work-related stress were compared using a chi-square test. A composite communication score was generated by summing items evaluating communication, including: 1) My immediate supervisor keeps me informed; 2) I can express my opinions without fear of retribution; and 3) My input is sought, heard and considered. Logistic regression analyses were used to evaluate the relationship between this composite score and burnout and satisfaction items.

RESULTS:
Of the 1471 providers surveyed, 618 (42%) responded. The majority of providers (95%) reported being motivated to do their best work almost every day. APCs (n = 97) had a higher burnout rate (33%) than physicians (n = 521, 29%). Respondents that endorsed high burnout (n = 190) and/or high stress (n = 74) responded to all survey items differently than respondents with low burnout (n = 425) and/or low stress (n = 542; for all items, p <.01). The r2 value for the relationship between composite communication score and rates of burnout and satisfaction were 0.16 and 0.42 respectively.

CONCLUSION:
Provider burnout rates were similar to previous burnout rates generated from a larger, validated well-being survey administered at our institution. The relationship determined between communication, burnout and job satisfaction is also similar to previous research. These findings demonstrate the potential utility of using brief engagement surveys to gather information on provider well-being. This may be particularly helpful for medical groups or centers who are unable to administer their own well-being survey.
Peer-to-peer recognition: A simple strategy to promote wellness among physicians
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. How to roll out a simple, low cost collegiality program to improve well-being of physicians.
2. A strategy to increase survey return rates.

BACKGROUND:
Being a physician can both gratifying and demanding professions. As demands on physicians continue to grow, the rate of physician burnout remains high. Peer to peer support is essential in addressing physician burnout. Physicians at our hospital developed a simple method of peer-to-peer recognition. We noted that a 2017 survey report conducted by the Workhuman Research Institute found that recognition at work benefits not only the recipient but also the individual who is giving the recognition.

METHODS/APPROACH:
The physician wellness committee, supported by leadership created Peer-to-Peer Recognition Cards for physicians. During a business meeting, physicians were encouraged to address cards to peers that they authentically wanted to recognize. These cards were made readily available at the meeting as well as in the administrative suite. 48 hours the intervention a follow up survey was sent to the physicians. Cards were collected and delivered to the physician peer within one week. A LifeSaver mint was attached to each card.

RESULTS:
After the physician peer-to-peer recognition program was implemented, a survey was conducted with the following questions: 1) Do you feel that recognizing your peers and their contributions has had a positive effect on you? 2) Do you believe that peer recognition is a useful activity for promoting collegiality? 113 primary care physicians received the survey, 66 of these physicians completed the survey. 85.48% of respondents felt that recognizing their peers had a positive effect on them. Among the 203 physicians in surgical subspecialties who received the survey, 115 surveys were completed. 87.61% of respondents felt that recognizing their peers had a positive effect on them personally. In addition, 95.16% of the primary care physicians and 90.27% of surgical specialties felt that peer recognition was a useful activity for promoting collegiality.

CONCLUSION:
In our medical center normal survey response rates are 27-32%. The introduction of an intervention at a meeting attended by most physicians and a survey sent out 48 hours after intervention boosted our response rate in primary care and surgical specialties to 58% and 56% respectively. We propose a simple yet effective method to recognize one’s peers, resulting in an overall positive work environment. Future areas of focus include surveying recipients of the recognition cards, optimizing smartphones and electronic devices to promote ease of peer-to-peer recognition as well as finding additional opportunities to secure high participation and feedback from physicians.
Pilot project to increase patient appointment times in an outpatient primary care internal medicine practice
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. To be able to initiate a pilot project in your organization
2. To identify organizational areas to improve for physician well-being
3. To be able to maintain quality improvements for physician well-being

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
One of the key drivers to burnout among physicians is insufficient time with patients. In busy outpatient care settings clinicians see complex medical patients but do not always have enough time to address multiple concerns, complete documentation in a timely fashion and have time for contemplative decision making. Many practices have moved to 20/40 min or 15/30 min appointment scheduling to try and increase the number of patient visits. The decision for the appointment type is typically decided by a non-clinician (ie call center personnel) that may work off a template for what length of visit is appropriate. This can lead to mis-match of necessary appointment times and increase frustration for clinicians and patients, especially patients with multiple co-morbid conditions and concerns. This project was designed as a pilot program to evaluate the feasibility and sustainability of having 30 minute appointments for patients instead of 15 minute or 30 minute appointment times.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Initially 4 outpatient care physicians were selected to move to the 30 minute appointments for all patients. The schedules were changed so no shorter appointment times could be entered. After 3 months of the pilot initiated, an additional 5 clinicians (including one ARNP) were added to the pilot program.

Data was evaluated after 9 months of the pilot program. The clinic administration monitored individual clinicians work RVU and number of patient visits for the pilot time frame and compared this to previous work RVU and patient visits prior to the pilot. The mini-Z questionnaire was completed by 9 clinicians in the pilot program and by 11 who were not in the pilot program.

**RESULTS:**
Clinicians in the 30 minute pilot all reported improved well-being. The pilot group scored higher on having more control over their workload (88% vs 50% nonpilot). The pilot group also scored higher on the satisfaction score compared to the non-pilot group (88% vs 75%). The average work RVU for the pilot group was either stable or improved for most clinicians. Evaluation of the monthly visits (averaged for time out of clinic, and compared to previous months) was unchanged. Several comments by clinicians in the pilot project commented on their improved satisfaction, noted that their medical assistants were happier, they had more time for clinical reasoning and did less documentation at home. Due to the success of this pilot project, the organization opened up all primary care clinicians to be able to have a choice of 30 minute only appointments for all their patients.

**CONCLUSION:**
Increasing time with patients should be a key component of any organization to improve the well-being and satisfaction of their clinicians. This project demonstrates that it is feasible and sustainable to allow more time with patients. Allowing greater flexibility for patient visit times also increased more control over the clinicians workload. There was no major difference in work RVUs or patient visits during the pilot study time. Ongoing monitoring of physician satisfaction, support staff satisfaction and sustainability is continuing.
Promoting emerging champions: The Canadian Medical Association “wellness ambassador” initiative
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Learn about the development of a national, Canadian initiative that supports emerging champions in physician health and wellness.
2. Learn about the current and ideal state of medical student health and wellness in Canada.
3. Discuss how this program might be expanded internationally.

**BACKGROUND:**
The Canadian Medical Association (CMA) recently released a new Policy on Physician Health which provides recommendations to help guide stakeholders at all levels of the health system to promote a healthy training and practice environment (CMA, 2017). Within this policy, the CMA recommends that ‘emerging champions from learner and early-career segments be identified and supported’, which led to the development of this initiative. The overarching project objective was to build and maintain a community of emerging and informed leaders in learner wellness who, together, will advocate for a healthy, vibrant and supportive profession.

**METHODS:**
Invitations to apply were sent to medical students via CMA member channels (e.g., e-mails, website, social media), where students were asked to answer two short answer questions related to their interest and/or involvement in supporting learner health and wellness. Applications were evaluated by a committee of physician health experts. To ensure national representation, the top candidate from each Canadian University was selected (n = 17), followed by the next top-rated candidates (n = 8) for a total of 25 Wellness Ambassadors.

**RESULTS:**
The Wellness Ambassador initiative was launched at the 2018 International Conference on Physician Health (ICPH). Wellness Ambassadors participated in a facilitated pre-conference day where they shared ideas and innovations from their respective universities, received advocacy training, worked networked and worked together, shared experiences, and learned from current leaders in the physician health community. Following ICPH, students completed an evaluation form, with questions pertaining to their experience with the initiative. Feedback indicated that the initiative was well-received, with 80% strongly agreeing that the program met their expectations, and 87% strongly agreeing that the exercises were engaging. Qualitative feedback was also provided. For example, one student indicated, “I enjoyed hearing what initiatives had been implemented at other schools, what worked, what didn’t, and seeing how successful initiatives could be modified to be implemented at my own institution.”

**CONCLUSION:**
This project supports Canadian physicians by aiming to strengthen physician health and wellness through identifying, encouraging, and supporting emerging physician health leaders. In terms of future directions, the aim is to expand this initiative to include residents and early-career physicians, which will allow for mentorship opportunities across career segments.
Putting pajama time to bed even when the mail never stops: Electronic message management improvements in a large physician medical group
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Electronic Health Records can be redesigned to promote physician well-being
2. Workflow changes can measurably improve physician satisfaction with message management, and reduce “pajama time”
3. Work-life balance for doctors does not have to come at the expense of message response time or patient care

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
In addition to phone calls, patients increasingly send electronic messages regarding their healthcare, but not all messages require physician input. We recognized that moving to an EHR had shifted message triage from a front-desk role all the way up to the physician level, and we decided to empower our health care team members to work at the top of their licensure again. Our prior state routed all incoming messages through the bottleneck of overloaded physician “inboxes,” increasing response times and lowering both physician and patient satisfaction. We worked collaboratively within our organization to redesign our electronic systems and workflows to improve message management, reducing the volume of messages needing physician action, while improving the speed and quality of our responses to patients.

METHODS/APPROACH:
We conducted pre- and post-surveys of our 1,000+ physician medical group, which we leveraged to obtain organizational agreement for our new workflows. We created both qualitative and quantitative reporting systems, accessible by all managers in real time, to ensure ongoing accountability.

We built electronic efficiency tools, and designed trainings around the new workflows, to streamline and standardize our message management process. We removed our physicians from shared message pools, and reassigned message triage to nurses.

RESULTS:
The number of our Family Medicine and Internal Medicine physicians who report spending 3 or more hours on “pajama time” dropped by greater than 50% between 2016 and 2018. Physician impression of the quality of message management and triage by nurses improved from 7% to 50%, while our response time to our patients improved by 18 hours. Most importantly for physician wellness, within just a few months nurses were able to successfully handle 40% of all incoming messages, with some nurses managing 70% of all incoming messages without any physician input.

CONCLUSION:
We were able to activate a remarkable change throughout our health system by redesigning our electronic message management workflows. Our patients are getting answers to their healthcare questions more quickly, and our doctors are relieved of the cognitive burden of watching messages pile up while they should be focused on in-person patient care at work, or their families and loved ones at home. We achieved this by fundamentally redesigning our medical practice around electronic messages, asking our staff to work at top of their licensure, and leveraging our EHR expertise to build the electronic tools needed to support and promote physician wellness and reduce “pajama time.”
Shared success mentoring: A social approach to setting new physicians up for success
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Discuss the importance of a physician mentor/mentee relationship.
2. Understand how structured social support can create lasting impacts on personal & professional well-being.
3. Provide a framework for implementing & evaluating a mentoring program to generate long-term organizational impacts.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
The Shared Success Mentoring program was developed to provide newly hired physicians with the support they need to be successfully enculturated into the organization. This support is provided through group mentoring sessions, and through one-on-one mentoring for those who cannot attend the group sessions. Shared Success Mentoring differs from many traditional mentoring programs in that it emphasizes social support and peer connections between physicians, rather than clinical or task-oriented topics. Physician mentors lead discussions on issues important to acclimating to the organization while also discussing broader topics such as maintaining personal well-being and long-term career development. Mentees benefit from asking questions and bouncing ideas off of mentors as well as their peers.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Physicians join the Shared Success Mentoring program for their first nine months. One-hour meetings are held monthly with leadership support for utilizing this time. As new physicians are hired they are connected to a mentor group or one-on-one mentor, and after they complete their ninth month they graduate from the program. Post-session mentor debriefs identify opportunities for improvement within the medical centers and departments, as well paths to further develop Shared Success. To date, over 500 physicians have participated in the program.

**RESULTS:**
Significant impacts have occurred for both mentees and mentors. Mentors describe this as a rewarding role in their own personal and professional development. Mentees are evaluated immediately after program graduation, and again 9-months later. Results show that physicians who participate in the Shared Success Mentoring program report higher scores than their colleagues on evidence-based items that comprise outcomes including role/job satisfaction, organizational commitment, perceived organizational support, socialization, and coworker relations.

**CONCLUSION:**
The Shared Success Mentoring program has created a welcoming, social environment with demonstrated impacts on the organization and the individual, at a time when more physicians are reporting that they are experiencing “loneliness” in their clinical practice.
Teachable resiliency factors to reduce burnout and improve professional fulfillment
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Learn some of the teachable factors associated with resiliency.
2. Learn which teachable factors are most likely to have the greatest impact on reducing burnout and improving professional fulfillment.
3. Discuss how these factors influence others known to improve professional fulfillment and reduce burnout, such as teamwork, collegiality, leadership, and professional achievement.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Comprehensive physician wellness programs often include attention to culture, practice efficiency, and personal resiliency. While resiliency programs are being rapidly developed and deployed, little is known about the potential to improve professional fulfillment and reduce burnout among physicians, and which teachable skills are likely to have the greatest impact. This is the aim of this study.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
The 4171 practicing attending physicians from five regional hospitals were invited by email to complete an annual wellness survey, including an instrument created to assess for seven teachable resiliency factors on a Likert scale of agreeableness (0-4). [Attached]
The Professional Fulfillment Index was used to assess professional fulfillment and burnout.

**RESULTS:**
Of the 4171 practicing attending physicians invited, 1277 responded (31% response rate). This cross-sectional sample was representative of the larger group. There was no significant collinearity among the tested factors. One's self-awareness of what is most important to oneself, ability to self-regulate emotions, mental agility to maintain a positive mindset (optimistic, growth, grit), self-efficacy as a sense of control over one's life, and a sense of transcendent meaning as a sense of awe when reflecting on one's life as a physician were all significantly associated with greater professional fulfillment and lower burnout. When controlling for all factors a sense of control over one's life, an optimistic mindset, and a sense of awe in reflection on one's life as a physician remain strongly associated with more professional fulfillment and less burnout. [Table]

**CONCLUSION:**
Resiliency programs have great potential to improve professional fulfillment and reduce burnout among physicians. This conclusion is limited by the fact this new instrument requires further validation.
### TABLE:
Resilient mindset associations with professional fulfilment and burnout (unadjusted)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Professionally Fulfilled</th>
<th>Burned Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-awareness</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcendence</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimistic Mindset</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth Mindset</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grit Mindset</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multivariate logistic regression with dichotomous dependent variable burnout or professional fulfillment (0 absent, 1 present) and continuous independent variable resilient trait (ordinal Likert of agreeableness 0-4, direction undesirable -> desirable state for PF, desirable/undesirable state for BO)

**Mindset* (1 Question)**

How true do you feel the following statements are about you during the past three months?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Somewhat agree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have a clear sense of what is most important to me in life.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel in control of my life.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With perseverance, I believe I can overcome obstacles.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I see failure as an opportunity to learn from experience.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel optimistic.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel in control of my feelings.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel a sense of awe when I reflect on my life as a physician.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The American Academy of Neurology “Live Well, Lead Well” leadership program: A specialty organization approach to workplace wellness
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. To summarize one specialty organization’s approach to workplace wellness.
2. To appreciate the importance of leadership development in promoting personal and workplace wellness.
3. To demonstrate the importance of creating a network of support to promote physician wellness.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Neurologists have a high rate of burnout. To mitigate burnout, the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) has advocated against regulatory hassles, worked with payors and health informatics, and included educational programming on personal and organizational wellness at the AAN Annual Meeting. To promote personal and workplace wellness, the AAN developed and funded the Live Well, Lead Well (LWLW) Leadership Program.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
The main LWLW program objectives were to (1.) understand burnout in neurology at the individual, workplace, and national levels, (2.) identify strategies to promote personal wellness, (3.) identify strategies to improve well-being in one’s local workplace, and (4.) to create a network of support to share ideas about promoting wellness in neurology.

Participants were expected to develop a wellness project for their respective workplaces. The initial seven-month LWLW program started with an immersion weekend that included experiential sessions for personal wellness and workshops to assist with project design. Each participant teamed with two other participants and a neurologist coach for continued project guidance and accountability. The program concluded with a half-day meeting at the AAN Annual Meeting, where participants provided project updates.

**RESULTS:**
Fourteen participants were invited to the program (64% female, mean age 44.2 years [SD 9.9]). There were three participants in training, six in academic practice, and five in a multispecialty/neurology group. Two participants had protected time and none had specified funding for their projects. Participants agreed that the weekend helped them better understand burnout in neurology at the individual (93%), work-unit (93%), and national (100%) levels. All agreed that programming helped them to identify strategies to use to promote personal and workplace wellness.

Project interventions included surveys, focus groups, educational seminars, community events, and mentorship interventions. Target audiences included residents and fellows, academic faculty, neurology colleagues, nursing staff, and non-clinical staff. Allies included departmental, hospital or organizational leadership, colleagues at the same level of training, and family and friends outside of the organization. All participants strongly agreed that the program helped them create a network of support to share ideas about promoting wellness in neurology. All were confident or very confident in proposing, planning, and executing a leadership project after the program. Participants most frequently described the program as supportive, motivating, inspiring and worthwhile.

**CONCLUSION:**
Sponsored by the AAN, the LWLW program created a community that supported personal and workplace wellness for all participants. Leadership development empowers individuals to cultivate personal and workplace wellness.
The pebbles project: Creating solutions for organizational “pebbles in the shoe”
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Provide a practical framework for how to involve frontline physicians in improving organizational wellness.
2. Discuss the importance of approaching wellness from an organizational perspective as well as individual wellness.
3. Share local successes to demonstrate larger-scale impacts.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The Pebbles Project provides small groups of physicians with structure and support to solve smaller-scale operational problems in their practice – the so-called, “pebbles in the shoes.” Research by Tait Shanafelt shows that physicians who spend at least 20% of their professional effort focused on the dimension of work they find most meaningful are at dramatically lower risk for burnout. While the Pebbles Project does not take up 20% of a physician’s time, and is mainly meaningful to a physician in the way of improving efficiencies, it provides them the opportunity to focus on something that they are invested in solving and to be creative in their solutions-focused approach.1

METHODS/APPROACH:
The Committee on Physician Experience (COPE) meets with small groups of physicians over lunch who have an idea to solve an operational inefficiency in their practice. Over lunch, COPE and the physicians brainstorm ideas, solutions, and a path of action for how to solve a small problem that creates a big headache in their practice. COPE then works with local leaders and the company’s Innovation Team to deliver the discussed ideas for solution.

RESULTS:
In a span of 12 months, 21 Pebbles Projects have been initiated – with 15 projects completed and 6 projects currently ongoing. These “pebbles in the shoes” range from modifications in EHR technologies, to new forms created to help with flow of walk-in patients, to updating Econsult pages, to providing a picnic bench outside of physician lounge.

CONCLUSION:
The Pebbles Project has created a forum for input and new ideas from front line physicians, who may not otherwise have a forum to provide operational suggestions. It has allowed for physicians to work together to create a direct impact in their local medical center.

The University of Cincinnati Department of Neurology and Rehabilitation Medicine All-Associates Retreat: A strengths-based approach to departmental culture and wellness
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. To demonstrate the role of leadership in promoting departmental wellness.
2. To summarize the strengths-based approach to wellness in one academic department.
3. To appreciate how a strengths-based approach can identify areas of growth in an academic department.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The vision of the University of Cincinnati Department of Neurology and Rehabilitation Medicine is to be the model and destination for integrated personalized care, research and education. While a problem-based approach is typically used to determine areas of improvement, a strengths-based approach can also be used to identify areas of opportunity and growth towards the department’s vision. Departmental leadership used this approach to plan an All-Associates Retreat focused on departmental culture and wellness.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Prior to the retreat, all faculty, learners, medical staff, and administrative staff were asked (1.) to rate the culture of the department from 1 [bad] to 5 [good] and (2.) to describe the culture of the department in one word.

Retreat activities focused on purpose, meaningful work, and personal resilience. All associates, including faculty, residents and fellows, and staff, were free from clinical and administrative responsibilities, except for personnel essential for in-patient hospital care. Funding for the retreat was provided by the department. During the retreat, culture survey results were presented, then participants listened to a patient experience story and experienced mind-body sessions on mindfulness and relaxation. Participants also engaged in an appreciative inquiry exercise to explore joy in work and the optimal work environment. Appreciative inquiry is a process that approaches change through a strengths-based perspective in organizations, including health care. It also may provide ideas to improve the work culture, which are essential for a thriving, productive and cohesive work-force.

RESULTS:
There were 140 respondents to the culture survey. The mean score on the culture question was 3.53, and 56% described the departmental culture with a positive word.

There were ~200 participants at the retreat. The appreciative inquiry exercise uncovered three common themes as areas of focus for the clinical leadership team. First, to promote a positive presence of leadership in the clinic, daily huddles, twice daily manager rounds, and quarterly one-on-one rounding have been implemented. Second, to promote the importance of showing appreciation, handwritten cards are being distributed to staff members who are recognized by peers. Finally, to provide adequate training for staff, clinical leadership is exploring strategies to assist with support staff training in the clinics, including binders that are regularly used in a clinician’s office and lectures about specific neurological conditions.

CONCLUSION:
Leadership support of a strengths-based approach can be used to identify areas of opportunity and growth towards the departmental culture and wellness.
Using a system-based approach to support well-being at the local level
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Identify the variability in needs across an institution
2. Describe how one institution used survey data to identify core themes impacting well-being
3. Explore how system and local initiatives can interface to provide broad support

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
As systems approach clinician well-being, designing a system level structure that meets the needs of individuals can be challenging. Local issues vary between clinics, departments, and specific roles. A high-level approach to policies must be met with an ability to customize services to meet the needs of diverse groups.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Our Center promotes system and individual resilience by serving as a hub to connect approximately 20,000 faculty and staff to a wide network of well-being initiatives offered by a variety of resources across campus. Annual well-being surveys and needs assessments highlight opportunities at the unit and department level that are shared with institutional leadership and the appropriate smaller groups. By partnering with organizational development, human resources, academic affairs, quality, clinical leadership and business operations, among others, groups are presented options that connect resources based on their specific needs. Additionally, groups are supported in developing their own projects through our Wellness Champions Program.

**RESULTS:**
Over the first 18 months of the Center, we directly served approximately 3250 employees, trained 140 Wellness Champions, performed 90 resilience consultations, trained 94 clinicians in advanced communication and provided peer support for 68 individuals. As an administrative unit of the Senior Vice President’s office, reporting to the Chief Wellness Officer, we are able to meet the needs of clinical and academic groups across health sciences. A one size fits all approach does not meet the needs of a diverse institution. We have seen the most successful changes occur at the system level when individuals have a baseline level of support needs met. By customizing an approach, groups can select what is most likely to benefit, whether that be leadership training, team communication, EMR optimization, a quiet space to work, or access to space to be physically active at work.

**CONCLUSION:**
A system wide structure that can identify needs and then tailor interventions and services to the needs of diverse groups can broaden the impact of a clinician well-being initiative.
Virtual reality role play simulation to assess stress and investigate strategies to decrease risk of physician burnout
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Understand how immersive virtual reality (VR) technology such as Oculus Go can help physicians and physicians in training identify stressors and consider positive and negative coping strategies;
2. Recognize the potential of an immersive headset-based VR experience to practice change and receive feedback on potential success or failure of various coping strategies;
3. Describe how a headset-based VR experience can help physicians avoid burnout and build confidence in their ability to cope with stresses that may lead to burnout.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Engaging skill training simulations successfully impart health behavior change and support positive emotions. A meta-analysis found that simulations increased self-efficacy in a variety of clinical skills by 20%, declarative knowledge by 11%, procedural knowledge by 14%, and retention by 9% more than control approaches. The individual focus of simulations supports attention, exploration, and improved confidence in addressing challenges.

We are creating an immersive virtual reality (VR) environment for organizations to make available to physicians to help them recognize factors such as work-life balance issues causing stress, self-reflect on those factors, such as identifying self-imposed social isolation or acknowledging financial or relational concerns, test coping strategies and receive feedback.

METHODS/APPROACH:
In headset-based VR users are immersed in non-directive, meaningful and context-consistent situations exposing a wide range of stresses including issues that are
- **Personal**: Relationship issues due to conflict, obtaining proper nutrition/sleep/exercise given time constraints,
- **Care-related**: Angry/demanding patients, terminally ill patients, patients similar to the individual,
- **Ethical**: Ethical concerns related to confidentiality, limiting care due to cost or insurance coverage,
- **Skill-based**: Electronic record-keeping and challenges collecting and reporting patient information, and resolving conflicts with peers, trainees, and superiors.

In VR, the user can build resiliency by investigating situations, responding to decision-making opportunities with clear consequences, pursuing repetitive practice, and receiving tailored feedback and encouragement.

Users could voluntarily share anonymized stress and coping data with the institution to provide the organization with collective data to guide institutional-wide change that would decrease stress and provide support for successful coping strategies.

RESULTS:
We tested a limited functionality prototype with one group of 5 users. All agreed that they were 1) interested in the storyline, 2) found the feedback useful, 3) felt the simulation could be a useful learning experience, and 4) had an interest in wellness and resiliency highlighted in the experience. Four of five agreed that the experience “flows well.”

CONCLUSION:
Immersive VR simulation technology can expose users to the challenge of clinical care in a realistic and safe environment where users can identify problems, test strategies and assess outcomes. In a VR simulation a user can comfortably identify and adapt to stress and make forward-looking changes that build longer-term resilience, an essential component of avoiding burnout.
Ways health systems may improve clinical teamwork to promote physician well-being
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Learn how ineffective teamwork affects well-being.
2. Learn about team dynamics that may influence effectiveness and well-being.
3. Consider interventions to improve teamwork.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**

Previous research to assess burnout associated with seven workplace stressors, assessed by the Maslach Burnout Inventory and Mini-Z respectively, demonstrated that while inefficient clinical teamwork was less prevalent than other workplace stressors it was one of the factors most highly correlated with burnout. Given that physicians are now more likely to work in health systems in which they may not be involved in developing the clinical teams in which they work, we hypothesize that lack of team cohesiveness may contribute to inefficient clinical teamwork and physician burnout.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**

In January of 2019 we completed the annual physician wellness survey, having invited 4171 active attending physicians to participate via an email link. We measured physician’s perception of seven factors related to team development and team cohesiveness [attached], and the correlations with team efficiency and burnout using the Mini-Z team efficiency metric and the Professional Fulfillment Index to assess burnout (BO>=1.33) respectively.

**RESULTS:**

Of those invited, 1277 responded (31% response rate). The presence of inefficient teamwork (15%), made burnout significantly more likely (OR 3.3). Less than half of physicians are involved in selecting clinical teammates (OR 4.5 inefficient teamwork, OR 1.9 burnout), and 36% are not involved in setting expectations for the team (OR 5.4 inefficient teamwork, OR 2.0 burnout). Eighteen percent of physicians do not know the full names of clinical teammates. Physicians were more likely to perceive efficient teamwork if they felt supported, teammates helped them, they helped teammates, they were involved in setting expectations for the team and in selecting the team members, and the team celebrated events together. The absence of these factors was significantly associated with burnout.

**CONCLUSION:**

Involving physicians in selecting clinical teammates and setting expectations for the team, may achieve greater team efficiency. Giving to and receiving support from teammates is associated with greater team efficiency and less burnout, as is celebrating events together. Greater familiarity with clinical teammates has potential to improve team efficiency.
### TABLE:
Teamwork Factors: Percent lacking, Association with Team Effectiveness and Burnout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTORS:</th>
<th>% lacking factor</th>
<th>Poor Team Efficiency</th>
<th>Burnout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% OR CI</td>
<td>% OR CI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel Supported</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>61.8 (vs.10.6)</td>
<td>13.6 (8.6-21.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Names</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>23.7 (vs.12.8)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.4-3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Teammates</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>22.1 (vs.5.9)</td>
<td>4.5 (3.0-6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Expectations</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>28.7 (vs.7.0)</td>
<td>5.4 (3.8-7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They help me</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>54.1 (vs.9.1)</td>
<td>11.8 (8.0-17.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I help them</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>53.3 (vs.14.3)</td>
<td>6.8 (2.1-22.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Celebrate</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>29.6 (vs.11.8)</td>
<td>3.2 (2.2-4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Efficiency</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>63.8 (vs.34.5)</td>
<td>3.3 (2.4-4.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Factors: (0) true/neutral, (1) false; team efficiency satisfactory-optimal (0), poor-marginal(1); burnout (0) absent, (1) present based on PFI BO>=1.33. Scale (0-4).

Bolded: statistically significant (p<0.05), Chi-squared and Bivariate Logit Regression.

Your clinical team includes advanced practice providers, nurses, medical assistants, care coordinators, social workers, and others with whom you care for patients. How true are the following statements about your clinical setting during the past two weeks?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitely true</th>
<th>Mostly true</th>
<th>Neither true nor false</th>
<th>Mostly false</th>
<th>Definitely false</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel supported by the frontline clinical staff</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know the first and last names of everyone on the clinical team.</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am involved in selecting the people on the clinical team.</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am involved in setting expectations for the clinical team.</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of the clinical team do their job in a way that makes it easier for me to do mine.</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do my job in a way that makes it easier for others to do theirs.</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At work, I celebrate special occasions with my clinical team.</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
#whyidoit: A multidisciplinary wellness initiative in an academic emergency department
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### LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. To describe a wellness initiative that can be use for providers to reflect and share what motivates them to continue to work and excel in the emergency department;
2. To understand what common factors motivate emergency medicine healthcare providers to find workplace wellness and job satisfaction;
3. To identify areas of focus to improve workplace wellness, motivation, and job satisfaction.

### PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Healthcare providers in critical care settings, such as the emergency department have significant workplace stressors and are at high risk for burnout. Recognizing and mitigating provider burnout is critical to physician health and well-being because it correlates with substance abuse, suicidal thoughts, career dissatisfaction, early retirement, and suboptimal patient care. While gratitude and positive psychology have been identified as factors that increase resilience and decrease burnout, no prior studies have examined specific provider motivators for continued career satisfaction and workplace engagement. To increase the wellness of providers in our emergency department, we implemented a wellness initiative titled #whyidoit. Our goal was to have providers across all disciplines reflect and share what motivates them to work in our ED.

### METHODS/APPROACH:
Participants in the #whyidoit Initiative were asked what motivates them in the workplace. Responses were gathered over the month of February for three consecutive years (2017-2019) at an academic Level I trauma center in a large Midwestern city. Emergency department staff across all disciplines were recruited to participate. Recruitment messaging was incorporated into grand rounds, nursing huddles, and sign out. Participants self-selected to contribute by writing their response anonymously on a sticky note and posting it on a board that was displayed in the break room for the duration of the month. After three years of implementing this initiative, a thematic analysis based on a grounded theory was performed using the qualitative data. Submissions were subjectively categorized into initial themes, which were then reconciled into three overarching classifications.

### RESULTS:
In total, 149 responses were collected over three years. Initial motivating themes included team work (N=35), pride in possessing a unique skill set (N=26), helping patients in a time of need (N=26), teaching/learning opportunities (N=15), humor and levity at work (N=14), building relationships with patients (N=11), financial motivation (N=9), patient gratitude (N=7), and philosophical and moral motivators (N=6). These themes were then reconciled into three overarching classifications including team centered motivators, patient centered motivators, and reward centered motivators. Of the responses, 51% (N=76) were team centered, 24.8% (N=37) were patient centered, and 24.2% (N=36) were reward centered.

### CONCLUSION:
Our responses show the greatest motivator of those who work in an ED were team centered. This highlights the importance of relationship building and sense of shared purpose among our group of healthcare providers. Other studies demonstrate that supportive professional relationships also help to build resilience. By identifying the team centered motive for workplace satisfaction, future improvement of workplace well-being should include strengthening and maintaining professional relationships.
Oral presentation

Next generation
Asynchronous learning credit for well-being: A tool for implementing and promoting a culture of wellness during residency training
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Apply elements of the required core curriculum in the Model of Emergency Medicine Practice and Clinical Competency Milestones to develop an asynchronous learning credit for well-being (aLCW)
2. Demonstrate a successful implementation of using asynchronous learning credit to promote self-care
3. Evaluate the applicability of an aLCW into your home institution

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Well-being is not a “one-size-fits-all.” Some may benefit from group activities, while others may thrive with more private, personal interventions. We began our pilot during academic year 2016-2017, and since have seen usage of this program increase without reminders or prompting, emphasizing the incorporation of this model into the culture of the program.

Well-being elements of the required core curriculum from the 2013 Model of EM Practice and ACGME Emergency Medicine Milestones were reviewed. We utilized these requirements to help leverage successful implementation among the various stakeholders.

METHODS/APPROACH:
A log was developed to survey implementation and usage of the program. Activities that promote well-being include doctor’s or therapy appointments, mindfulness activities, health-related activities including fitness, bonding with friends and family or directed reading/courses. Residents utilize additional activities beyond these preliminary suggestions.

RESULTS:
A brief survey of the current academic year (2018-2019) yields some interesting data. To date, more than half of the residents have logged utilization of the program without prompting/reminders. We believe this is because of the psychological safety we have established around using the aLCW. The mean time is 9.36 hours per resident, with a range of 1 to 63 hours. The advantage is for learners to change their mindset to focus on self-care and what they view as “well-being.” For example, one resident with the 63 hours has been interpreting his teaching time as part of his well-being exercise, highlighting how individual learners view well-being interventions differently. To date, over 500 hours are logged this academic year. While the maximum allowed aLCW is 12 hours each, we find that this innovative intervention allows for residents to become more aware of the benefits of self-care, the impact of allotting personal time for their own well-being, and reframing professional development as a kind of well-being. These hours would otherwise be taken from the learner’s free time; by providing a baseline credit, the interventions help shift the priority for their betterment.

CONCLUSION:
Using current frameworks and requirements, we provide an innovative way of promoting the culture of wellness during residency training at no to low cost and with minimal implementation requirement. Motivation to utilize the program is intrinsic, learner centered, and driven by health and well-being promotion. This successful intervention provides a catalyst to ensure a baseline expectation for residents to focus on self-care and their well-being.
A voice for all: A collaborative approach to physician well-being in a medical school
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe a medical school organizational structure that supports faculty physician well-being
2. Describe a collaborative process using a school survey to initiate department-specific conversations and action plans about well-being
3. Describe well-being action plans derived from this approach

OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Burnout is prevalent among physicians and academic medical faculty. We describe a medical school organizational structure and collaborative process that utilized results of a survey on well-being to initiate school-wide and department/specialty specific conversations and action plans about well-being.

METHODS:
We first assembled faculty stakeholders, called Faculty Wellness Champions, as designated representatives and change agents for well-being in each department. In April 2018, the Champions began monthly meetings as part of the school’s Faculty Vitality Taskforce led by the Executive Vice-Dean and Assistant Dean for Faculty Vitality. We deliberately included Champions in planning a school survey on faculty well-being. They developed open-ended questions about challenging aspects of work, a personal definition of “wellness”, what is most meaningful at work, knowledge of existing well-being initiatives, department-specific barriers, and solutions to wellness. The IRB-approved survey also included quantitative instruments. It was distributed to 549 faculty across 20 departments between 11/2018 and 02/2019. School-wide data were analyzed in aggregate. Department-specific data were analyzed without demographics to protect anonymity. Qualitative data were analyzed for themes. Champions are being coached to use data and themes to lead conversations with colleagues about departmental and school well-being action plans. They will use the Stanford model of professional fulfillment to elicit ideas to promote a culture of wellness and efficiency of practice, and will use a priority action matrix to select actions plans.

RESULTS:
The survey response rate was 41%. Most respondents were clinicians (74%) and full-time faculty (92%). About half (51%) had seriously considered leaving the institution in the past year, and 31% met criteria for burnout using the Maslach Burnout Inventory (clinicians, 33%; non-clinicians, 24%). Average scores for the Professional Fulfillment Scale were 2.6/4, and for Empowerment at Work, 4.4/7. On the Mini Z, 70% of physicians agreed/strongly agreed that they are satisfied with their jobs, and many reported a great deal of stress (53%), busy or chaotic work atmospheres (53%), and poor/marginal control over workload (43%).

Emerging qualitative themes for challenges included administrative burdens and lack of resources; for meaning, patient care and making a difference; and for wellness, work-life balance and lack of anxiety. We will present all themes and data and the action plans that resulted from the Champion-facilitated department discussions.

CONCLUSION:
A faculty well-being survey, collaboratively designed by faculty stakeholders to provide school-wide and department-specific quantitative and qualitative data, provided rich information for planning school and department well-being initiatives.
Depression and burnout among medical students: Six-year longitudinal study
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe prevalence of symptoms depression and burnout among medical students during 4 years in medical school
2. Discuss predictors of symptoms of depression and burnout among medical students

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Prevalence of depression and burnout are higher among medical students than the general population. A meta-analysis of 167 cross-sectional and 16 longitudinal studies from 43 countries reported the overall prevalence of depressive symptoms among medical students at 27.2% (ranged from 9.3 to 55.9%). Only 15.7% of those students who screened positive for depression sought treatment. Cross-sectional studies reported 45-71% of medical students experience burnout. Longitudinal studies are limited and the objective of this our study was to examine the prevalence and risk factors of symptoms of burnout and depression among medical students during 4 years.

METHODS/APPROACH:
In 2009, we enrolled medical students into a longitudinal, yearly survey study at a private medical school in the Mid-Atlantic region. Approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. Participants comprised 7 cohorts of medical students who matriculated from 2010 to 2016. Approximately 761 (90.6%) medical students from 2010 to 2016 completed the survey at baseline. Of the 761, 508 (66.8%) participants completed during their 2nd year. Of participants who were eligible (n=652), 56.6% (n=369) of participants completed a follow-up survey during their 3rd year and among eligible (n=544), 46.0% (n=250) of participants completed the 4th year follow-up survey.

RESULTS:
At baseline, 51.8% of participants were aged ≤22 years, 49.2% were females, 44.0% were White, non-Hispanic, and 90.8% were single. Among first year medical students, the prevalence of depressive symptoms was 4.3% and it was 10.5%, 10.9%, and 13.9% among years 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Depressive symptoms increased significantly across medical school year (p<0.001).

Emotional exhaustion also significantly increased from 9.4% among first year students compared to 46.2% among fourth year (p<0.001). Prevalence of depersonalization was 8.6% among first year students and 52.5% among fourth year students (p<0.001). After adjustment for age, race, sex, marital status and cohort and first year, increased odds of depressive symptoms during the second year (OR=2.54, 95% CI 1.54, 4.20, p<0.001), third year (OR=2.93, 95% CI 1.71, 5.02, p<0.001), and fourth year (OR=3.58, 95% CI 2.01, 6.35, p<0.001). After adjustment for covariates increased odds of emotional exhaustion during the second year (OR=3.35, 95% CI 2.33, 4.81, p<0.001), third year (OR=4.73, 95% CI 3.24, 6.90, p<0.001), and fourth year (OR=8.33, 95% CI 5.52, 12.56, p<0.001)). Similarly increased odds of depersonalization during the second year (OR=3.44, 95% CI 2.33, 5.08, p<0.001), third year (OR=6.88, 95% CI 4.60, 10.29, p<0.001), and fourth year (OR=13.26, 95% CI 8.57, 20.52, p<0.001).
Depression and suicidal ideation in urology trainees
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe the extent of depression and suicidal ideation in urology and trainees
2. Recognize the impact of personal and institutional factors on depression and SI
3. Identify the potential screening tools for SI

BACKGROUND:
Surgical trainees experience a high rate of depression. A recent study of surgical residents revealed that 36% of trainees experience mild, and 20% experience moderate to severe depression, depression. At the same time, 11% of surgical residents were found to have suicidal thoughts. Despite the high rate of burnout previously reported in urologists, no studies have addressed the rates of depression or suicidality in urology trainees.

METHODS:
We conducted a national REDCap-based survey study of urology trainees which included demographic, depression (PHQ9), burnout (MBI and single-item self-reported burnout), and quality of life questions. An exploratory analysis of self-reported burnout and suicidal ideation was performed. Model performance and measure performance was assessed using receiver operator characteristic (ROC). An assessment of effect modification using interaction terms was limited due to the small sample size. Finally, our cohort was compared to the AUA Census data using univariate analysis.

RESULTS:
Overall response rate was 20.8%. The survey cohort did not differ significantly from the national resident complement. Within this group, 17.6% (n=37) of respondents met criteria for moderate, moderate-severe, or severe depression. Suicidal ideation was reported in 24 residents (11.4%). Burnout was present in 143 residents (68.1%), and BO was self-reported in 94 residents (44.8%). In our cohort, self-reported burnout had a good ability to discriminate for burnout demonstrated on the MBI (0.7096 [95%CI 0.64934-0.76982]). Individual factors associated with increased risk of depression and SI are outlined in Table 1. Importantly, the presence of depression was highly associated with suicidal ideation with 37.8% of residents with depression reporting suicidal ideation versus 5.8% of residents without depression (p<0.0001). On adjusted analysis, gender (OR 3.1 [95%CI 1.4-6.9], p=0.006), fatigue (OR 3.8[95%CI 1.6-9.0], p=0.002), and burnout (OR 16.7 [95%CI 2.2-127.5], p=0.007) increased the odds of depression (Table 2). In our exploratory analysis, we found model performance to be similar between BO assessed with MBI and self-reported BO (Figure 1). Gender and fatigue were not associated with SI. Only self-reported BO was significant (OR 4.0 [95%CI 1.2-13.4]), but not BO assessed on MBI. Self-reported BO alone demonstrated a good ability to predict SI (OR 7.6 [95%CI 2.5-23], AUC Area 0.718 [95%CI 0.634-0.802]).

CONCLUSION:
Urology trainees experience a high rate of moderate-severe depression and suicidal thoughts. A single-item self-reported burnout instrument has a good ability to predict SI in trainees.

Continue on page next page
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No depression or Mild depression</th>
<th>Moderate to Severe Depression</th>
<th>No Suicidal Ideation</th>
<th>Suicidal Ideation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 173 (82.4%)</td>
<td>n = 37 (17.6%)</td>
<td>n = 186 (88.6%)</td>
<td>n = 24 (11.4%)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>30.5 (3.2)</td>
<td>30.6 (2.3)</td>
<td>30.3 (2.5)</td>
<td>32 (5.3)</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n(%)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>127 (87.6)</td>
<td>18 (12.4)</td>
<td>132 (91)</td>
<td>13 (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46 (70.8)</td>
<td>19 (29.2)</td>
<td>54 (83.1)</td>
<td>11 (16.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship status, n(%)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>41 (78.8)</td>
<td>11 (21.2)</td>
<td>42 (80.8)</td>
<td>10 (19.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not single</td>
<td>132 (83.5)</td>
<td>26 (16.5)</td>
<td>144 (91.1)</td>
<td>14 (8.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training year, n(%)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>19 (79.2)</td>
<td>5 (20.8)</td>
<td>22 (91.7)</td>
<td>2 (8.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>75 (89.3)</td>
<td>9 (10.7)</td>
<td>78 (92.9)</td>
<td>6 (7.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>77 (77)</td>
<td>23 (23)</td>
<td>85 (85)</td>
<td>15 (15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work hours, n(%)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;60 hours</td>
<td>14 (82.4)</td>
<td>3 (17.6)</td>
<td>17 (58.6)</td>
<td>12 (41.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80 hours</td>
<td>113 (89)</td>
<td>14 (11)</td>
<td>115 (90.6)</td>
<td>12 (9.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;80 hours</td>
<td>46 (69.7)</td>
<td>20 (30.3)</td>
<td>54 (69.2)</td>
<td>24 (30.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nights on call per week, n(%)</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60 (83.3)</td>
<td>12 (16.7)</td>
<td>66 (91.7)</td>
<td>6 (8.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>53 (82.8)</td>
<td>11 (17.2)</td>
<td>56 (87.5)</td>
<td>8 (12.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34 (81)</td>
<td>8 (19)</td>
<td>36 (85.7)</td>
<td>6 (14.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13 (72.2)</td>
<td>5 (27.8)</td>
<td>13 (81.3)</td>
<td>3 (18.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>5 (12.2)</td>
<td>36 (87.8)</td>
<td>7 (23.3)</td>
<td>23 (76.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekends on call per month, n(%)</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>76 (79.2)</td>
<td>20 (20.8)</td>
<td>86 (89.6)</td>
<td>10 (10.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>78 (84.8)</td>
<td>14 (15.2)</td>
<td>79 (85.9)</td>
<td>13 (14.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11 (91.7)</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>11 (91.7)</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (50)</td>
<td>1 (50)</td>
<td>2 (7.7)</td>
<td>24 (92.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Quality of Life, n(%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As bad as it can be</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat bad</td>
<td>28 (59.6)</td>
<td>19 (40.4)</td>
<td>37 (78.7)</td>
<td>10 (21.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>37 (84.1)</td>
<td>7 (15.9)</td>
<td>38 (86.4)</td>
<td>6 (13.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat good</td>
<td>82 (91.1)</td>
<td>8 (8.9)</td>
<td>85 (94.4)</td>
<td>5 (5.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As good as it can be</td>
<td>23 (38.3)</td>
<td>37 (61.7)</td>
<td>23 (48.9)</td>
<td>24 (51.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction between personal and professional life, n(%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>64 (69.6)</td>
<td>28 (30.4)</td>
<td>76 (82.6)</td>
<td>16 (17.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>35 (94.6)</td>
<td>2 (5.4)</td>
<td>33 (89.2)</td>
<td>4 (10.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>74 (91.4)</td>
<td>7 (8.6)</td>
<td>77 (95.1)</td>
<td>4 (4.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigued, n(%)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>106 (92.2)</td>
<td>9 (7.8)</td>
<td>108 (93.9)</td>
<td>7 (6.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>67 (70.5)</td>
<td>28 (29.5)</td>
<td>78 (82.1)</td>
<td>17 (17.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured mentorship, n(%)</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No or Don't know</td>
<td>90 (76.3)</td>
<td>28 (23.7)</td>
<td>102 (86.4)</td>
<td>16 (13.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>services, n(%)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>(90.2)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>(9.8)</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readily Available</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>(91.1)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>(8.9)</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available, but difficult to access</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>(81)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>(19)</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available or Don’t know</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>(73.5)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>(26.5)</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise for relaxation, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>(75.3)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>(24.7)</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>(88.5)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>(11.5)</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spend time with friends/family for relaxation, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>(61.9)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>(38.1)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>(87.5)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(12.5)</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee or Energy drinks consumed per day, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(73.1)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>(26.9)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 drinks</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>(89.7)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>(10.3)</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4 drinks</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>(71.4)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>(28.6)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5 drinks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(33.3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(66.7)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic drink consumed per week, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>(81.8)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>(18.2)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4 drinks</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>(88.4)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(11.6)</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8 drinks</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>(72.9)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>(27.1)</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥9 drinks</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>(81)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(19)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Exhaustion, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>(94.5)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>(5.5)</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>(69.3)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>(30.7)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depersonalization, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>(91.2)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(8.8)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>(75.6)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>(24.4)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnout, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>(98.5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1.5)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>(74.8)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>(25.2)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported Burnout, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>(95.7)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(4.3)</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>(66)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>(34)</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DEPRESSION</th>
<th>SUICIDAL IDEATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBI</td>
<td>Self-reported BO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female gender</td>
<td>3.1 [1.4-6.9]**</td>
<td>2.2 [1-5.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>3.8 [1.6-9]**</td>
<td>3.0 [1.2-7.3]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnout</td>
<td>16.7 [2.2-127.5]**</td>
<td>5.9 [0.7-47.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported Burnout</td>
<td>7.0 [2.5-19.7]**</td>
<td>5.6 [2-15.1]***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>5.6 [2-15.1]***</td>
<td>5.8 [2.2-15.6]***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC Area</td>
<td>0.803 [0.738-0.868]</td>
<td>0.807 [0.73-0.883]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>US Cohort n=210</th>
<th>AUA Data N=1516</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>30.51 (3.03)</td>
<td>31.48</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>145 (69)</td>
<td>1131 (75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>65 (31)</td>
<td>385 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of residents per year, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥4</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluating longitudinal empathy changes from a supplemental mindfulness curriculum in four-year medical education program
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. What are the components of the USF SELECT program?
2. How does a longitudinal EI-based supplemental medical curriculum affect the mindfulness and empathy of medical students?

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The SELECT program prepares students to have foundation in emotional intelligence such that they can be more engaged physicians, more effective team leaders, and be leaders in changing health care system. Prospective students are screened on the traditional criteria for admission, and in addition take part in behavioral event interviews, which are intended to inform on the current state of emotional and social competence of the individual. Once admitted, students participate in weekly professional development classes which emphasize four main components of emotional intelligence: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and relationship management.

This research project follows students from two SELECT classes during their undergraduate medical education to determine the effects of mindfulness curriculum on emotional intelligence and empathy.

METHODS/APPRAOCH:
Three previously validated surveys, the Jefferson Scale of Empathy (JSE), Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS), and Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ), were administered at the beginning of the academic year for the Class of 2019 and 2020, and focus groups of high- and low-scoring survey respondents were held at the conclusion of years one and three to qualitatively understand factors impacting the program. Data obtained from the study was compared between classes as well as the national body of American medical students as established in existing literature.

RESULTS:
Data collection is complete through the first half of our fourth year, with the final focus groups and surveys to be administered to the Class of 2020 starting Spring 2019. First, scores on the MAAS and FFMQ were not significantly different at baseline between classes although the Class of 2020 reported more exposure to EI concepts before medical school. The Class of 2019 showed preserved mindfulness throughout all four years, with a significant increase on the FFMQ in the start of the fourth year. The Class of 2020 had a significant decrease in both the FFMQ and MAAS between the start of the second and third years. Focus group data from the end of the first year showed that students had a variety of exposures to EI prior to medical school, opinions of the program changed significant after beginning school, and majority of students recommended the SELECT program over a traditional medical education. JSE data is not yet available for review.

CONCLUSION:
Longitudinal quantification of medical student mindfulness in an experimental undergraduate medical educational curriculum focused on emotional intelligence showed preservation of empathy across four years in one class and a decrease between the beginning of the second and third years in another class. Further analysis is pending focus group testing of one class finishing their third year of medical school and study/correlation of empathy data on these two medical classes. This study highlights the need for further longitudinal studies assessing the efficacy of experimental educational models on the emotional intelligence of medical students.
Physician burnout: Perspectives from the spouses of resident physicians
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. To inform the audience of the results of a survey of spouses of residents on physician burnout.
2. To identify themes from survey results which may serve as areas for possible intervention to reduce the effects of physician burnout on families of physicians in training.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Physician burnout can affect their relationships with patients, co-workers, friends and family members. Research in the area of medical marriages has been relatively underrepresented in recent times despite increased rates of burnout in recent years. The goal of this study was to assess the degree of burnout in resident physicians as perceived by their spouses.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Surveys were distributed to members of the Resident Spouses Association (RSA) through a website and Facebook page and were answered confidentially. The survey was constructed from a modification of standard MBI survey, items from a resident well-being survey and spousal satisfaction survey.

RESULTS:
58 out of 105(55%) members responded. Almost all of the respondents felt they had a good understanding of what their spouse did at work, and the majority were satisfied with their relationship. However, over half felt that work had changed or interfered with how their spouse interacted emotionally, and three quarters felt that their spouse’s chronic fatigue due to work overload was adding stress to their home life. 93% said their spouse “comes home too tired to do some of the things I would like to do”. Other items reported were that their spouses were coming home irritable from work(84%), being cynical about work(65%) and appeared to be depressed(40%) . All respondents felt that housestaff did not have adequate time to attend to their personal health needs.

CONCLUSION:
Physician burnout has a significant effect on marital relationships in several different measures despite the majority of spouses reporting being “satisfied” with their relationship. Symptoms of burnout were reported at higher rates based on spousal perception than when physicians did self-report. This may add another dimension to burnout assessment tools. These results clearly indicate the need for interventions to reduce marital distress in physicians and spouses and it may help improve physician burnout.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Upon conclusion of this session, participants will be able to:
1. Describe a process to create a multidisciplinary, multi-level learner resource group that attends to professional well-being during medical training.
2. Discuss at least three effective well-being strategies that are geared toward learners in medical education.
3. Identify components of this program that can be transferred to attendees’ home institutions.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
It is well known that, compared to their peers in non-medical professions, learners at all levels of medical education are at increased risk of burnout, depression, interpersonal stress, substance abuse, and suicide. Recognition of these risks by accrediting bodies (ACGME, LCME) has resulted in the implementation of guidelines to address resident and medical student well-being.

METHODS:
In our setting, a Medical Education Division in a large healthcare system, there was wide variation among the training programs in attention to these guidelines. While some of the programs had robust intentionality towards a culture of well-being, others were not sure where to begin. Noticing this and wanting to engender a system wide well-being ethos, the authors assembled a resource group made up of both faculty and learner representation from: each post-graduate training program, undergraduate medical education, and the advanced care practitioner program.

RESULTS:
Outcomes of the resource group – named Med Ed Well – include: establishment of goals (to educate, develop resources, and propagate a culture of well-being in our system), a comprehensive inventory of well-being programming already in place across programs, sharing and adoption of practices between departments, and, importantly, building multidisciplinary, interprofessional, and multi-level learner and teacher collaboration towards improving the well-being of healthcare professionals.

CONCLUSION:
The advent of a multidisciplinary, interprofessional, and multi-level learner well-being resource group is instrumental in meeting accreditation guidelines and, more importantly, engendering a wider system culture of professional well-being.
The impact of institutional factors on physician burnout: A national study of urology trainees
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Define the extent of burnout among urology trainees  
2. Recognize the institutional impact on trainee well-being  
3. Contrast individual, programmatic, and organization factors contributing to trainee burnout

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
The rate of burnout in surgeons is high yet burnout in urologists is poorly understood. Furthermore, no prior studies have been conducted on urology trainees. We sought to determine the prevalence of burnout in urology trainees and to trace the influence of personal, programmatic, and institutional factors on this condition.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
We conducted an anonymous survey study of burnout in urology residents across the United States using a 50-question REDCap-based electronic questionnaire in May of 2018. All current urology trainees were eligible to participate. The survey included demographic questions, an inventory of stress-reduction techniques and several validated questionnaires. Burnout was assessed using the Maslach Burnout Inventory. Univariate analysis and multinomial logistic regression models were used to assess associations between individual, program, and organizational factors and resident burnout.

**RESULTS:**
211 of 1,011 (20.9%) of eligible participants responded; 68.2% of urology trainees met the criteria for burnout. Individual factors such as age, gender, exercise and meditation were not associated with burnout while reading for relaxation (p=0.022) and spending time with family (p=0.025) were protective against burnout. Working >80 hours vs 60-80 hours and <60 hours per week were more likely to exhibit burnout (77.6% vs 66.1% vs 47.1%, respectively, p=0.044). Structured mentorship programs (p=0.019) and access to mental health services (p<0.001) was associated with decreased rates of burnout (Figure 1). On multivariable analysis, mental health services that were difficult to access or unavailable were associated with a greatly increased odds of burnout (OR 5.38, 95%CI 2.20-13.16, p<0.001, and OR 2.33, 95%CI 1.07-5.07, p=0.034, respectively) (Figure 2).

**CONCLUSION:**
The prevalence of burnout in urology trainees is high. While a large emphasis has been placed on individual resilience, institutional factors such as formal mentorship and access to mental health services may play also play an important role in resident burnout.
Oral presentation
Women in medicine
Behavioral and occupational predictors of burnout in Canadian women physicians and residents
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Learn about the health and wellness status of Canadian women in medicine.
2. Learn about the contributing factors of burnout in Canadian women physicians/residents.
3. Learn how the dataset will help inform and enhance CMA initiatives in physician health and wellness.

BACKGROUND:
Recent national Canadian data has shown that women physicians and residents report significantly higher rates of burnout, compared to men (Canadian Medical Association; CMA, 2017). However, there is a dearth of knowledge regarding contributing factors. Given that women are projected to represent half of the physician workforce by 2030 (CAPER, 2018), this is a concerning result. Moreover, it is important to understand what unique challenges women in medicine experience to help identify actionable areas that need to be targeted and improved. Therefore, this study sought to identify the behavioral and occupational predictors of burnout in women physicians and residents.

METHODS:
This study included a sub-sample from the 2017 CMA National Physician Health Survey (n = 782 women physicians and residents). Following ethical approval, participants responded to an online survey assessing a variety of psychological, behavioral and occupational factors, using validated scales. A binomial logistic regression was conducted to predict burnout using six behavioral variables (physical activity, healthy eating, having a family physician, alcohol binging, substance use, and sleep hours) and six occupational variables (presenteeism, collegiality, satisfaction with work-life integration, career satisfaction, work-efficiency/resources satisfaction, and work hours).

METHODS:
The logistic regression model was statistically significant, χ2(13) = 294.57, p < .001. Among the behavioral variables, only binge drinking was a significant predictor (p < .05). Five occupational variables were significant predictors, including: presenteeism, low level of collegiality, dissatisfaction with efficiency and resources, dissatisfaction with work-life integration, and dissatisfaction with career in medicine. The strongest predictors were dissatisfaction with work-life integration and dissatisfaction with career in medicine, whereby those who reported these factors had three- and nine-times higher odds respectively, to experience burnout.

CONCLUSION:
Putting these results into context, poor work-life integration may be attributed to the increased demands women have at home. Harassment and disrespect from peers have been shown to contribute to negative perceptions of collegiality. Finally, issues such as pay inequity and lack of professional development in one’s career, may have a negative influence on career satisfaction. These findings support growing calls for changes in practice environments and medical culture, to reduce burnout in women physicians and residents.
Characterizing burnout among female faculty in an academic medical center
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe differences in burnout rates between female vs. male academic physicians.
2. Identify female vs. male differences in ratings of factors potentially contributing to burnout.
3. Describe differential drivers of burnout in female vs. male academic physicians.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Burnout, a syndrome that develops in response to chronic job-related stressors, is a critical issue affecting modern physicians. Burnout has negative effects on healthcare practice and workforce availability. We sought to characterize gender-based differences in burnout among physicians at an academic medical center and to understand contributors to burnout in this population.

METHODS/APPROACH:
In Spring 2017, an adaptation of the Stanford Physician Wellness Survey was administered to all faculty actively practicing medicine at Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH), an academic medical center affiliated with Harvard Medical School. It included validated measures of aggregate burnout (defined as a combination of emotional exhaustion and interpersonal disengagement) and professional fulfillment. Data regarding demographics and factors previously suggested to contribute to burnout were collected. Generalized estimating equations clustered by department were used to compare male versus female faculty’s ratings of culture of wellness, personal resilience, and practice efficiency factors that might contribute to burnout. Through construction of sequential logistic regression models, we sought to identify which factors could explain differences in burnout and professional fulfillment rates in male versus female physicians.

METHODS:
Our population included 1,066 clinical faculty (53.6% men and 46.4% women; 65% response rate). A majority were under age 50. The largest departments represented were medicine (27.2%) and general surgery (10.7%). Female physicians were younger than male counterparts (p=0.02) and had lower academic ranks (p=0.04). They were significantly more likely to report burnout than male physicians (42.4% vs. 34.4%; p=0.01), and less likely to report professional fulfillment (35.1% vs. 50.4%; p<0.01). They had lower ratings of perceived appreciation (p<0.01), self-compassion (p<0.01), schedule control (p<0.01), work environment diversity (p=0.01), diversity/quality of departmental recruiting (p=0.01), and salary/benefits (p=0.01). Although they weren’t more likely to report a planned departure within two years, females were more likely to report a departure would be driven by considerations around mentoring, schedule flexibility, advancement opportunities, and workload expectations. Adjusting for differences in faculty rank, perceived appreciation, and lack of self-compassion in addition to demographic factors completely explained the differences in odds of burnout and partially explained the differences in odds of professional fulfillment between male and female faculty.

CONCLUSION:
Female physicians practicing in an academic medical center experience higher levels of burnout and lower professional fulfillment than male counterparts. They have significantly different ratings of workplace factors such as perceived appreciation, schedule control, salary, and diversity, as well as personal factors such as lack of self-compassion. Differences in faculty rank, perceived appreciation, and self-compassion contribute to higher rates of burnout and lower rates of professional fulfillment in female physicians. Further research is needed to identify interventions that capitalize upon this knowledge to mitigate burnout in an academic medical population.
“The doctor is not in”: Identifying system-level factors that contribute to attrition of VA women’s health providers
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. To understand the relative contributions of work volume, team structure, coverage models and clinic structure on attrition rates of VA women’s health providers.
2. To identify characteristics of VA women’s health providers who attrite.
3. To explore what system-level interventions are needed to improve retention of VA women’s health providers.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
There is a connection between physician burnout and dissatisfaction, and between dissatisfaction and attrition. Dissatisfied physicians are 2 to 3 times more likely to leave medicine than satisfied physicians1. A confluence of forces has changed the practice of medicine in unprecedented ways. Anecdotal reports suggest that, in response, some physicians are leaving the practice of medicine or retiring earlier than they otherwise would have.

OBJECTIVE:
We sought to examine how physician demographic characteristics, practice characteristics, and career satisfaction are related to physician decisions to leave the practice of medicine or substantially cut back their practice hours. DESIGN: Data for this study are from the first 2 rounds of the Community Tracking Study (CTS). By examining rates of attrition and the factors that predict it, we can identify opportunities to effect change on system-level levers that predict physician satisfaction and well-being. To date, it is unknown what factors contribute to, or protect against, attrition among VA women’s health primary care providers (WH-PCPs). We examined the associations of attrition in WH-PCPs with provider characteristics, clinic environment, workload, specialty support service availability and coverage model factors in order to identify opportunities for system-level interventions that may improve retention and well-being of VA WH-PCPs.

METHODS/APPORACH:
We conducted a cross-sectional analysis of existing national survey data from 2016-2017 to examine the following candidate predictors of WH-PCP attrition: provider characteristics (gender and professional role), clinic environment (working in a comprehensive women’s health clinic, a limited women’s health clinic, a general primary care clinic or multiple clinics), workload (number of half-days in clinic per week), and specialty support service availability (having mental health professionals, social workers and pharmacists co-located in the clinic). In a series of unadjusted and adjusted logistic regressions, we calculated odds of attrition related to each predictor. We also conducted a generalized estimating equations clustering analysis at the facility level to account for potential non-independence of observations from the same site.

RESULTS:
Among 2,348 WH-PCPs, overall attrition rate was 13%. Only one factor significantly protected against attrition: working in a comprehensive women’s health clinic (unadjusted odds ratio = 0.41, 95% CI = 0.20-0.84; adjusted odds ratio = 0.41, 95% CI = 0.19-0.88).

CONCLUSION:
Clinic environment (working in a comprehensive women’s health center) may protect against attrition of women’s health primary care providers. Working within a comprehensive women’s health center clinic environment may facilitate enhanced team functioning through engaging in a shared mission, working in a predominately female environment, and working with a smaller care team specifically trained to provide tailored care to patients. Further exploration into the mechanisms by which a comprehensive women’s health center clinic environment may protect against provider attrition is needed.
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AMA Practice Transformation Initiative: Solutions to increase Joy in Medicine™
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Evaluate professional satisfaction and test workflow redesign that supports improvement in practice efficiency.
2. Understand the framework of practice transformation by means of research, interventions, and assessment.
3. Identify methods to support health system practice transformation that promotes clinician well-being, improves patient experience, results in better outcomes, and lowers cost.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**

We acknowledge the prevalence, systematic causes, and consequences of burnout on physicians and the care team, while recognizing the lack of knowledge and research regarding solutions that address professional well-being. This body of work, that we call our practice transformation initiative, focused on gaining evidence around solutions that bend the curve on burnout and restore or increase professional satisfaction. The initiative will support health care organizations in one-year practice transformation research projects. We will provide in-kind resources in assessment, data collection, intervention, and research methodology to each project. Findings will be published and disseminated.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**

Our conceptual model evaluates the balance between workload and work environment. Within each healthcare system, the research will involve a case/control design that examines trial across practices within a single specialty or related specialties. We require participation from 40-80 physicians across all sites. Health systems will implement at least one identified practice efficiency intervention that focuses on workload and workflow enhancements. Along with a pre, interim and post assessment of well-being, health systems will also provide other data sources, such as work after work metrics, to further evaluate the impact of the intervention.

**RESULTS:**

Ten health system sites are currently engaged in the research initiative; two initial pilot sites and eight additional sites selected from twenty-four applicants in May 2019. Baseline assessment, initial data collection and early learnings will be available at the time of the conference. We will be collecting the following metrics from sites based on their selected intervention: professional satisfaction via a validated burnout assessment; workplace staffing levels; productivity such as RVUs; time spent in clinic/provider/week; EHR audit data, including work after work hours.

**CONCLUSION:**

The goal is to publish and disseminate evidence-based information regarding the impact of studied interventions on physician well-being. Furthermore, we will promote professional well-being assessment as a standard for effective and sustainable practice transformation.
An innovative and longitudinal resilience curriculum for internal medicine residents
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Burnout and depression affect residents at disproportionally high rates
2. Organizational change in residency is even more challenging with multiple competing demands
3. More studies are needed to identify the most effective approach in this population

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Burnout has gained increasing recognition and is a growing problem within the medical community. Residents consistently have some of the highest burnout rates among surveyed groups. The ACGME instituted new program requirements in July of 2017 that stated “programs have the same responsibility to address well-being as they do to evaluate other aspects of resident competence.” While burnout and depression are recognized as challenging issues facing trainees, there have been very few interventions in this population that have been proven to decrease burnout or depression. In order to address these needs in our trainees we created a longitudinal and fully integrated curriculum for our community based internal medicine residents. The objective of this curriculum was to provide residents with the tools necessary to sustain engagement in medicine, decrease the risk of burnout and depression, discuss and start to address systemic contributors to burnout and ultimately help create a more fulfilling personal and professional life.

**METHODS APPROACH:**
A member of the general medicine faculty in addition to a licensed psychologist and psychiatrist faculty designed the curriculum that would exclusively take place during business hours and be treated as a job expectation. The curriculum consisted of a designated resilience week in addition to monthly educational conferences. Prior to initiating the curriculum, internal medicine and family medicine programs within our larger system were given the opportunity to participate in our study as control sites. We surveyed residents three times with three instruments: PHQ-9, Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), and the Jefferson Empathy Scale. We also asked residents about which well-being interventions they found most useful and which they would like to see promoted in the future.

**RESULTS:**
Our intervention did not result in statistically significant improvements in the rates of burnout, depression or empathy. Our power was limited given the low absolute numbers of residents that participated. There were multiple other stressors in our residency program that year that likely impacted our results. The qualitative comments from residents that participated in our curriculum were very positive.

**CONCLUSION:**
Burnout and depression continue to be major challenges facing residents. Aspect of residencies makes interventions even more challenging. More studies are needed to identify the most effective changes to address this pressing challenge. Our data about which well-being interventions residents found most valuable and where they would like to see expansion could help identify areas for expansion in the future.
Chief resident of wellness: Formalizing a position in an already established robust wellness program
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVE:**
1. Understand how to establish a chief resident of wellness position in order to formalize communication between residents and administrators

**BACKGROUND:**
It has been estimated that the prevalence of burnout among resident physicians ranges from 40-80%.1-4 In particular, compared to medical students and attending physicians, studies have suggested that resident physicians have lower overall wellness.5-7

Formalizing a chief resident of wellness position, a novel approach, builds upon already existent wellness programs. In addition, formalizing this position may reflect a system’s commitment to appointing key members and measuring wellness in a manner similar to other commonly held positions and metrics which assess the long term institutional viability.8

The overall objectives of creating a chief resident of wellness would be multiple. One, to increase, streamline, and organize the communication from residents to the wellness committee or administrators via a formalized manner. Two, to create a small group intervention focusing on topics which residents have formally decided to be most important. Three, to provide training to select residents who have an interest in wellness who may incorporate this into their post-residency training career.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
A resident physician from each class would be elected for a 12-month term. A baseline survey with questions which have been shown to be previously validated, will be sent to residents and leadership, which will assess multiple areas including communication, burnout, awareness of wellness efforts, and wellness lecture effectiveness. Next, the elected chief resident of wellness will then send out an anonymous survey to elicit input into specific areas in which other residents deem to be challenging. These will be ranked according to a previously established schema: 1) situational (workload, sleep deprivation, learning), 2) Personal (family, isolation, financial) and 3) professional (responsibility, information). 9-11 In the event that the responses are not robust, then one of four areas, which have been shown to be strongly correlated with burnout (quantitative work overload, perception of work as stressful, anticipation of debt, conflict between work and home) will be selected.12,13 Using the results, a lecture and small group workshop will be created to address the particular area.

This will be created with expert guidance and support from faculty members who are already involved in wellness initiatives. Marketing material will highlight current wellness efforts in addition to the elected upon areas of interest will also be created after the intervention. A post-intervention survey will then be sent.
Developing institutional infrastructure for physician wellness: Qualitative insights from VA physicians
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Identify institutional infrastructure that can be implemented to support physician wellness
2. Provide curricular content designed to equip physicians with resiliency tools
3. Highlight physicians’ remaining unmet needs that threaten professional wellness

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
The prevalence and detrimental effect of physician burnout requires new strategies for supporting physicians. Community-building practices are known to improve well-being and reduce burnout in physicians. One model for this is the “Balint group”, regular meetings of 6-12 physicians facilitated by trained leaders that begin with case presentations, followed by discussions ranging from challenging patient interactions to system level barriers, communication strategies and personal issues. This three-year project consists of the development and assessment of a “Balint-like” group that delivered novel didactic tools for building resilience.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
The project began with a nine-month facilitated peer-support group for physicians that met every other week. Using 24 focus groups with resident physicians, in addition to input from the first Balint-like group, curricular content was developed to provide psychological and communication tools for navigating challenging situations. These curricula were delivered to participants in a second nine-month Balint-like group. We then conducted semi-structured interviews with 7 hospitalists and 2 outpatient primary care physicians who participated in the groups to explore the intervention’s value and physicians’ remaining unmet needs. Using an inductive thematic analysis approach, we identified organizational- and individual-level factors affecting physician wellness and corresponding intervention opportunities.

**RESULTS:**
Unmet needs relating to physician wellness patterned into organization-level, community-level and individual-level themes. Organizational themes included challenges navigating work pace and work volume, inadequate staffing, large administrative/clerical burden and inadequate resources. Community-level themes included isolation, insufficient time to process emotional aspects of the work, and conflicts with colleagues and residents. Individual-level themes included feeling ineffectual and fear of being seen as weak. Institutional infrastructure to address all of these dimensions is needed. Feedback also suggested developing an institutional process for physician support (in the form of a referral pathway for physicians in distress and the provision of regular time to process emotional events with colleagues) may be a strategy for addressing unmet needs. Participants reported that the Balint-like group provided important social and educational support that improved their day-to-day experience and provided them with new tools for navigating professional life.

**CONCLUSION:**
Participation in Balint-like groups appeared to normalize struggles, reduce isolation and provide physicians with new strategies for navigating challenging interactions. Institutional infrastructure to address workload, work pace, staffing and clerical burden is needed. Regular, psychologically-safe forums for processing with peers and learning new interprofessional strategies for preserving wellness, may help mitigate physician distress.
Does family inclusion in employee wellness events improve wellness? A pilot study
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Understand that burnout is a multifaceted condition so interventions to promote wellness should also be multifaceted.
2. Explore the benefits of family incorporation into hospital employee wellness initiatives.
3. Examine if externally focused and joyful wellness interventions promote employee well being.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The goal of this pilot study was to examine the efficacy of incorporation of family into wellness events for hospital employees. This is a novel concept that, to our knowledge, has not been reported previously in the literature. “Wellness events” are events planned for specific populations to promote mental well-being and prevent burnout. We used a wellness event to assess the efficacy of incorporating families of hospital employees to increase well-being. We also sought to evaluate if interventions with an external focus, and incorporation of joyfulness and interaction with others, are an effective tool for enhancing wellness. This contrasts traditional efforts, like mindfulness or exercise, which are internally focused solitary experiences.

METHODS/APPROACH:
The wellness event was a “Character Meet & Greet” where medical student volunteers dressed up as different characters (i.e. princesses, superheroes) and interacted with hospital employees and their families. The event was held in our pediatric hospital. Approximately 100 people attended the event. Participants were given surveys using the Likert Scale to score this event in terms of overall impression, impact on wellness, comparison of this intervention to others at our institution (e.g., workshops, stress balls), and the meaningfulness of family incorporation.

RESULTS:
Twenty-six hospital employees responded to the survey. The average score for “Did incorporating your family into this wellness event make it more meaningful for you?” was 9.6/10 with 10 being very much and 0 being much less (Table 1). Participants rated this character event 9.1/10 when asked to quantify how this wellness event compared to other institutional wellness events/initiatives. Employees also had the opportunity for free response feedback on the survey yielding 93% positive comments. One participant stated “Wellness events which take me away from my family are not the ones I attend.”

CONCLUSION:
This pilot study demonstrates the positive impact family incorporation may have on employee wellness. There was an overall high score of this event and a high score when employees compared our event to other institutional wellness interventions. To our knowledge, this is the first pilot study to evaluate the impact of family incorporation into wellness initiatives along with family inclusion on employee well-being. This study also examines the concept of externally focused wellness interventions. Externally focused wellness initiatives, which incorporate interpersonal interactions and joy, may enhance hospital employee wellness. Our pilot study suggests that family incorporation into wellness interventions and outwardly focused strategies to reduce burnout warrant further study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Respondents (n)</th>
<th>Mean Score (out of 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How would you rate the event overall?</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does this event compare to other wellness events you have attended?</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did this event impact your wellness?</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was your perception of medical students prior to this event?</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your perception of medical students following this event?</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did incorporating your family into this wellness event make it more meaningful for you?</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean Scores for Likert Scale Questions on Exit Survey.
Efficacy of well-being self-awareness and departmental interventions within a single radiology residency program
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Learning Objectives:
1. Find ways to promote well-being self-awareness in a single residency program.
2. Identify program-specific contributing factors to burnout.
3. Implement departmental changes to improve well-being.

Project Objective/Background:
Burnout is a severe stress reaction to daily occupational responsibilities that may be associated with adverse mental health and work performance. Predisposing risk factors to resident physician burnout include intense work demands, limited control, and high degree of work-home interference. In a 2018 national Medscape survey, radiology ranked 7th among medical specialties with a burnout rate of 45%. PURPOSE The purpose of this resident quality improvement project was to promote well-being self-awareness, identify program-specific contributing factors to burnout, and implement departmental changes to improve well-being.

Methods/Approach:
Three quality improvement interventions were incorporated into the residency program which included after-hours journal club at a local restaurant, a new resident welcome party hosted by faculty, and weekly CORE Radiology lecture series that focused on team-based exercises and resident camaraderie. Interventions were assessed using a quarterly Mayo Clinic Well-Being Index, pre- and post-intervention work relationship and job satisfaction surveys, and a post-intervention residency program survey. Survey data was collected over the course of 2 academic years, and participation was anonymous and voluntary.

Results:
Approximately 35% of residents expressed burnout and being overwhelmed within the past month at the time of pre-interventional data collection. Anxiety/irritation and emotional hardening were polled at about 29% while compromised health and daytime sleepiness were demonstrated in 24% and 17% of residents, respectively. Post-interventional analysis depicted a decrease in all categories. No residents expressed depression pre- or post-interventions. The quarterly Mayo Clinic Well-Being Index was the only negatively-perceived factor. In considering more time with friends/family, sleep, healthier dieting, and exercise, an annual resident vs. faculty sporting event was the highest rated area of improvement for a new departmental intervention moving forward.

Conclusion:
Overall resident well-being improved over the course of 2 academic years while under surveillance and with 3 program interventions. More time with friends and family, sleep, healthier dieting, and exercising were the highest-perceived areas of focus for well-being improvement. Post-interventional analysis revealed program interest in an annual resident vs. faculty sporting event. Establishment of this annual event may help further promote well-being within the residency program.
Evaluation of a formal transformation curriculum to improve quality of care in the practice setting: A pilot study
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Recognize the potential contribution of collaborative learning to practice transformation
2. Identify the purpose and appropriateness of a co-designed curriculum
3. Describe the outcomes of a pilot study

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Within the scope of a practice transformation initiative, the opportunity exists to apply a collaborative learning approach based on adult learning and human-centered design principles which indicate that for information to be retained it must be relevant to the learner’s professional needs. A corollary of these principles is that the members of a learning collaborative should dictate the focus of their learning efforts and follow a formal curriculum that addresses their area of need.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Of 29 Practice Transformation Networks (PTNs) enrolled in the CMS-funded Transforming Clinical Practice Initiative (TCPI), AMA initialized and completed two learning cohorts. PTN-enrolled practices completed a practice assessment at the onset and upon completion of the collaborative engagement.

**RESULTS:**
The pilot study measured improvement across 9 milestones in primary care settings. On average, PTNs within the AMA pilot study cohorts demonstrated improvement of 40% in their selected areas of focus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>American Medical Association SAN Collaborative Results</th>
<th>Quality Impact</th>
<th>CCNC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Re-measure</td>
<td>% change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 4: Patient/family engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 5: Patient and family survey distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 8: Panel management</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 9: Risk stratification</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 10: Care management for complex patients</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 15: Whole-person care</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 16: Use of population reports registries for care gaps</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 23: Sound business operations</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Milestone 26: Readiness for APM migration</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION:**
Learning and practice transformation supported by Quality Improvement Advisors (QIAs), PTNs, and the AMA Support and Alignment Network (SAN) was observed in the two collaboratives reported. Co-design of AMA curricula with the PTNs and their enrolled practices, informed by a clear understanding of baseline performance and identified goals and delivered to quality improvement advisors through peer-to-peer learning and mixed modalities (didactic with discussion; interactive tools), was associated with improvement across 9 milestones.
Food and fellowship: Increasing connection over shared meals
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Learning Objectives:
1. Understand the connection between sharing food and building fellowship
2. Build a brief survey to determine whether the fellowship activity made an impact
3. Create a strategy for improving fellowship and collegiality at your own organization

Project Objective/Background:
In 2018, the Provider Wellness Advisory Group suggested that instead of hosting another CME event, the Provider Wellness Program should sponsor activity that would be more meaningful to physicians and advanced practice providers (APPs). They said that they loved having sponsored meals, and they love having the opportunity to connect with providers whom they speak to or refer to often but don’t see outside of professional interaction, often over a telephone or through an electronic order.

Methods/Approach:
In December 2018, lunches were hosted in five regional hospitals. Lunches were boxed, so physicians and APPs could grab and go, or they could sit down and speak with their colleagues. When lunches were hosted in a conference room, providers were more likely to sit down and spend time with their colleagues. Doctors’ lounge lunches were more likely to be eaten by oneself or grabbed and taken elsewhere. Anyone who took a lunch was encouraged to complete a brief survey. We received 45 survey responses.

Results:
Over 100 people attended the lunches. On a brief survey, we asked questions about connection. Anecdotally, this was a big win and a great use of funds. It showed our engagement with our advisory group and made them more engaged with us. We showed them that they are valued and that they hear us. Engagement with them is the highest it’s ever been.

- 100% of respondents indicated Yes, they enjoyed today’s lunch. (n=45)
- 100% of respondents indicated Yes, we should host more appreciation/fellowship lunches in the future. (n=44)
- 87% of respondents indicated improved connection to colleagues. (n=45)
- 93% of respondents indicated improved connection to the organization. (n=45)

Conclusion:
Our observed results reflect what we have seen in other studies that explore that spending time together socially. Even though our hosted lunches occurred within hospitals, providers still felt increased connection to one another and the organization. This was our first hosted fellowship event without an associated CME program, and it was well worth the funds spent on the food.

Because of our positive results and response from physicians and APPs, we will continue to pursue similar events. We will likely target ambulatory practices next. Our Provider Wellness Advisory Group has also suggested that a hosted meal between two groups or specialties that commonly refer to one another but do not see each other frequently would be another area of opportunity. We would recommend other Wellness Programs and organizations or practices engage in these fellowship activities. It was very well received by our providers.
Fostering a culture of health and wellness through professional development meetings
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**  
To promote a culture emphasizing care of the provider and supporting the incorporation of SELF CARE into the lives of physicians/providers through an annual Professional Development Day.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**  
In 2015, national thought leaders updated the Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s “Triple Aim” to a “Quadruple Aim” emphasizing care of the provider. As part of our mission to be “The Best Place to Work, Deliver, and Receive Care,” we hosted our first Professional Development Day (PDD) dedicated to physician health and wellness. The response was so enthusiastic that another PDD was held in June 2017 and June 2018, with over 400 physicians and providers attending.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**  
Robust PDD educational program was developed:

- **Welcome:** Executive Medical Director highlighted the necessity of care of the provider in meeting the challenges of health care delivery today, affirming a commitment to invest and support a culture of health and wellness

- **Inspirational testimonial of resiliency:** Physician colleague facing career, personal and/or health challenges

- **Keynote speaker:** Provided context and scientific support for concepts of physician wellness and well-being

- **Breakout sessions:** Activities and classes based on recommendations from the medical group at large, designed to support the concept and philosophies of SELF CARE, with leaders and instructors recruited from the medical group itself. Attendees selected their sessions and enjoyed time with colleagues

**RESULTS:**  
When surveyed, 98% of attendees stated they were Very Satisfied/Satisfied with the PDD program. In our 2018 Quality of Work Life Survey, 97% agreed that we provide an environment that supports health and wellness, trending up from 89% in 2016. Similarly, 87% felt satisfied with the way they were currently taking care of their own health, up from 77% in 2016.

**CONCLUSION:**  
Group-wide Professional Development Days dedicated to health, wellness and well-being are effective engagement tools to promote a culture of wellness and encourage adoption of individual SELF CARE practices within a large, multidisciplinary medical group, demonstrating strong investment in care of the provider by medical group leadership.
From 0 to 60: A CWO’s story of a clinician well-being program startup
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Understand the process for developing and advocating for a clinician well-being program at an academic health center
2. Identify potential challenges and opportunities in this process
3. Learn initial strategies for improving clinician well-being at academic health centers

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
University of Missouri Health Care, an academic health system in Columbia, Missouri, provides health care services to central Missouri and beyond while training the next generation of physicians. UMHC employs approximately 625 faculty physicians, 493 residents and fellows, and 225 advanced practice clinicians, and graduates a medical school class of 116 MDs annually. Although a formal physician well-being survey has yet to be conducted, annual Gallup engagement surveys of UMHC employees have demonstrated that faculty physicians have the highest levels of disengagement of any employee subgroup. Additionally, the 2018 AAMC StandPoint survey indicated that 28% of UMHC physicians are either burned out or burning out. Despite this data, UMHC did not have a formal clinician well-being program until September 2018.

METHODS/APPRAOCH:
Supported by a committee within the faculty physician practice group, a clinical associate professor in medicine and pediatrics advocated for the development of a formal clinician well-being program. From October 2017 to August 2018, this physician well-being champion delivered multiple presentations to governing bodies and met individually with the main stakeholders in high level leadership positions.

RESULTS:
On September 1, 2018, the physician well-being champion was named UMHC’s first chief wellness officer, a position jointly funded by the school of medicine and hospital system. On July 1, 2019, the clinician well-being program was granted a budget to hire an additional 1.5 FTE and support the initial well-being initiatives.

CONCLUSION:
Physician and non-physician leaders at academic health centers are often skeptical of the benefits of clinician well-being programs despite mounting evidence supporting positive effects on clinician well-being, quality of patient care and education of physician learners, and overall institutional finances. Strategies exist for engaging and compelling leadership to successfully develop and fund a clinician well-being program. Initial program initiatives that can be utilized at other academic institutions have emerged.
Give thanks! Having more gratitude is associated with lower burnout, depression and feeling overwhelmed in medical students
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Describe burnout in medical students.
2. Explain correlation between gratitude, burnout and depression in medical students.
3. Discuss potential gratitude interventions in their institution.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Studies investigating burnout in medical students show a higher prevalence of burnout than the general population and range from 45 – 71% of students. Burnout is associated with significant negative consequences for medical students (depression, suicidal ideation, alcohol abuse) as well as for patients.

Research about gratitude in health care providers is currently limited, however, existing studies show that gratitude interventions can lessen stress and depressive symptoms. Studies on gratitude have not been done in medical students. The authors hypothesized that there would be an inverse correlation between medical student burnout /depression and gratitude.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Phase 2 (n = 164) and 3 (n = 160) medical students were administered the Dyrbye Medical Student Well-Being Index (MSWBI) to assess burnout as well as empathy, exhaustion, depression and physical well-being. In addition a six item Gratitude Questionnaire (GQ-6) was administered. The results of these two instruments were used to analyze correlations between gratitude and other traits like burnout and depression in surveyed students.

**RESULTS:**
Data demonstrated a negative and statistically significant correlation between burnout and gratitude correlation 0.1915 and 0.2016 respectively (p=.01 for both) as well as depression and gratitude (p=.026 and .001) for both MS2 and MS3 students. Having more gratitude was associated with having less burnout and depression.

In MS2 students increased gratitude was associated with being less overwhelmed (p = 0.041) and less depressed (p = 0.026).

**CONCLUSION:**
Results of our study show that having gratitude is inversely related to having depression, burnout and feeling overwhelmed. While not surprising, this raises the question of whether gratitude is an inherent characteristic in some medical students or is it something that can be developed? Given that gratitude interventions are inexpensive and require minimal time this may contribute a viable solution to improving well-being in medical students and may be extrapolated to physicians and health care providers to contribute to a culture of wellness.
Impact of mental health first-aid training on medical students’ ability to intervene in mental health crises amongst peers
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Recognize importance of peer intervention in mental health crises among students.
2. Understand components of Mental Health First Aid Training (MHFAT) and its utility as a resource to guide response to a mental health crisis.
3. Assess potential for MHFAT to promote wellness and improve student health outcomes.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Studies show medical students have a higher prevalence of anxiety and depression than age-matched peers and up to 11% admit to suicidal thoughts in the past year. Students unfortunately experience obstacles to seeking treatment, leaving many concerns unaddressed. Recent studies have shown the importance of peer engagement in addressing mental health and supporting those experiencing distress. MHFAT is an 8-hour long course which teaches participants how to recognize and respond to a mental health crisis. A recent trial of the course amongst students in the UK demonstrated improved confidence and knowledge. This pilot study aims to evaluate the impact of MHFAT upon medical students at the largest single campus allopathic medical school in the US, and its potential for incorporation into wider efforts to expand mental health resources.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
MHFAT was available to interested medical students. Surveys were anonymously administered to participants (n=22) before, immediately after, and 2 months following the training. All participants answered the surveys before and immediately after, an additional 16 answered the 2-month follow-up survey. Surveys assessed students’ attitudes, confidence, and knowledge about mental health problems and ways to intervene.

**RESULTS:**
Participants reported an increase in mean percentage of self-reported confidence levels in coping with mental health issues (from 70% before training to 85% after), and knowledge regarding mental health problems (from 65% before training to 76% after), when surveyed immediately following the training. Further, 81.25-93.75% of participants felt comfortable helping someone in a mental health crisis 2 months later, compared to only 10-40% prior to the training. The range denotes comfort level across multiple crises, including substance use and suicidal thoughts. Almost two-thirds of students believed they will use the skills they learned in the future with a peer/friend.

**CONCLUSION:**
This pilot study demonstrated effectiveness of MHFAT in improving student knowledge, attitudes, and confidence in recognizing and acting when someone experiences a mental health crisis. Future training will incorporate a larger student number and longer follow-up to determine the sustainability. MHFAT is a generalizable program to other institutions.

---

Implementing a gender-equity task force in the department of surgery
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Describe strategies for successfully implementing a gender-equity task force.
2. Describe factors associated with increased burnout and decreased control of schedule for women physicians.
3. Use strategies for improving outcomes for women physicians.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Gender disparities among physicians have been extensively documented, and the American College of Physicians set forth a list of positions and statements centered on addressing disparities between male and female physicians (Butkus et al., 2018). Compared with male physicians, women are at greater risk of burnout even after adjusting for workload (Shanafelt et al., 2019). The objective of this project is to describe how one hospital system is using detailed analyses of outcomes to inform a multi-faceted project to improve gender equity.

**SURVEY METHOD:**
We conducted a cross-sectional survey study in three years to examine physicians’ perceptions of their level of burnout, control of schedule, and other outcomes at a hospital system in the Mid-Atlantic region. The survey instrument, developed in collaboration with the Provider Well-being Academic Consortium, included questions about physicians’ experiences as clinicians and demographic questions that included items about family status. The survey analysis included physicians from all specialties in order to better understand how physicians’ experiences differed by gender.

**SURVEY METHODS:**
We found important themes related to how family structure and gender influence women physicians’ perceptions of their work lives. For example, women physicians who were pregnant or who had added a child to their family had, on average, worse perceptions of control of their schedule, compared with women who did not report being pregnant or having recently added a child to their family.

**IMPLEMENTATION OF TASK FORCE:**
A gender-equity task force was started to examine issues related to disparities within the department of surgery. Focus group data were collected from physicians to help inform the direction of the task force. The pilot project includes a compensation analysis and investigating the creation of an ombuds role. The group is examining interventions that include peer coaching and mentorship, increasing opportunities for women surgeons to network, and education opportunities for surgical residents. This Gender Equity task force will evaluate and recommend which interventions will be most beneficial for the institution. The successful interventions will be rolled out throughout the hospital system.

**CONCLUSION:**
Important disparities exist in terms of how men and women physicians perceive their work environments, and it is critical for health systems to make structural changes that promote gender equality. Gathering input from women physicians is an essential strategy for ensuring that task forces address the most important factors that can influence differences between how men and women physicians experience their work lives.
Improving physician well-being department-wide through chief leadership coaching
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Learning Objectives:
1. Show the evidence that their managers’ behavior affects physicians’ well-being
2. Identify the key drivers of managing for improved physician well-being
3. Be introduced to an effective and systematic intervention for shifting management behavior in the desired direction

Background:
Across industries, managers’ behavior toward employees predicts employees’ job satisfaction, retention, performance, and well-being, as well as organizational profitability (Buckingham, 1999). Similarly, the Mayo Clinic showed that physicians were more satisfied and less burned out when they had managers who developed, engaged, informed, and cared about them (Shanafelt et al, 2015). This participatory style of management engages individual physicians as collaborators, in contrast to either an authoritative or a hands-off style of management.

Participatory management is not easy or straightforward. There are, however, key component behaviors which are identifiable and teachable. We asked whether we could teach these behaviors to physician managers, with benefits for their reporting physicians’ well-being and their own as well.

The Coaching for Engagement program. All departmental physician leaders participated in a 6-month program to support them in their supervisory roles via training and coaching. In a 2-hour experiential didactic they learned behaviors to promote connection, safety, empowerment, and optimism in their reporting physicians. Coaching included six monthly 1:1 one-hour meetings with an experienced coach. In the first meeting, participants identified personal management challenges and set development goals (e.g. identifying how I want to manage, improving group cohesiveness) and action plans. In subsequent meetings they followed up on the previous session’s action plans and developed new ones.

Methods:
All department physicians were asked to complete an anonymous online survey before and after the program, regarding their perceptions of managers’ behavior (Mayo Participatory Management Leadership Scale, Shanafelt et al 2015), and fulfillment and burnout at work (Stanford Fulfillment Index). In addition, managers reported to their coaches at their first and last meeting their success to date accomplishing each goal (Goal Attainment Scaling: Spence 2007).

Results:
Impact on the department overall. Results suggest that through training and coaching we can shift managers’ behavior towards participatory management. We have some evidence to support this approach to improving physicians’ well-being--fulfillment improved; burnout, however, did not.

Impact on managers. Consistent with results from other industries, our results suggest leadership coaching can improve managers’ well-being and resolution of management challenges. Fulfillment improved, burnout decreased, and improvement was reported for most coaching goals. In addition, group debriefing indicated that the experience was highly valued.

Discussion:
This pilot program demonstrates an innovative approach to improving physician well-being via training in participatory management behaviors and leadership coaching provided to chiefs. Evaluation results show it holds promise, although our methodological constraints limit generalizability.
Joy in a primary care clinic: Work-related factors
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. View a conceptual model of joy in the healthcare team.
2. Identify malleable workplace factors that influence joy.
3. Identify possible interventions to achieve higher workplace joy.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Physician joy is critical to a thriving healthcare workplace. Since physicians work closely with members of their healthcare team, this interaction can influence their joy. Thus, to achieve higher physician joy, clinics should aim for higher joy in all members of the healthcare team.

While workplace joy is an increasingly important construct in healthcare, it has not been systematically defined. In this study, the researchers test a conceptual model of joy in a primary care clinic using a team-based care intervention. The model suggests that joy will be determined by individual and workplace factors, as well as by team members’ perceptions of care quality. The aim of this study was to identify work-related predictors of joy at work among physicians and team members in an innovative primary care clinic.

METHODS/APPROACH:
The MSU IRB determined this study was not research. All members of a healthcare team in a primary care clinic in Michigan were surveyed four times over two weeks during implementation of a team-based care intervention. There were 46 responses across the survey period. The 14-question survey measured individual, workplace, and quality variables. Responses for all items were recorded on a 0 to 10 Visual Analog Scale. Individual variables were those measuring participants’ ratings of their well-being at work, while work-related variables measured aspects of the work climate and processes. Quality variables were team ratings of the quality of care provided by their clinic. The dependent variable was a rating of the statement, “I feel joyful at work.”

A three-step linear regression analysis was used to predict joy. Individual factors (stress and energy) were entered at the first step, workplace factors (skills utilization, efficiency, and psychological safety,) were entered on the second step, and quality was entered on the third step.

RESULTS:
The final model accounted for 80% of the total explained variance, with all of the workplace factors, i.e. skills utilization (Standardized β = 0.40; p<0.05), efficiency (Standardized β = 0.24; p<0.05) and psychological safety (Standardized β = 0.39; p<0.05) predicting workplace joy. None of the individual factors or quality predicted joy in the final model.

CONCLUSION:
Joy in a primary care clinic can be enhanced by work processes that are efficient and sufficiently challenge team members’ skills, and by creating environments where team members are able to discuss tough issues.
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Launching a peer support program
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Demonstrate an approach to foster buy in and engagement for a peer support program
2. Establish a feasible timeline from concept to operationalization
3. Show impact of formal peer support program on Provider burnout and engagement levels

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Implementation of a provider peer support program is done as the first part of a provider wellness initiative. Literature shows that patient safety is impacted by provider burnout and that providers do not usually seek formal support after an adverse event or error. This program was operationalized as the first part of a multi-phase provider wellness initiative over a 10-month period.

METHODS/APPROACH:
This talk presents details of how an organization whose providers straddle multiple health systems and hospital sites initiated and implemented a formal peer support program. We will share before and after rates of burnout and detail how multiple asynchronous communication methods were used to raise awareness, bridge silos and promote a culture of safety. This project was the first step in a multi-phase provider wellness initiative.

RESULTS:
Utilization matched that of large hospital system programs within the first 6 months of program implementation. Reduction in provider burnout documented.

CONCLUSION:
Peer support program initiation is feasible and fundamental to provider wellness in this complex medical climate. It is possible to operationalize a formal peer support program in under 12 months.
Literature and medicine: A narrative approach to improve wellness
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OBJECTIVE:
Use narrative medicine to improve physician wellness through a monthly Literature & Medicine program. Goals are to increase a sense of community, increase empathy for self and patients, improve communication skills and provider engagement.

BACKGROUND:
The use of the humanities to address burnout is increasingly recognized as a valuable tool. Programs using literature to address physician wellness show decreased emotional exhaustion, improved teamwork, and decreased burnout.

Our Literature & Medicine Program is modeled after Dr. Suzanne Koven’s successful decade-long program at Massachusetts General Hospital, which “works to increase open conversations about health and healthcare, to increase empathy, to increase interpersonal and communication skills.”

METHODS:
The initial pilot program of Literature & Medicine was held in Seattle for four months in Fall 2018. Dr. Suzanne Koven, current Writer-in-Residence at Massachusetts General Hospital, served as an advisor to facilitator Dr. Mary Wierusz, who has a background in narrative medicine. The group met monthly and was made up of 15 physicians of all stages of career and of varied specialties. Each month participants read essays, poems, short stories or books centered around a pertinent topic, including “Roles and Boundaries,” “Wounded Healers,” “When Things Go Wrong,” and “Illness and the Family.”

Sessions were two hours long, held immediately after clinic hours on the main Seattle campus and dinner was provided.

RESULTS:
Success of the program was determined by surveying participants. There were 11 respondents and all marked “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” to each question asked, including:

1. This program helps enhance empathy and collegiality and decreases professional burnout.
2. I would recommend this program to my colleagues.

Comments include:
- “Has turned out to be far more meaningful and helped with my sense of engagement with colleagues than I would have anticipated.”
- “Unique opportunity to share thoughts around focused readings with colleagues across a range of specialties…”
- “Discussion of topics provided a means of people sharing their own personal life stories including the happy times and stressors, nurturing collegiality and a sense that you’re not alone.”

CONCLUSION:
A Literature & Medicine program is a unique opportunity for providers to engage with colleagues, discuss different topics related to medicine in a safe setting, and gain new insight and skills. By approaching medicine with a humanities lens, providers increase community, collegiality and engagement.
Lovelace medical group’s processes in addressing provider burnout
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Identify available tools useful for assessing provider burnout in an organization.
2. Discuss general and institution specific contributing factors to reduced work satisfaction.
3. Discuss personal values related to patient care and their contribution to work satisfaction.
4. Identify strategies to address irritation points uncovered with provider burnout assessment tools.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Provider satisfaction in the work place has garnered attention over the past few years—both from health system administrations, national organizations, providers, and patients. Even government is taking notice. Reduced satisfaction in the patient care arena is leading to an exodus of an important segment of healthcare providers, coinciding at a time when more and more clinicians are in an "employed" status as opposed to practice owners. Just as healthcare for all has (at least) largely become a reality, future provision of healthcare for the nation could be endangered if these current trends of clinician turnover continue.

Lovelace Medical Group is a growing multi-specialty group of 140+ clinicians that noted high levels of clinician turnover, particularly in primary care since its purchase by a large health system in 2013. The result for patients was disrupted access, disrupted continuity of care, and increased patient complaints, while remaining clinicians shouldered the increased patient load left by these disruptions.

The project objective was to improve the well-being of the group's clinicians by addressing irritation points contributing to reduced work satisfaction and burnout.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
A guiding coalition of providers formed, and then set in motion the process of burnout assessment using Maslach's Burnout Inventory and Areas of Worklife Survey. Identification and implementation of strategies aimed at irritation points were then employed.

**RESULTS:**
Seventy percent of providers had at least 1 symptom of burnout on the MBI. Consistent with national literature, the electronic health record, lack of autonomy, lack of control over one's clinical practice including equipment choices, staff choices, office space, and scheduling, organizational communication, trusting administration, and lack of recognition were among the most frequent irritation points.

**CONCLUSION:**
Providers are trained to quickly diagnose and treat problems. In contrast, organizational change is slow. A complex, dynamic, nonlinear health system whereby changes were slower to implement than desired, but still achievable was discovered. Challenges and successes are discussed.
Optimization strategies to enhance physician well-being and alleviate EHR-related burnout
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Learning objective: Highlight important strategies and crucial steps that can be utilized by health institutions to help provide stress-free environment for healthcare providers, especially in dealing with the EHR.
2. Learning objective: Provide a roadmap to help guide IT medical leaders to begin or jump start their informatics program.
3. Learning objective: Share experience of an intervention and training plan at a single institution to improve physicians’ proficiency in using EHR.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Recently, physician well-being has been an important concern for many health authorities. Rates of physician stress and burnout reached very high and alarming levels. Data about EHR-related burnout is limited, including the magnitude of the problem and the efforts to address and alleviate it. This project highlights important strategies to address this growing problem and provide guidance on how an informatics team can help engage healthcare providers. In addition, it will show how training and personalization for EHR tools improve physician’s perception and utilization of the EHR.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Concentrate on engaging healthcare providers with a newly established provider informatics team. Team was structured with clear vision, mission and values as an essential component for success. Engagement strategies include: revamped onboarding and rounding program, 1:1 education sessions, different team coordination, workflow evaluation, outreach and marketing strategies, in addition to leadership engagement. An important component of this structured approach is to continuously measure healthcare providers happiness and areas of struggle while dealing with the EHR. Also, to solicit constructive feedback from key stakeholders such as senior leadership and medical directors.

A quality initiative was conducted between November 2017 and May 2018, to identify and evaluate less efficient providers using Epic ambulatory EMR at a community hospital. Efficiency and proficiency reporting system called “Provider Efficiency Profile” or PEP in Epic was used to identify 67 low performing physicians and ACPs. Physician optimization surveys were collected before and after training or intervention plan.

RESULTS OF QUALITY INITIATIVE:
After a 16-week plan of individual 1:1 optimization sessions, 57 providers completed training and 52 had a final follow up PEP evaluation on their performance using Epic. Participation in the pre-optimization survey was 74% while it was 65% in the post-optimization survey. After optimization sessions, EHR-related burnout was less reported, and providers felt more proficient using most Epic system functions. Providers’ Efficiency (time) was less amenable for change and improvement as compared to Proficiency (personalized tools). Optimization efforts helped save some time in the Epic EMR which was reflected in less late providers’ activity.

CONCLUSION:
Healthcare institutions should start their initiative to maintain physician’s well-being by well-designed plans that should include subjective feedback from providers, utilize supportive tools or feedback reports, and informatics optimization teams. IT medical leaders can significantly impact their physicians’ EHR experience by establishing a well-structured Informatics team. Engagement strategies are very important to tackle various issues related to dealing with EHR.
**Promoting a healthy workforce: Development and implementation of a statewide program for medical student well-being**
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Explain the need to implement high quality evaluation and monitoring services for medical students.
2. Describe a roadmap toward achieving statewide cooperation among various institutions dedicated to developing a healthy physician workforce.
3. List the benefits of this coordinated effort in improving medical student access to services.

**BACKGROUND:**

The Professionals Resource Network (PRN) is Florida’s consultant to the Department of Health (DOH) on matters of potential impairment among physicians. We undertook a project to expand services to medical students to address mental health difficulties through assessments and monitoring where indicated.

**METHODS:**

The foundation of the expansion was built with the support of the Florida Medical Association (FMA), the Council of Florida Medical School Deans (CFMSD), and the DOH. The FMA assisted with obtaining statutory approval through the state legislature to expand services to non-licensed health professionals in training. The CFMSD helped onboard the state’s 10 medical schools and establish contractual agreements with individual institutions to provide evaluation and monitoring services for students. Liaisons were designated by each institution, which aided the identification of students in need of services, and supported the process of promoting excellence in assessment, monitoring, and advocacy for participants. Two medical student liaisons were added as Advisory Members of the PRN Board with the goal of providing true peer support for participants. Finally, in order to assist with the financial burden that extensive evaluations can entail, a joint fund for evaluations supported by the DOH and the schools was established. PRN also negotiated with program-approved evaluators to postpone payment for services (a 30-day delay) and to provide discounted rates to students.

**RESULTS:**

PRN has seen increased referral/participation of medical students as a result of these initiatives (from 2 student participants in 2006 to 23 active student participants in 2018-2019). This reflects increases in the number of schools referring their students, from 3 schools in 2009 to 8 schools by 2019, with the expectation that the institution with a newly opened allopathic program at the same institution as their osteopathic school (10 schools total) will follow accordingly. Since the scholarship program was initiated 10 months ago, 18 students have been referred to PRN, with 8 students taking advantage of the scholarship. Preliminary student feedback regarding the program will be shared.

**CONCLUSION:**

Changing the medical school “system” to promote early referral/intervention for students with potentially-impairing conditions, rather than discouraging students (implicitly or explicitly) from admitting their struggles, will benefit the well-being of the physician workforce. By setting up a standardized process, obtaining buy-in from medical school Deans, and securing financial assistance from the DOH, we were able to facilitate access to care for students. Multiple stakeholders contributed to these efforts, and fostering inter-institutional cooperation was key.
Promotion of SELF CARE practices through a group-wide day of volunteerism
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE:
To encourage broader connections with community and colleagues and promote SELF CARE practices through an Annual Day of Service

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Starting in 2010, our medical group has hosted an Annual Day of Service on the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, enhancing physician connections in communities we serve. Since 2017, it has served as a time to promote the SELF CARE practices of personal resilience, an aim of the Stanford WellMD Model. The January 21, 2019 event was themed ho’oku’ikahi (“to unify”), speaking to cultural, professional, and personal bonds that form when individuals from diverse backgrounds come together for a common goal.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Employees of our organization, along with family and guests, partnered with local non-profits supporting educational programs to preserve Hawaii’s cultural traditions, environmental/ecological systems, and promote economic/agricultural sustainability. Programs were set in mountain/coastal portions of ahupua’a (traditional and historical wedge-shaped land divisions from mountains to sea) on Oahu, Maui, Hawaii Island, and Kauai. Activities included: preparation/maintenance of lo‘i (terraced patches used to farm taro, a critical staple of the Hawaiian agricultural society), restoration of native forests, removal of invasive species, planting native species, restoration of ancient Hawaiian fishponds, removal of mangroves/invasive limu (algae), trail-building, and coastal/stream restoration.

RESULTS:
Nearly 1100 volunteers across eight sites on four islands participated in the Annual Day of Service, with > 95% of those surveyed rating the experience as “good” or “excellent.”

CONCLUSION:
Our Annual Day of Service is an enriching, fulfilling, and rewarding experience of volunteerism and partnership for physicians fulfilling our mission to improve the health of the communities we serve, and has been a fruitful investment inspiring SELF CARE practices at work, in the home, and in the broader community.
Restoring a health system culture that supports physician engagement and professional fulfillment in the era of emphasis on patient experience measures
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Recognize that imprecise use of patient experience data can damage organizational culture and sour feelings toward the important work physicians do, resulting in disengagement and learned helplessness.
2. Understand that conscientious data use is an opportunity to mitigate data limitations, avoid organizational inequity, and improve critical physician engagement.
3. Learn to lead physician improvement in patient experience by “supporting up” not “managing down.”

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Washington Permanente Medical Group is one of eight Permanente Medical Groups (PMGs). Together with the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Washington, we are Kaiser Permanente. In 2018, staff engagement surveys showed significant room for improvement in physician attitudes towards patient experience data (i.e. Press Ganey) as well as challenges to physician perception of success and satisfaction.

METHODS/APPROACH:
We sought to honestly and transparently understand our current state and how we got there. We conducted a listening tour of physicians to identify the drivers of our culture. We worked with our Press Ganey partners to make sure we truly understood our data, their limitations, our misunderstandings, and our missed opportunities to mitigate negative impacts to culture and physician engagement.

RESULTS:
A significant proportion of physicians linked their feelings of demoralization directly to our organizational approach to patient experience and use of Press Ganey data. In analyzing our service experience structure and culture, we developed an understanding that interdependencies exist among all the drivers of value-based, patient-centered health care - safety, quality, experience, and physician engagement - and that engagement is predicated on a culture of wellness.

CONCLUSION:
Our executive leaders committed to organizational restructuring around service experience in order to reinvest in a culture and practice environment that allows those delivering the care to be successful.

We developed a new data use strategy and a coordinated resource toolkit to equip physician leaders to more conscientiously inform our service experience improvement efforts within a mindful, systems thinking approach. We continue to work to transform our culture by treating Safety, Quality, Service Experience, and Clinician Engagement & Professional Fulfillment as interdependent, complementary, and of equal importance.
Should regulators screen for burnout among members? Inclusion of a physician burnout screen in annual licensure renewal
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Participants will ascertain the current state of burnout in Canadian physicians
2. Participants will understand the importance of screening for burnout by a regulator
3. Participants will learn how one medical regulatory authority in Canada is re-designing its competence program to include both quality assurance and quality improvement components

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**

Physician burnout is a major concern for medical regulatory authorities (MRAs), as current literature delineates burnout as contributing to poor physician performance. As MRAs strive to be innovative, transparent and evidence-based, their traditional role is expanding to include not only quality assurance activities but to also incorporate quality improvement initiatives, including physician health supports and wellness promotion. The College of Physicians & Surgeons of Alberta (CPSA) is the MRA in the province of Alberta, Canada, regulating the approximate 11,000 physicians in the province. We propose the introduction of a burnout screen to the annual physician licensure renewal process in Alberta, as part of the CPSA’s effort to combat burnout and promote physician health and well-being.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**

Recently, an evidence-based approach to re-designing the continuing competence (CC) program at the CPSA has been undertaken. This re-design includes iterative updates on the annual Renewal Information Form (RIF), which requires completion by physicians on an annual basis in order to maintain their permit to practice medicine in Alberta. The RIF is updated on an annual basis to include questions relevant to physician performance, including items detailing the physician’s practice and other factors (both individual and system) that may influence performance. We conducted a mixed-methods approach to physician consultation as part of the CC program re-design, including solicitation of physician feedback via various surveys and focus groups/interviews, in addition to conducting an extensive literature review exploring risk and support factors to physician performance, and performing multiple multivariate analyses of regulatory data. Feedback emphasizes a desire for the CPSA to better support the work-life balance and wellness of physicians; while the literature review has revealed clear associations between physician burnout and declining performance. For the 2020 RIF, we propose to include a 2-item burnout screen (modified from Maslach) with the stem: “Please indicate how often you have the following feelings about your work,” and statements: “I feel burned out from my work” and “I have become more callous towards people since I took this job,” answered on a 7-point Likert scale (ranging from “Every day” to “Never”).

**RESULTS:**

Results of this initial inclusion of a burnout screen to the annual licensure renewal will help to guide CPSA programs and supports for physician well-being and health.

**CONCLUSION:**

Screening by a regulator will assist in promoting the health and well-being of physicians, thereby improving the quality of medical care provided to the public.
The impact of physician/colleague testimonials on a culture of wellness
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVE:**

1. Discover how our medical group has used a “clinic closure day” to focus on clinician well-being
2. Understand how a personal testimonial by a clinician colleague can positively set the tone for transparency during professional meetings
3. Learn how our medical group has made SELF CARE a part of its culture, including the use of financial incentives

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**

A culture of wellness is foundational in the Stanford WellMD model of physician well-being and professional fulfillment. Inclusion of opportunities to promote self-care values and behaviors, including compassion for self and colleagues, is important within the organizational work environment.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**

Use of physician/professional colleague testimonials in group-wide professional meeting to develop empathy, demonstrate investment by leadership in provider well-being and engage individuals in promoting healthy self care behaviors.

As part of our medical group’s mission to make our group the “Best Place to Work, Deliver and Receive Care,” we have hosted three Professional Development Days (PDDs) over the past four years dedicated to physician health and wellness. The most recent Health and Wellness PDD in June 2018 was attended by over 500 physicians, providers and staff.

In each meeting, after the President and Executive Medical Director highlighted the Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s “Quadruple Aim” and the necessity of care of the provider in meeting the challenges of healthcare delivery today, an inspirational testimonial of resiliency from a physician colleague was presented, which navigated their personal journey through a career, personal or health challenge.

With 78% of physicians reporting at least some symptoms of professional burnout, increasing numbers of physicians at risk for reducing work hours or leaving medicine entirely, and the highest suicide rate of any profession, over twice that of the general population (American Psychiatric Association (APA) 2018), the executive leadership felt it critically important to reinforce a supportive professional environment without stigma or obstacles to seeking appropriate care and treatment. Further, these personal messages served to further develop empathy and mindfulness for our colleagues and ourselves. The testimonials also helped to introduce incentive measures for that year: in 2015, viewing of a video outlining SELF CARE practices for personal and professional resilience, followed by attestation of mindful engagement in at least two areas of SELF CARE over a 3-month period, and in 2017 and 2018 attention to, and closure of, individual health maintenance and preventive care gaps.

**RESULTS:**

Improvements in Quality of Work Life Survey data – “The organization cares about my well-being,” and “I am satisfied with how I am taking care of myself.”

**CONCLUSION:**

Personal testimonials of resilience or personal or professional challenges by physician colleagues in the setting of a professional meeting sponsored by executive leadership is an effective and impactful way to foster awareness of the critical need for care of the caregiver, as well as supporting a destigmatized culture of wellness in a health care delivery organization.

Using the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) joy in work framework in a large multispecialty group practice (Washington Permanente Medical Group)
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Apply the IHI joy in work framework organization-wide in a large multispecialty group practice.
2. Identify opportunities for local and system-wide change initiatives based on qualitative data from front-line clinicians.
3. Outline how clinician well-being impacts organizational goals.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The integrative, patient-centered structure of Permanente Medical Groups is uniquely positioned to address burnout; a collaborative practice model with fewer administrative tasks and no fee-for-service incentives. However, engagement and burnout scores are relatively similar to medical groups throughout the country. Our framework identified supports and barriers that impact physician satisfaction.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Using the IHI 4-step model to improve joy in work, we engaged front-line providers and all levels of leaders this last year with three processes: 1) enlisted local wellness champions to gather input and share between front-line and senior leaders; 2) asked providers what matters most using the IHI framework, identified ‘pebbles and boulders’ that make or break a satisfying day, and then informed operational leaders of major barriers and potential quick wins; and 3) held senior leaders responsible for addressing both major and minor barriers.

RESULTS:
Wellness champions are integrated in local and regional meetings, serve as the “voice” of front-line providers, and stay apprised of issues facing our senior leaders. They’re aware of work underway to address provider concerns and communicate with operational leaders about change initiatives, i.e., increased MA hiring and vacation in-box coverage. The IHI framework successfully informs how we think about joy in work; senior leaders understand the principles and their role in its success. The greatest contribution to the success of this work is the unwavering support and investment of our executive sponsor and CEO.

CONCLUSION:
Using the IHI Framework helped us over the course of one year to rapidly raise awareness and create a culture of ownership around physician engagement and experience at work. As we continue this focus we expect improved engagement and decreased burnout scores on national and local benchmarked surveys.
Well-being among surgery residents: Findings inform evolution of mindful self-compassion course
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Given widespread levels of burnout among surgery residents, this study measured the impact of an abbreviated Mindful Self Compassion course (MSC) on resident well-being. MSC raises awareness of self-criticism and teaches kindness toward self. Courses that teach mindfulness and self-compassion skills have been found to lower depression, stress, anxiety, and burnout.

METHODS/APPROACH:
All surgery residents at a large university hospital participated in a 4-week (6-hour) abbreviated version of MSC. Well-being was measured by pre and post course changes in the Maslach Burnout Inventory, Personal Health Questionnaire-9, Perceived Stress Scale, Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Scale, Brief Resilience Scale and the Brief Self-Compassion scale. Focus group data were collected at the end of the course. Based upon this data, the second iteration of the course was offered exclusively to first year residents.

RESULTS:
When examining the sample (n=32) of surgery residents, 100% met the Maslach scale criteria for burnout at both pre- and post-intervention. Pre- to post-intervention measures did not show any quantitatively significant changes.

Qualitative findings from focus group data revealed that Mindful Self-compassion was challenging for participants. One resident acknowledged, “We like doing things that we are good at, and we are not good at being compassionate toward ourselves.” Another resident noted, “The concept of mindfulness is a big shift in the mentality of our entire field. If we are not uncomfortable with it, (then) that change is never going to happen.” Despite the challenges of learning new skills and shifting cultural norms, residents expressed gratitude and support for continued wellness programming. For example, residents said, “(this was) a very positive first step to attempt to address a problem that has been ignored for a really long time,” “just the initiative to try to help us meant a lot”. Focus group data also revealed areas for continued course refinement. Specifically, it was noted that forming smaller groups of residents who are early in training, would create a safer environment.

The second iteration of the course, involving exclusively first year surgery residents, was more positively received. Residents appreciated the nurturing environment, reported practicing mindful self-compassion tools, and requested additional sessions.

CONCLUSION:
Physician burnout is a pervasive and systemic problem. This study highlights the importance of qualitative inquiry to reveal nuances in participant experience. These nuances are not captured by quantitative measures of well-being. Specifically, limiting the course to first year surgery residents created a nurturing environment where residents were more receptive to learning mindful self-compassion skills.
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A consultative approach to enhancing the wellness of department-based teams
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Understand the key systemic drivers of wellness and engagement in department-based teams.
2. Understand how A3 problem solving can be used to develop a consultative wellness initiative.
3. Apply a consultative approach to address department specific wellness needs of physicians and staff.

**OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**

Burnout is a critical issue affecting the healthcare industry nationwide. The impact of burnout is not limited to physicians alone. This systemic issue can affect all members of the healthcare team and the patients they care for. Healthcare organizations often respond with personal wellness programming aimed at supporting the individual. While these well-intentioned efforts have benefit, they do not always address needs specific to department-based teams. With this in mind, we developed a consultative approach to address department specific wellness needs of physicians and staff. We engaged departments to better understand the day to day workplace impediments to achieving their wellness goals.

**METHODS:**

Using an A3 problem-solving process, we developed a consultative wellness initiative and piloted it in the Gastroenterology (GI) department. The leadership of this department was engaged early on to ensure an understanding of specific needs and alignment on expected outcomes. We developed a 16-item wellness survey that measured how individuals experienced key drivers of wellness and engagement in the workplace and deployed the survey to GI after these introductory meetings. A total of 16 physicians and 14 employees responded to the survey. Based on survey results, we codesigned action plans that targeted specific barriers to wellness at work. A follow-up survey will be administered after the implementation of these interventions.

**RESULTS:**

The survey results showed that physicians and staff were most concerned about the following:

- Increasing collegiality and teamwork
- Having manageable workloads
- Ensuring psychological safety

The lowest scores for many items were seen among mid-career physicians. A disparity among leadership and non-leadership roles was also demonstrated, with those in non-leadership roles scoring significantly lower on items addressing psychological safety, recognition and professional development.

We shared aggregated results with all members of the GI department in discussions aimed at the codesign of solutions and programming. Through this process, action plans and timelines were developed. The GI department selected a physician wellness champion to partner with our team, as well as a staff liaison to coordinate and implement wellness programs. We coached department wellness leads to facilitate wellness events, provide “bite-sized” wellness tips at huddles and meetings, and use A3 problem solving to address specific issues that arose.

Some of the wellness programs offered included ergonomic work station evaluations and adjustments, agenda-free luncheons with chair massages, technology sessions, and best-practice sharing sessions. A wellness survey will be deployed again in this department to measure the impact of these interventions.

**CONCLUSION:**

Through a consultative wellness approach, we actively engaged teams of physicians and staff in identifying department specific wellness needs and co-designing programs intended to bridge the gap between their current state and one of improved health and well-being.
A longitudinal assessment of moral distress and burnout during pediatric residency
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Identify the frequency of moral distress and burnout in pediatric residents.
2. Describe the effect of demographics and stage of training on levels of moral distress and burnout.
3. Explain the connection between certain clinical rotations and levels of moral distress and burnout.

**INTRODUCTION:**
In Pediatrics, nearly 40% of residents report burnout (Baer. Pediatrics. 2017) but the incidence of moral distress is unknown. Furthermore, associations between demographics and these phenomena, and their temporal course over residency, is unknown. This study examined the incidence, associations, and temporal course of moral distress and burnout in Pediatrics residents.

**METHODS:**
86/101 Pediatrics residents from R1-R4 completed the Moral Distress Scale-Revised thrice yearly and Maslach Burnout Inventory annually, from July 2016 to October 2018. Residents also rated the frequency and level of disturbance of moral distress for each rotation. Residents were assigned a unique identifier so that their responses could be tracked longitudinally. We used longitudinal mixed effect modeling and generalized estimating equations to account for clustering of data.

**RESULTS:**
Although the average moral distress score was relatively low (20; maximum possible: 336), 10% of respondents stated that they considered quitting residency in the past due to moral distress but did not leave. Propensity to consider leaving a position due to moral distress differed among residency cohorts over time, and in one cohort, that propensity was higher during the winter of R2.

Analysis of rotation-specific moral distress revealed that the highest levels of moral distress occurred after rotating through international electives and PICU, whereas lowest levels of moral distress occurred after community pediatrics.

7.1% of pediatric respondents met criteria for burnout. Although rates of burnout did not differ as a function of residency cohort over time, burnout did increase in one cohort between R1 and R2; this finding was explained by a decrease in personal accomplishment. Female residents reported higher burnout scores relative to male residents, and this appeared to be driven by higher emotional exhaustion in females.

**CONCLUSION:**
Although moral distress is low in Pediatrics residents, this distress contributes to potential attrition. Analysis of rotation-specific moral distress suggests that high-acuity rotations predispose residents to increased levels of moral distress.
Addiction and personality among physicians: The impact of an integrated treatment program on the NEO
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**BACKGROUND:**
Addiction among physicians has long been a significant problem, intimately tied to burnout and fatigue. Substance abuse among the physician population is particularly dangerous, as it can lead to both damage to the provider as well as decreased quality of care. Personality scores using the NEO have been well validated in terms of understanding addiction. Several of the NEO domains have been studied in relation to addiction, with higher Neuroticism and lower Conscientiousness and Agreeableness associated with both addiction and relapse. Few studies have characterized the personality shifts in the NEO of physicians as they undergo a treatment program.

The goals of this project were to characterize the personality shifts of a physician population and then identify any risk factors for relapse among that population.

**METHODS:**
This study was conducted at a single center program that uses a range of techniques including mindfulness based treatment, CBT, DBT, as well as standard medical management. 140 physicians with predominantly alcoholism were enrolled in the study over the course of 4 years and took the NEO inventory test at the beginning and end of their program. Their data was then analyzed using STATA with logistic regression and 2 sample t-tests. The logistic regression was constructed by first assessing for significant variables that were collected using a univariate analysis, and constructed in a manner elaborated by Zhang et al (2016) to create a model with the least factors possible while preserving predictive utility.

**RESULTS:**
The overall abstinence rate at 1 year was 81.48%. Neuroticism significantly decreased over the course of the program (p=0.0006) and openness increased (p=.0225). After adjusting for all significant variables and systematically in a stepwise fashion removing variables that were the least significant in the logistic regression, the choice to use continuing care was the most significant variable in the logistic regression (OR .08, z=-4.01, p=0.000). The addition of personality variables into the model significantly increased the predictive utility of the model, as judged by the pseudo R-squared.

**CONCLUSION:**
With a mixed modality approach, it is possible to modify personality features and an initially high neuroticism for instance does not necessarily mean poor outcomes in treatment. With a personality test at the beginning and the conclusion of treatment, one can identify higher risk patients and focus the appropriate resources on them.
An apple a day keeps the doctor well: Association between physician burnout and self-reported diet and exercise
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BACKGROUND:
Culture of wellness, efficiency of practice and personal resilience are three essential domains that contribute to physician well-being. Diet and exercise are two modifiable elements within personal resilience. We evaluated the association between burnout and self-reported fruit and vegetable consumption, exercise, and weight among physicians within a large multi-hospital institution.

We performed a cross-sectional survey of 7385 attending physicians within a large integrated healthcare system. Participation was anonymous and voluntary. The Risk Authority, part of the Physician Wellness Academic Consortium (PWAC), administered the survey as part of a quality improvement initiative. The survey included a 10-item burnout instrument from the Stanford Professional Fulfillment Index. Our primary burnout measure was an average of the 10-items (values 0-4) with a score of >1.33 defined as burnout. We examined independent predictors of burnout by four questions (agree/disagree) on food, exercise and weight: “I eat at least 2.5 cups of vegetables daily”; “I eat at least 2 cups of fruit daily”; “I perform at least 150 minutes per week of moderate physical activity or 75 minutes per week of vigorous physical activity”; and “I am within 5 pounds of my ideal body weight”. Statistical analysis was performed using chi-squared and linear regression, adjusting for age, gender, gratitude, control over schedule, peer support, organizational value alignment, and attitudes on the electronic health record.

RESULTS:
A total of 3373 (46%) participants responded. The overall prevalence of burnout was 40%. The prevalence of burnout was significantly lower among participants who reported eating at least 2.5 cups of vegetables daily (N=2825, 38% vs 50%, p<0.001, unadjusted b=0.127, adjusted b=0.061), those who reported eating at least 2 cups of fruits daily (N=2821, 37% vs 48%, p<0.001, unadjusted b=0.134, adjusted b=0.069), those who reported at least 150 minutes of moderate or 75 minutes of vigorous exercise per week (N=2825, 36% vs 49%, p<0.001, unadjusted b=0.144, adjusted b=0.080), and among those within 5 pounds of their ideal body weight (N=2816, 36% vs 48%, p<0.001, unadjusted b=0.146, adjusted b=0.092).

CONCLUSION:
This data suggests that diet and exercise explain 6-9% of physician burnout in a large multi-hospital healthcare system when controlling for culture of wellness and efficiency of practice. It is not known whether improving diet and exercise can help to reduce or mitigate burnout or whether less burnout leads to improved diet and exercise. Our results suggest this is a promising area for further investigation.
An inclusive, multifaceted approach for a better work environment
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Identifying the multiple sources of data available for needs assessment of the work environment
2. Identify the importance of evaluating the environment through multiple different views
3. Identify the importance of engagement of a team approach for systemic change

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
There are many drivers that lead to physician burnout. From an organizational perspective creating an environment where all members feel included and respected is a key factor in engagement. By using multiple assessment tools and methodologies we devised a more inclusive approach to set departmental goals that represented the needs of our diverse members.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Our triangulation efforts included four main data sources. First, in 2018 our department engaged an external Evaluation and Assessment Team to conduct four 60-minute confidential focus groups with Surgery residents to gain insight into strengths and opportunities for improvement within our educational program. The semi-structured interview guide was based on gaps identified from the 2017 ACGME Resident Survey; residents were also asked to share ideas for the department to improve resident well-being. Second, we had our program’s past ACGME Resident and Faculty Survey reports to reflect on program effectiveness. Third, we had internal comparison data for residents and faculty on facets of the learning environment (e.g., psychological safety, perceived organizational support) and well-being (e.g., stress, positive/negative well-being). Finally, we data our department’s results for the AMA Physician Well-Being survey. We collated this data, identified themes and then organized a retreat including key stakeholders to identify areas of development within the department.

**RESULTS:**
Through data-triangulation opportunities were identified for work in the area of psychological safety and perceived organizational support for residents and faculty. Stress with a lack of adequate time to complete work and mistreatment were identified as opportunities for improvement. Resident focus group results identified opportunities for increased teaching in the clinical environment, resident resources and support activities that foster a sense of accomplishment. Faculty development on clinical teaching and providing feedback, along with improving team dynamics in interprofessional settings.

**CONCLUSION:**
In response to our findings, we focused on three areas of improvement. Improving the learning environment included promoting feedback based on the Pendleton model and increased learning opportunities in education/teaching. Improvements in psychological safety focused on development of emotional intelligence with education communication, personality assessment and environmental awareness. Finally, to evaluate systems opportunities a position was created for an associate chair of faculty development, a departmental committee for Development, Engagement, and Wellness and onsite health programs. We plan to evaluate the effectiveness of these broad interventions through improvements in the ACGME surveys and our internal survey in June 2019.
Anonymous versus confidential burnout surveys
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe the evidence regarding use of non-anonymous burnout surveys in healthcare
2. Describe the risks and benefits of non-anonymous burnout surveys in a large academic department
3. Discuss one successful approach to administering non-anonymous burnout surveys

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Burnout is a prevalent problem among clinicians with negative personal and professional consequences. Assessments of burnout are typically done anonymously to facilitate psychological safety. This limits the capacity of local leadership to help struggling providers and reduces the level of detail available for demographic analysis. Non-anonymous surveys may facilitate outreach to struggling providers or targeted interventions for at-risk populations.

METHODS/APPROACH:
The Maslach Burnout Inventory was administered to physician faculty and advanced practice providers in an academic department of family medicine. A wellness officer was identified within the department and served as an honest broker to keep non-anonymous survey responses confidential. Respondents had the option of taking the survey anonymously or confidentially. Anonymous respondents were allowed to withhold any demographic information to ensure anonymity.

RESULTS:
Of the 109 providers, 67 responded (response rate 61%) with 46 (69%) doing so confidentially. Burnout rates were similar between groups: 48% among confidential respondents, and 43% among anonymous respondents (p = 0.71). Subscales of the MBI also showed no significant differences. No demographic trends could be discerned among anonymous respondents because a large proportion of them withheld demographic data. Younger confidential respondents were more likely to exhibit depersonalization (p = 0.01).

CONCLUSION:
Most participants chose to respond confidentially. There was no significant difference in the level of burnout between confidential and anonymous respondents. Our findings refute the conventional wisdom that clinicians require anonymity to respond to burnout surveys. The next steps are to determine if struggling individuals accept and respond to tailored support and intervention, and if interventions can be targeted to at-risk groups identified through non-anonymous demographics.
Bringing joy back into primary care
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Redefining Care Access: Introduce innovations to manage face-to-face and virtual care needs
2. Describe ways to leverage non-physician resources to manage workload
3. Learn how information was gathered and practice efficiencies developed

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The Stanford WellMD Model identifies three key domains contributing to professional fulfilment, including efficiency of practice. Administrative burden is a leading cause of work-related stress for physicians. Primary care providers, especially, spend much of their day doing data entry, medication refills, form completion, virtual care (phone visits/e-visits) and in-basket management. Increased regulatory burden and widespread use of EMR systems, have changed the practice of medicine; yet, the anatomy of the day has remained the same. This initiative demonstrates how an integrated medical group redesigned primary care to make it the “Best Job”.

METHODS/APPROACH:
• Leadership Gemba (“go and see”) walks to gather information from the front-line
• Primary care dyad meetings during which physician and nursing leadership share ideas and best practices
• Development of Practice Efficiencies:
  • Patient care access needs
  • Call center optimization
  • Template flexibility with virtual care access
  • Robust same-day care staffing model to enhance access for acute care
  • Leveraging non-physician resources
  • Refine RN role
  • Standardize RN on-boarding and professional development
  • Further develop and standardize PA model in same-day care
  • Optimize and standardize workstreams
  • “Make It Simple Team” (MIST)
  • Opioid Steering Committee
  • EMR optimization
  • Form completion process
  • Shared resources
  • Fuel gauge for clinic staffing and sharing of provider/nursing resources
  • Remote in-basket program—virtual provider vacation coverage

RESULTS:
One question on our annual Quality of Work Life Survey pertains to whether providers feel their “workload is reasonable”. We see increases —starting at 54% in 2010, up to 64% in 2014, and 79% in 2017. In an era of rising administrative burden, it’s encouraging to see an upward trend for perceived reasonability of work-load. We feel “Primary Care Best Job” initiatives have helped our organization reduce work-load stress.

CONCLUSION:
The Stanford WellMD Model describes efficiency of practice as playing a key role in clinician health and professional fulfillment. We hope our “Primary Care Best Job” initiative continues to reduce work-load stress and increase joy in the practice medicine.
**Burnout and engagement at an academic children’s hospital: Drivers and differences**
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Describe baseline burnout and engagement at an academic children’s hospital among physicians, advanced practice providers (APPs), and psychologists.
2. Determine associated drivers of burnout.
3. Compare results between provider groups.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
The Center for Professional Well-being, Office of Faculty Development, Graduate Medical Education, Office of the Medical Staff, Organizational Development, and Quality and Safety obtained baseline measurements and identified systemic drivers of burnout and disengagement among clinicians.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
A Provider Wellness/Engagement Survey comprised of three validated tools, two-open ended questions, and demographics was distributed to all faculty providers and APPs during October 2018. The tools included the two-question Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) measuring emotional exhaustion and depersonalization; the ten-item Mini-Z Survey measuring burnout and associated drivers; and the three-item Utrecht Work Engagement Score (UWES) measuring engagement. The two open-ended questions asked about sources of stress and general comments. Respondent characteristics included role, academic rank, department/division, location, and years at the institution. No personal identifiers were collected and data were analyzed in aggregate. The survey also provided resources to assist respondents with personal burnout concerns. Descriptive statistics and chi-square analyses were calculated to compare differences between groups, with p-value of <0.05 considered significant.

**RESULTS:**
The overall survey response was 78% (n=547) with no significant difference in response rates between provider groups. The two-question MBI revealed 25% of all providers experienced symptoms of burnout at least weekly. The Mini-Z Survey revealed 34% of all providers experienced any symptoms of burnout. The UWES found 10% of all providers reporting low engagement (defined as rarely, if ever, feeling energetic, enthusiastic, and/or immersed in work). Burnout was not associated with academic rank, years of employment, or role, but did vary widely and significantly by department and subspecialty. Department burnout rates ranged from 17% to 47%, while divisional burnout rates ranged from 0% to 44%.

High level overview of themes and drivers
Provider groups did not differ in job satisfaction; feeling a great deal of stress; poor or marginal control over workload; chaotic/hectic environment; values aligned with leaders; and teams working efficiently together. Psychologists reported poor/marginal time for documentation (60%) at higher rates and good EHR proficiency at lower rates (74.4%) than physicians (38.9%/91.7%) and APRNs (30.5/96.9%). Physicians/psychologists endorsed more time in the EHR at home than APPs.

**CONCLUSION:**
Overall rates of burnout were consistent between provider groups in most areas, but large variation across subspecialties of physicians indicates that burnout is a localized problem.
Culture of wellness
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Provide strategy for building a culture of wellness in a multifaceted and deliberate way
2. Describe the impact on individual and organizational Health and Wellness

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
A Culture of Wellness is critical for individual fulfillment and organizational success as delineated by the Stanford WellMD Model. Our medical group strives to enrich this culture in a multifaceted and deliberate way... based on a foundation of shared values and guiding vision of being “The Best Place to Work, Deliver, and Receive Care.”

METHODS/APPROACH:
Individual Initiatives:
• Career Pathways: Identification of career development opportunities designed to cultivate providers’ talents and passions.
• Physicians Helping Physicians Program: Developed to assimilate new hires into workplace and culture.
• Connection: Semi-annual clinic visits by leadership, annual visits by the board of directors, and clinic chief rounding to increase transparency and exchange information to help providers thrive at work.

System-wide Initiatives:
• Communication Skills Workshops: Developed to optimize provider communication skills.
• Primary Care Best Job: 21 initiatives to increase efficiency, decrease administrative tasks, and reduce workload.
• SELF CARE Incentive: Bonus for completing personal SELF CARE goals. (Sleep, Exercise, Love & Laughter, Food, Compassion, Awe, Resilience, Engagement)—Model to optimize individual health.

RESULTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of Work Life Survey (QWL)</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>% increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Group provides an environment that supports health and wellness</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>+8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied with the way I am taking care of my own health</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION:
Cultivating a Culture of Wellness in our medical group is intentional, valued, and substantiated by the results of our annual QWL Survey. Health and wellness, a living part of our vision/mission, demonstrates that caring for the caregiver is imperative. As we care for ourselves, we strengthen foundations of joy and meaning in our work.
Decreasing vitamin D levels with changes in habits of entering medical student
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Understand adverse effects associated with low vitamin D levels
2. Understand common lifestyle changes associated with medical school
3. Understand how lifestyle changes alter vitamin D levels

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Vitamin D serves many daily functions in human health and normal physiological function. It serves a key role in calcium and phosphorus metabolism, which has led to its association with rickets in children and osteomalacia in adults. Furthermore, recent studies correlate its deficiency with learning difficulty. The main sources of vitamin D come from dietary intake and from the conversion by Ultraviolet B radiation. Studies have shown that rigors of their education affect their habits and health status. These changes include diet and sun exposure which may have an effect on a student’s vitamin D level.

METHODS/APPROACH:
To investigate how the changes of health habits upon entering medical school can affect vitamin D levels, 16 first year medical students at the Brody School of Medicine responded to surveys documenting Vitamin D consumption, sun exposure, physical activity, time sitting or reclining, hours slept, and BMI. Students performed an initial and final survey to indicate changing in habits. At each time point, blood samples were taken and measured via an ELISA to determine the students’ initial and final serum vitamin D levels.

RESULTS:
There was a statistically significant decrease from initial to final vitamin D levels (p=0.01), daily vitamin D consumed (p=0.033), sun exposure (p=0.017), and sun exposure corrected for sunscreen application and percent body exposed (p=0.006). When analyzing the correlation of health habits known to alter vitamin D levels, diet and sun exposure, only change in sunlight exposure over the two time points was significantly correlated with vitamin D levels (r=0.502; p=0.048). The lack of a statistically significant correlation with dietary intake may be a result of the large standard deviations in both initial and final values for vitamin D intake. Other correlations were present between different health habits, but none of the other habits significantly correlated to alterations in vitamin D levels. Data was further analyzed based on student sex and by grouping students into categories from UpToDate of bone health risk based on their vitamin D levels (>20 ng/mL, 10-20 ng/mL, <10 ng/mL).

CONCLUSION:
Changes in student habits upon entering medical school resulting in decreases in vitamin D can have deleterious effects on student health. Educating students about their health may prevent deleterious health effects in their academic careers. This study has the potential of tracking vitamin D levels longitudinally through medical school to report changes during crucial time points such as USMLE Step 1 study periods and third year clinical rotations.
Encountering negative experience due to gender: A component of burnout in female providers
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INTRODUCTION:
Hennepin Healthcare’s Office of Professional Worklife (OPW) has utilized provider burnout data to advocate for system-level change for over five years. Despite limited resources, the OPW measures and monitors burnout across 700 providers (physicians and advanced practice providers), promotes system-wide interventions, and advocates for changes with leadership. Recent interest in gender disparities, gendered discrimination, and female providers’ burnout inspired the OPW to consider negative experiences due to gender as a contributor to burnout. Negative gendered experiences could operate at system level, like burnout, and addressing these issues institutionally could result in increased well-being.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE:
To assess the frequency of negative gender-related experiences and discover if they correlate with self-reported burnout and burnout predictors, like teamwork and leadership values alignment.

METHODS:
The annual provider wellness survey, the Mini Z, is derived from validated measures and quantifies satisfaction, burnout, and its workplace contributors. The goal of the new gender-related item, based on Pew Research’s 2017 STEM Survey, was to create one item with multiple examples of negative experiences due to gender. The 5-point Likert scale item requests self-reported frequency of negative experiences, providing the examples of being denied work opportunities, feeling isolated or treated as if you were not competent, and experiencing repeated, small slights at work. The survey’s other nine items include validated 5-point Likert scale questions about work control, chaotic workplaces, electronic medical record stress, teamwork, and values alignment. Analyses of predictors and correlates of adverse gender-related experiences were performed via logistic regression.

RESULTS:
In 461 of 679 participating providers (response rate 68%), women reported negative experiences due to gender significantly more often than men (p < 0.001). In regression analyses, every one-unit increase in the frequency of negative gender experiences was associated with a 79% increase in odds of experiencing burnout (p < 0.001). When assessing burnout predictors for their relationships with gender-related experiences, every one-unit increase in negative experiences was associated with a 55% increase in odds of experiencing poor teamwork (p < 0.001) and a 91% increase in odds of experiencing poor leadership values alignment (p < 0.001).

CONCLUSION:
Over one in ten female providers report negative experiences due to gender. These experiences correlated strongly with burnout, poor teamwork, and low leadership values alignment, indicating that negative gendered experiences correspond with overall well-being, team dynamics, and perceptions of leadership. Because negative experiences due to gender may affect well-being, they comprise an appropriate target for institutional change.
Engaging departments in a large academic medical center to enhance physician well-being
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Learning Objectives:
1. Describe opportunities for engaging departments in evaluating and strategizing around physician burnout and professional fulfillment
2. Describe methods of accountability for departments in a way that promotes engagement and honors confidentiality
3. Describe strategies for synergy across a large academic institution to avoid siloed interventions and redundancy of effort

Project Objective/Background:
The aim of this initiative was to align departments across a large academic medical center to decrease burnout and enhance professional fulfillment. Burnout is a well-known phenomenon impacting the healthcare profession and was recently declared a public health crisis. We aimed to collect data to inform systemic and department level strategic priorities to approach this problem.

Methods/Approach:
Data collection: The Stanford Physician Wellness Survey captured our rate of burnout and professional fulfillment across departments. We requested a 60% response rate from each department with a financial incentive.

Data interpretation: We correlated rates of professional fulfillment and burnout with ten theoretical drivers that informed strategic planning for institutional efforts. (Figure 1)

Results:
Of 2,347 faculty surveyed, 1,502 responded (64%). Institutional burnout rates were 44% and professional fulfillment rate was 50%. Theoretical drivers most correlated with burnout and professional fulfillment were deficiencies in personal well-being (self-compassion, meaningfulness of work, sleep related impairment) and deficiencies in culture (perceive appreciation, values alignment, leadership support, and control over schedule) respectively. This informed our strategic planning (Figure 1).

Conclusion:
Reliable burnout and professional fulfillment data allows hospital-wide engagement and insight for strategic planning. Correlating theoretical drivers with burnout and professional fulfillment allows departments to target their unique microculture while aligning with the overall institutional strategic framework. An oversight council with data monitoring is key to ongoing momentum and success.

Figure 1. Distribution of Burnout, Professional Fulfillment rates, and selected theoretical drivers. This report was given to each department with their data in red, the average data across all departments in blue, and the distribution across all departments depicted.

Figure 2. Strategic Framework to address burnout and professional fulfillment informed by data from the Stanford Survey and used to guide department and institutional efforts.
EPIC optimization: An at-elbow intervention to improve physician satisfaction and efficiency with EMR use
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Identify EMR use as one factor that increases symptoms of burnout
2. Use tools within the EMR to assess details of where the physician is struggling
3. Developing a personalized strategy to improve EMR efficiency resulted in decreased at home use of EMR and improved provider efficiency and satisfaction

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
In 2017, our organization used a Mini-Z burnout survey through the AMA Steps Forward program and identified EMR as the single greatest irritant in physician practice. At the time, EMR trainers were focused on onboarding new physicians. Existing physicians had not had new instruction in EMR use beyond tip sheets, since adoption, 7 years prior.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
In 2017 a group of administrators, physicians and EMR trainers met to work on a strategy to address those providers most struggling with EMR. The Provider Efficiency Profile (PEP) and Signal report in EPIC was used to identify departments struggling the most with EMR efficiency. Those departments were approached and agreed to participate in the EPIC Optimization project. Each provider in the department filled out a survey asking about their goals for the intervention and their greatest frustrations with EMR. The EPIC trainer reviewed the physician’s survey and PEP and scheduled 3 hours with the physician. The first hour, the trainer shadowed the physician and team, the next 2 hours they reviewed the PEP and survey with the physician and worked with the physician to make changes that would impact workflow and address their specific issues and concerns. The trainer left an updated, personalized sheet of the changes made for future reference. If needed, the trainer scheduled a follow-up visit to continue the work.

**RESULTS:**
In 2018, 60 providers received at elbow training, ramping up to 12 physicians per month by the end of the year and now open for self-referral. Physicians appreciated the intervention. PEP scores improved across the board for everyone who participated. Repeat Mini-Z survey in May 2019 demonstrated improvement in EMR frustration overall, improvement in perceived time for documentation, but not perceived EMR time outside of work. Overall the providers who participated in EPIC Optimization had lower burnout scores, increased alignment with leaders and higher care team efficiency than the providers who have not participated. As a bonus, this intervention significantly improved morale for the EPIC trainers, as they could see the positive impact they were having on the lives of the physicians.

**CONCLUSION:**
EMR has been shown to be a major stressor in physicians’ lives and a major cause of burnout. Provider Efficiency Profile (PEP) and Signal in EPIC are helpful tools to identify the physicians struggling the most with the EMR. The tool also helps trainers personalize their intervention to the physician. At-elbow EMR training is much more impactful for physicians than generalized educational information such as tip sheets and classes.
Good Grief Rounds: An intervention that increases sense of community, meaning and mindfulness in health care providers
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe Good Grief Rounds (GGR)
2. Describe GGR QI and study results
3. Explain relationship of GGR to burnout

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Good Grief Rounds (GGR) is a one-hour program in which storytelling is used to debrief emotionally difficult cases in health care. One provider, usually an experienced clinician, sets the tone by telling a story revolving around a theme while role-modeling vulnerability and the search for meaning. Afterwards, the group of providers break into small groups and each participant tells their own story. The sessions close with large group discussion. A mindfulness exercise and a humanities reading introduce the theme in the beginning.

A QI project conducted from 2015-2017 collected 281 evaluations from 15 sessions of Good Grief Rounds and revealed that over 90% of participants enjoyed the format, found the sessions valuable/relevant to their work and were useful.

This more recent study of Good Grief Rounds focused on whether participants felt GGR promoted meaning, community and mindfulness, factors shown to decrease burnout in physicians.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Four GGR Sessions were conducted over a 12-month period in a large academic hospital and participants, consisting of trainees, nurses, mid-levels, physicians, and med students, were asked to complete evaluations after each GGR Session. Participation was not mandatory, and lunch was provided.

RESULTS:
From the 95 evaluations completed by the participants, 35 (37%) indicated that they had never previously attended Good Grief Rounds, and 22 (23%) had attended 2 or more times. An overwhelming majority (98%) of people found content of GGR to be useful. There were 90% of people who found GGR personally valuable and 88% felt more mindful after attending GGR. Of those attending GGR for the first time compared to those who had attended at least once before, 26% vs. 35% strongly agreed that GGR helped explore meaning in their work and 40% vs. 48% strongly agreed that GGR increased their sense of community at work.

CONCLUSION:
Good Grief Rounds promotes factors which have been shown to decrease burnout in physicians. Previous attendance at GGR increased meaning and sense of community at work. Future research may explore whether GGR facilitation can be taught and reproduced.
Health care organizations can support rejuvenating behaviors to reduce burnout
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Understand rejuvenation is integral to maintaining personal resilience.
2. Determine which rejuvenation behaviors have greatest impact on the presence or absence of burnout.
3. Discuss what healthcare organizations can do to support rejuvenation and reduce burnout.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Time to rejuvenate is an important component of personal resilience, which requires time for and access to rejuvenating activities. Previous studies found that physicians are reducing their clinical work-effort or leaving medicine due to lack of work-life integration and burnout. The aim of this study is to understand the proportion of physicians who are affected by lack of work-life integration, and which common rejuvenating activities have the greatest influence on burnout.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
In January of 2019 we completed the annual physician wellness survey, having invited 4171 active attending physicians to participate via an email link. We assessed the proportion of physicians who did or did not report work-life balance or participation in ten rejuvenating behaviors. We then correlated the presence or absence of these behaviors with burnout. Burnout was assessed by the 10-item instrument in the Professional Fulfillment Index (≥1.33).

**RESULTS:**
Of those invited, 1277 responded (31% response rate). Thirty-two percent of physicians reported they do not maintain work-life balance, which may put them at risk of burnout (OR 5.5). The following ten rejuvenating behaviors are significantly associated with the presence or absence of burnout: [Table]

**CONCLUSION:**
Organizations may work to improve work-life integration so physicians may spend time away from work with loved ones and their hobbies. Since a third of physicians report an inability to maintain work-life balance, organizations might consider increasing access to opportunities to connect with loved ones, socialize, sleep, eat healthy, exercise, meditate, and create a culture of giving and receiving gratitude. These rejuvenating activities have potential to reduce burnout, which is believed to improve personal and professional performance. Based on the proportion of physicians not participating in the healthy habits that they advocate for patients, there is ample opportunities to increase role modeling.

**WORK-LIFE INTEGRATION AND REJUVENATING BEHAVIORS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>% DO NOT</th>
<th>% DO</th>
<th>% NO DO</th>
<th>BO OR</th>
<th>(CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintain work-life balance</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>(vs. 25.4)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>(4.2-7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful time with loved ones</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>(vs. 33.1)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>(3.2-6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for my hobbies</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>(vs. 22.2)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>(3.2-5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialize</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>(vs. 28.0)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>(2.9-4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude practice</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>(vs. 25.2)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>(2.6-4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer to help those in need</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>(vs. 21.7)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>(2.4-4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate sleep</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>(vs. 29.2)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>(2.1-3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain healthy diet</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>(vs. 53.8)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>(1.8-3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise regularly</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>(vs. 31.2)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(1.6-2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice mindfulness, meditation</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>(vs. 29.3)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>(1.5-2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active in faith-based community</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>(vs. 29.1)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>(1.3-2.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-square and logistic regression with statistical significance p<0.001 in bold.
Participation in the activity scored as definitely-mostly yes (0) or definitely-mostly no (1).
10-item Burnout on Professional Fulfillment Index scored <1.33 no (0) or ≥1.33 yes (1).
How do general practitioners act when they are ill? A qualitative study on their health care utilization
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Learning Objectives:
1. Learn aspects related to illness behavior of general practitioners
2. Know beneficial and obstructive factors influencing their health care utilization
3. Create hypotheses for further research

Project Objective/Background:
International studies revealed several barriers for health care utilization of physicians in case of own illness. This topic is of peculiar relevance for German general practitioners since they often work in single handed practices and their disability may endanger patients care. Studies assessing the health care utilization of general practitioners in Germany are lacking. The aim of our study was to identify beneficial and obstructive factors for health care utilization by general practitioners in case of own illness.

Methods/Approach:
After developing an interview guideline we conducted and recorded 16 open guided interviews with a convenience sample of general practitioners between December 2014 and March 2015. Interviews took 65 min on average. By means of a questionnaire socio-demographic data of the participants were compiled. Main subject of the interview was the description of own illness experiences from the first symptoms to health care utilisation and the further progress. The material was transcribed verbatim and analyzed according to a qualitative content analysis approach. By open coding, we developed a code-system with an inductive-deductive method and generated a code-theory-model using the software MaxQDA. In a further step a deepening framework analysis has been conducted focussing on the code “health care utilization”.

Results:
Sociodemographic data will be presented. The developed code system contains 16 thematic main categories related to illness behaviour of general practitioners. Focusing on the code “health care utilization” we found a wide range of associated factors. In addition to barriers for health care utilization we found beneficial factors which may have impact on health care utilization of the physicians.

Conclusion:
Previous studies show a wide range of mostly obstructive factors for health care utilization of physicians. Many of these factors were also found in our study with general practitioners. Additionally beneficial factors were revealed. Hypotheses for further research will be generated. In a long perspective, our findings may help to provide adequate access to the health care system for general practitioners in cases of own illness.
Implementation of an institutional peer support program for second victims
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Improve awareness of second victim syndrome;
2. Train peer supporters throughout your entire organization;
3. Normalize the emotions associated with adverse outcomes and recognize the need for peer support;
4. Enhance provider wellness by decreasing the risk of second victim status.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Involvement in adverse events and medical errors are frequent and inevitable occurrences for health care providers. When patients experience adverse outcomes, including progression of disease despite care, known complications of care, or medical error, providers often experience emotional distress. This distress can engender a wide range of negative thoughts and feelings, including self-doubt, anxiety, depression and self-harm. This impacts patient safety because the affected healthcare provider is at risk for being involved in subsequent medical errors and decreased quality of care.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Program development began during Summer, 2018. Our Patient Safety Medical Director partnered with our local expert, the leader of the recently established Emergency Medicine Peer Support Team. Susan Scott, PhD, RN, an expert in the field, was recruited to facilitate the initial institutional training session. In all, 52 carefully-selected Peer Support Leaders from all 20 clinical departments were recruited. Chairs nominated faculty physicians recognized as trusted and approachable, willing to lead the program within their department, foster awareness about Second Victim Syndrome, actively support members of their department and recruit additional colleagues to expand the program. In turn, each physician peer supporter then recruited a nurse administrator willing to partner in peer support efforts. In addition, resident physicians, advanced practice providers, risk management, patient safety specialists, spiritual services and wellness directors were recruited for the initial wave of Peer Supporters.

**RESULTS:**
The training and program kick-off session was held on January 30th, 2019: a 5-hour training session that drew 90% attendance from those invited. The number of attendees rating their knowledge of the second victim syndrome as either developed or advanced rose from 20% to 90%. The number reporting adequate knowledge to support a second victim rose from 19% to 95% and those reporting feeling qualified to teach others rose from 23% to 85%. Our baseline Second Victim Experience Survey Tool (SVEST) data collection is currently underway. In the 26 days since our training session, we received over 30 completed peer intervention reports. In response to the Peer Support Leaders’ informational presentations, we continue to receive unsolicited volunteers for the second wave of trained Peer Support Leaders. Each Peer Support Leader is expected to attend a monthly meeting to continue their training, discuss their experiences with educating and supporting their peers and share barriers and successes with the implementation of the program within their departments. An additional training session will be scheduled for a second wave of peer supporters in Summer 2019.

**CONCLUSION:**
In the short time since our institutional Peer Support Program was implemented, immense awareness of the concept of second victim syndrome has been demonstrated. The first wave of peer supporters have educated their colleagues and provided support for those identified as potential second victims.
Implementation of a resident-led mindfulness course during the surgical clerkship
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Discuss how residents can uniquely contribute to wellness education for medical students.
2. Describe how resident involvement in medical student wellness education promotes an institutional culture of wellness.
3. Identify ways to facilitate resident engagement as leaders in wellness promotion.

INTRODUCTION:
Mindfulness-based interventions have been shown to enhance well-being and may be protective against burnout and depression in medical practitioners. Formal instruction in mindfulness techniques should ideally start early in training so that these skills may be utilized and reinforced during all stages of practice. The surgery clerkship is particularly intense and is thus an ideal forum for introducing mindfulness-based practices to trainees.

METHODS:
A mindfulness course consisting of three fifty-minute sessions taught by a surgical resident was implemented during didactic time in the surgical clerkship. Over a 6-month period the course was taught to 3 clerkship blocks (n=46 students). The course discussed burnout and introduced basic mindfulness techniques.

RESULTS:
After participating in the course, an increased number of students reported an interest in mindfulness (71% to 89%), and 74% of students reported using a mindfulness technique outside of class time. 96% of students agreed that mindfulness was relevant to medical students, and the majority of students agreed that mindfulness could be beneficial to physician well being (94%) and patient care (96%). 98% of student felt that the course should continue to be offered during the clerkship, and 94% of students felt the class should be mandatory.

CONCLUSION:
Using a resident-lead approach to teaching basic mindfulness techniques is a viable model for promotion of resiliency-building practices in the surgery clerkship. Students appreciated the immediate applicability of the material to the stressful environment of the surgical clerkship, and the credibility of receiving the material from a resident educator.
Professional dissonance in primary care: Practitioners’ perceptions of contributors and solutions to burnout and low professional fulfillment
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Identify unique causes of burnout and barriers to professional fulfillment in Primary Care Internal Medicine
2. Use qualitative techniques to elicit the voice of front-line clinicians
3. Identify interventions to decrease burnout and improve professional fulfillment

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Clinician burnout has become a health crisis in our nation. Primary care clinicians have particularly high rates of burnout. Finding effective solutions to burnout requires a deeper understanding of the perceptions and experience of clinicians on the issues than can be provided by quantitative data alone. This qualitative study of primary care clinicians from a large academic institution investigates causes of burnout and barriers to professional fulfillment, in addition to potential solutions to these issues.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Qualitative analysis of focus groups comprised of primary care clinicians at a large academic healthcare institution. Using a structured interview guide, participants were asked about their perceptions related to causes of burnout, barriers to professional fulfillment, culture of wellness, efficiency of practice, and personal resilience. Due to other efforts on the EHR at our institution, we specifically did not discuss EHR related issues in these focus groups. Transcripts of focus group audio recordings were coded for themes related to contributors to burnout, barriers to professional fulfillment, and potential solutions.

RESULTS:
Primary care clinicians’ perceptions of contributors to burnout and low professional fulfillment centered around six themes—3 external factors and 3 internal manifestations. External factors included quantity of work, content of work, and authority-responsibility mismatch. Internalized factors included feeling demoralized, under-valued, and conflicted. As a broad unifying theme, clinicians conveyed a sense of professional dissonance, i.e. discomfort from working in a system that seems to conflict with their values as clinicians.

Desired solutions clustered around 8 themes: managing the workload, creating a culture of caring, disconnecting from work, setting more realistic expectations, promoting the clinician’s voice, supporting professionalism, fostering community and advocating for reforms beyond the institution. Focusing on non-EHR related factors provided the opportunity for deeper discussion on important and heartfelt issues that resonated with participants.

CONCLUSION:
This qualitative study enhances our understanding of the clinician experience related to burnout and professional fulfillment. Potential solutions that are listed in this study come directly from the participants, but additional ideas can be gleaned from the general themes.
Promoting physician and physician assistant well-being through the western Carolina medical society’s Healthy Healer Program
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Conference attendees will understand the systemic drivers of burnout that have resulted in rates of burnout among physicians that are significantly higher than in other professions.
2. Attendees will learn the original theory of change developed by WCMS that outlines the components of the program and what difference WCMS hopes to make. Attendees will also learn the final theory of change that highlights the evolution of the program over time.
3. Attendees will understand the core components of creating a provider wellness program housed in a medical society and will be equipped with relevant information to assist them in developing their own program.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Through years of strategic planning interviews, WCMS learned of the growing trend of physician burnout throughout western North Carolina. As an organization that works to support physicians by offering benefits and resources that are meaningful and focused on improving joy in medicine, we communicated with other medical societies across the nation that had successfully implemented a physician wellness program. Through this collaboration, WCMS staff put together a comprehensive program that now includes: bi-annual Healthy Healer retreats with varying topics, discounted prices on therapy, coaching, meal delivery and concierge services, affinity groups to connect physicians of similar demographics, and opportunity to advocate for policy change with NC legislators, state-level organizations, and local c-suite leaders. The overarching objective of the program is to improve physician and physician assistant well-being, reduce feelings of burnout in our medical community, and provide a safe, neutral space for providers to connect and communicate.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
1. Identification of the prevalence of burnout among WNC physicians
2. Collaboration with other medical societies that have a fully functioning wellness program
3. Adapt components and policies of other programs to fit the needs of WNC physicians and WCMS members
4. Launch program with multiple resources and services designed to reduce burnout and promote wellness
5. Consistently evaluate the functionality of the program through conversations with our Healthy Healer Steering Committee and via survey data
6. Add, remove, and adapt program services as needed to accommodate the changing needs and requests of our medical community

**RESULTS:**
Here is the most recent HHP data from our annual survey:
- Addressing provider burnout lead to improved patient experience and care
- This is not an issue that will “go away” so knowing support and help is near is critical
- There are few agencies in the area to address this problem
- I think local medical societies are one of the best forums to offer such services, much more so than some state organization.

CONCLUSION:

Lastly, on our latest Healthy Healer retreat survey, WCMS asked: What else can WCMS do to reduce burnout, improve wellness, and support physician and physician assistant families? Several members indicated the desire/need for WCMS to continue to engage c-suite and administrators in the efforts of the program.

Although program usage is currently at 40% among our membership, it’s clear that providers in the community feel it’s important for the program to exist and that they see value in the mission of the HHP. WCMS aims to increase uptake of the various program components while also continuing to evolve to program so that it works to address needed changes in the health system to reduce burnout. The HHP will continue to offer resources for personal wellness and resiliency, but will also be more inclusive of c-suite and other administrators. WCMS understands the need to empower physicians to become change agents within their respective organizations and our responsibility to foster that empowerment through the HHP. WCMS also understands the importance in bringing ALL voices to the table to move the needle in workplace culture. The HHP will continue to focus on these important issues as we move forward.
Results of a physician efficiency learning lab at Mayo Clinic
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Increase awareness of evidence-based interventions that target physician burnout
2. Build techniques to enhance agility and resiliency, energy and time management, and technology management
3. Focus on providing resources to physicians during challenging times

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
The goals of the program were to enhance awareness of stressors and pressures, leverage evidence-based practices to improve efficiency, and increase awareness of organizational resources.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Forty physicians (25 from Mayo Clinic Florida and 15 from Mayo Clinic Health System; 17 Medical Specialty, 8 Surgical Specialty and 14 Primary Care) participated in a 4-hour intervention designed to enhance efficiency and resiliency. An optional 1:1 coaching session or small group coaching session was offered following the program. Physicians completed pre-program assessments designed to describe important aspects of practice, and to assess empowerment at work, perceived stress, sense of burnout and overall happiness.

RESULTS:
Results indicated that the majority of physicians are spending 11-15 hours per day at work and 5-10 hours per week at home in clinical, academic or administrative work. Ninety-five percent of the physicians felt that clerical burden was compromising the quality of their work. Burnout and feeling more callous was common across all medical specialties (83% medical, 88% surgical, 93% primary care) yet the majority of respondents found their work still meaningful (94% medical, 88% surgical, 92% primary care). As a result of the training, physicians reported making changes in email management and practice habits. They increased their use of resilience tools and held crucial conversations with others. The importance of networking with other physicians from varied specialties was deemed the most valuable aspect of training. One-on-one and small group coaching was deemed to be helpful by all 23/40 participants who participated and resulted in the creation of action plans beyond the 4-hour session.

CONCLUSION:
This training was initiated as an attempt at increasing skills and resources to assist physicians in navigating the complexities of the current practice environment, its accelerated pace, clerical burden and propensity to elicit physician burnout. Future research should center on the assessment of program modifications as it is introduced to a broader range of practitioners.
Roundtable discussions as a means for organizations to evaluate and develop strategies to address burnout among hematology and oncology fellows
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Organize unbiased roundtable discussions to illicit feedback from organizational members
2. Identify individual and organizational factors that contribute to burnout through group discussions
3. Increase camaraderie amongst members through shared experiences

BACKGROUND:
Burnout is a national problem among oncologists in the United States. Trainees are particularly vulnerable to this occupational hazard. Although many healthcare organizations and academic communities have recognized the personal, patient and economic burdens of burnout, many still have difficulty in developing successful strategies to improve wellness in their specific organizations.

PURPOSE:
1. To identify factors that increase burnout among hematology and oncology fellows through the use of small group roundtable discussions.
2. To increase camaraderie and peer support among trainees through discussions about shared experiences.

METHODS:
Hematology & Oncology fellows from a major academic center were asked to participate in roundtable discussions by indicating a preferred date out of 3 sessions. All attempts were made to accommodate their schedules and balance the total number and demographics within each group. We utilized the skills of our ombudsman as an unbiased mediator to lead each discussion. Questions pertaining to workload, feelings of satisfaction support from the program, and short- and long-term suggestions for improvement were posed and the mediator wrote down the unidentified responses. After each session, all notes were typed and remained de-identified. They were then analyzed qualitatively to isolate organizational and individual causative factors of burnout. Feedback was also obtained from the fellows through the form of a short post-survey.

RESULTS:
Twenty-two of 25 Hematology & Oncology fellows participated in one of three scheduled roundtable discussions. Each group included 7 fellows. Women were the majority that participated, as reflected by the demographics of our fellowship program. At least one member of each class year was present in each small group. 14 fellows completed the post-survey. 64% responded definitely yes (highest score) regarding that this activity strengthened camaraderie. Most were also interested in self-development education: 47%, 32%, and 21% regarding work-life integration, resiliency, and self-care respectively. Our qualitative analysis isolated several organizational items for improvement to present to our leadership as well as several individual factors for personal development.

IMPLICATIONS:
Roundtable discussions can be used as a mechanism to evaluate burnout and isolate individual and organizational factors that worsen the problem. Small group discussions can increase camaraderie and decrease isolation by highlighting that trainees struggle with similar issues. This information can be used to develop community specific strategies to improve physician wellness, but also serve as an independent exercise to decrease feelings of work-related stress.
SELF CARE MODEL
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVE:**
1. Introduction of our evidence-based SELF CARE model
2. Learn how intentional incorporation of SELF CARE initiatives improves both the wellness culture of an organization and individual wellness

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
The Stanford WellMD Model identifies three key domains contributing to professional fulfillment, with Personal Resilience and Culture of Wellness being two out of the three. Our medical group recognizes the foundational importance of provider wellness to personal and organizational success and promotes a wellness culture through widespread incorporation of the SELF CARE Model.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
- Development of evidence-based “CARE” acronym, used with “SELF” model, developed by one of our partnering medical groups.
- SELF CARE Model presentation to organizational leadership to promote organizational endorsement.
- SELF CARE promotion through Professional Development Days and other events.
- SELF CARE incorporation into publications, marketing, website, recruitment, grand rounds, mentoring programs, and regional incentive goals.
- Measure results of 2017 SELF CARE initiatives, through analysis of Quality of Work Life Survey (QWL) and participation rates in SELF CARE Regional Incentive Goals.

**RESULTS:**
Our medical group issues an annual Quality of Work Life Survey (QWL), which includes two questions pertaining to health and wellness:

- Medical group provides an environment that supports health and wellness
- Satisfied with the way I am currently taking care of my own health

Survey results between 2016 and 2018 validated the goals of the 2017-2018 SELF CARE initiative, showing a 8% positive response to question #1, from 89% (2016) to 97% (2018), and a 10% increase in question #2, from 77% (2016) to 87% (2018). We received 95% participation in our regional SELF CARE goal, where providers watched a SELF CARE video and chose two measures to practice for three months. The goal encouraged providers to engage in their own SELF CARE.

**CONCLUSION:**
We found by creating a comprehensive SELF CARE model and prioritizing its intentional incorporation into our organization, we achieved increased personal wellness for our providers and improved wellness for our organization.
System-level interventions to improve physician well-being: Results from a health system-wide faculty well-being survey
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Consider system-level interventions to promote well-being as solicited from a large faculty cohort survey
2. Identify ways to translate survey data into a proposal for a physician well-being program
3. Identify ways to translate survey data into a proposal for a physician well-being program

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Job burnout is common in physicians and has been correlated with medical errors, depression and decreased productivity. Interventions targeting system-level drivers of burnout seem more likely to have an impact on promoting well-being compared with those focused on the individual practitioner. As part of the newly formed physician and trainee well-being office at a large urban health center, we conducted a health system-wide faculty survey to establish baseline well-being metrics and characterize which system-level interventions respondents believed would most improve their well-being.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Between November 2018 and January 2019, we administered a survey intended to reach all faculty within our health system through an online electronic platform. The survey included 2 validated measures of well-being, the Mayo Well-Being Index and the 2-item Maslach Burnout Inventory. Depressive symptoms were measured using the PRIME-MD instrument. A number of non-validated questions were also included to gather information about which interventions respondents believed would most improve their well-being.

Descriptive statistical analysis was performed using SAS software.

**RESULTS:**
At the time of survey administration, 4156 faculty were eligible for participation. Of the 4156, 1870 (45%) completed surveys. Forty-eight percent (753/1564) of our respondents were female; 83% (1311/1571) were full-time employees. Thirty-four percent (600/1780) of respondents scored positively for burnout and 22% (389/1771) met criteria for depression symptoms. Fifty-two percent (732/1401) agreed that the electronic health record added to the frustration of their day. Of those who indicated that they work on the EHR outside of the work day, 42% (585/1396) spent more than 1 hour on average. The top 3 system-level interventions respondents believed would most improve their well-being included enhanced faculty appreciation efforts (42%, 790/1870), improved mentorship for promotion/career development (35%, 656/1870) and better use of team-based care to task shift clinical work. (31%, 579/1870)

**CONCLUSION:**
Faculty respondents within the health system had a lower prevalence of burnout compared with what has been reported in national cohorts. These faculty identified a number of interventions they believed would most improve their well-being. Optimization of the electronic health record and better utilization of team-based work flows were 2 areas identified; however, such efforts often take considerable time to drive change. Increasing efforts to appreciate and recognize faculty and improve mentorship may be what faculty most want and could be more feasible to achieve in the short term with potentially fewer resources.
The impact of a physician wellness committee at a children’s hospital
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Identify the percentage of physicians exhibiting burn out
2. Evaluate the effect of interventions targeted at improving physician wellness
3. Identify the most important priorities for physician wellness

BACKGROUND:
Physician wellness is essential for the optimal functioning of a health care system. Concerned about the national trends of increasing physician burnout we evaluated the extent of burn out at Dayton Children’s Hospital in 2018, then initiated a physician wellness committee. The committee implemented multiple wellness initiatives with the aim of promoting physician wellness.

METHODOLOGY:
We conducted 2 surveys of all employed physicians in February of 2018 and 2019, based on the Maslach Burnout inventory.

After the initial results, we formed a physician wellness committee and initiated a number of interventions to address some of the issues including:

- Providing information about mental health resources in the community
- Starting meditation classes
- Creating a frequently asked question document for all the physicians delineating the resources for enhancing participation in research, education, quality improvement, safety etc
- Creating a peer support program
- Organizing multiple socials celebrating festivals belonging to different religions.
- Conducting town hall meetings to discuss mindfulness, the burden of electronic medical record and system issues affecting physician wellness.

RESULTS:
In 2018, 86 physicians responded while in 2019, 94 physicians responded to the survey response.

Below is a summary of responses from the first 6 questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeling burn out a few times per month or more</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being callous towards work a few times per month or more</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt disengagement and a loss of interest in their work few times per month or more</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt a lack of control over their work schedule few times per month or more</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt rewarded few times per month or more</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of professional fulfillment on a scale of 0-10 was rated as 7 or more</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of note, in the 2019 survey, 80% of respondents knew about the physician wellness initiatives. The results indicated an overall positive trend towards physician wellness. The top 2 most important priorities for wellness were work life balance and autonomy at work in both the surveys while the top 3 interventions desired by physicians included increasing physician role in determining workflow, increasing physician input in decisions of strategic importance and decreasing the burden of electronic medical record.

CONCLUSION:
Physician burnout remains a major problem. Specifically, designed physician wellness initiatives can positively impact physician burn out.
Using a request for proposals (RFP) process to drive the development of outcomes-driven physician well-being improvement projects
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

1. Apply the Plan-Do-Study-Act quality improvement model to physician well-being  
2. Engage local-level champions in the process of identifying drivers of burnout and designing interventions to address them  
3. Support physician well-being improvement projects to be data-informed and outcomes-driven

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**

Local culture and work processes at the level of individual divisions or work units can drive physician burnout. A physician well-being RFP process offers structure, support, and accountability for change agents to design outcomes-driven physician well-being improvement projects targeting local drivers of burnout.

**METHODS/APPROACH:**

An RFP was announced to our institution’s well-being leads for outcomes-driven projects to improve a driver of physician well-being. The well-being leads were provided with a project roadmap based on the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) model which included guidance on completing a needs assessment and engaging stakeholders. The project proposals were scored using a rubric that assessed potential for benefit, generalizability, innovative approach, and sustainability. A quality improvement advisor and data analyst were hired to support projects. The Wong-Baker FACES scale was adapted for use as an assessment tool for physician well-being projects.

**RESULTS:**

Ten proposals were submitted and five proposals were selected for support. Two projects addressed the domain of Culture of Wellness and three projects addressed Efficiency of Practice.

**CONCLUSION:**

The RFP model is an effective strategy for stimulating local-level physician well-being improvement work and the PDSA quality improvement model can be applied to improve drivers of physician burnout. Post-intervention data is forthcoming to determine the impact of these projects. Further research is needed to validate the Wong-Baker FACES scale as a measure of the physician experience.
Where we are and how we feel: Developing a tool to measure medical students’ perceptions of learning environment and their sense of well-being
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Introduce the newly developed Medical Student Check-In Survey (MSCIS) alongside the well-established Medical Student Learning Environment Survey (MSLES).
2. Discuss the process of creating a tool to measure the relationship of medical students’ sense of well-being to perceptions of medical school learning environment.
3. Explore ways to make informed institutional changes which positively impact students’ well-being and inspire joy in medicine.

PROJECT BACKGROUND:
Studies of North American medical students show a higher prevalence of anxiety and depression than age-matched peers. Burnout impacts clinical practice, including reduced empathy, patient satisfaction, and productivity. These studies demonstrate the need for greater understanding of the influences on physician well-being from the start of medical training. We developed a Medical Student Check-in Survey (MSCIS) alongside responses to the Medical Student Learning Environment Survey (MSLES) at the largest single-campus allopathic medical school in the U.S to evaluate influences of perceptions of learning environment on well-being.

METHODS/APPROACH:
Medical students and faculty reviewed available resources to measure well-being components and perceptions of learning environment. They collaboratively worked on the Medical Student Check-In Survey (MSCIS), a novel form derived from the published and validated Resident Wellness Scale (RWS). The MSCIS is based on the group’s review of the literature including the RWS and discussion of the nature of wellness in medical students. It is designed to measure frequencies of behaviors and thoughts indicative of student well-being. The Medical Student Learning Environment Survey (MSLES) is a well-used instrument measuring medical students’ perceptions of their learning environment. The MSLES and the MSCIS were sent together to the entire medical school student body of over 1,100 students across years one through four.

RESULTS:
Collaborative development between medical students and faculty can lead to novel ways to measure components of medical student well-being. Analysis of the factor structure of the MSLES and MSCIS may reveal constructs related to student learning environment perception and well-being in medical school.

CONCLUSION:
Students’ sense of well-being is influenced by multiple factors. Understanding the impact of students’ perceptions of learning environment and level of training on perceptions of well-being can guide effective institutional changes that can cultivate joy in learning and in medicine.

Who should be recognized and how? An assessment of recognition deficits in a large academic department
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Describe the evidence regarding impact of recognition on burnout and retention in academic medicine
2. Explore the results of a cross-sectional survey assessing the need for and preferred method of recognition in a large academic department
3. Discuss approaches to optimizing recognition and appreciation to facilitate engagement and retention of healthcare providers

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Burnout is associated with decreasing patient care time or changing careers. The literature demonstrates that increased work-home conflicts worsen burnout. Insufficient recognition increases risk of faculty leaving an academic medical center. Recognition of exceptional efforts through tangible goods and services is a nascent concept to reduce work-home conflict and enhance recognition. A survey was administered to identify gaps in recognition, and to assess ways to improve recognition in the Department of Family & Community Medicine at Penn State University (PSU).

**METHODS/APPROACH:**
Participants included physicians, advanced practice providers and residents at the PSU Hershey and University Park campuses (n = 157). Potential participants were emailed a link to a REDCap survey which contained Likert-scale questions related to work appreciation and potential ways to be recognized at work. Also included were open-ended, free-text questions to find target areas for recognition and alleviation of conflict related to exceptional work effort.

**RESULTS:**
Participants (n = 53, response rate 34%) were 44.2% male (n = 23) and 59.6% faculty (n = 31). 26.9% stated that there are things that they are doing regularly at work that are not being recognized, and 19.2% stated that they were seriously considering leaving PSU because they did not feel appreciated. Specific duties that have not been recognized include education (n = 9) and clinic (n = 12). When asked about how they would prefer to be recognized, highest rankings (1 = “definitely not”, 5 = “definitely”) were for a monetary reward (4.31), followed by an award (4.04) and private recognition (4.02). Qualitative and statistical analysis is ongoing.

**CONCLUSION:**
Respondents reported a lack of recognition, particularly related to clinic and education duties. The results will identify qualifying activities for recognition, and will guide the creation of a transparent system of recognition and reward.
Workshops
Activating a health care system: Five key steps to successful organizational change and improved physician well-being
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**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. List five steps for driving organizational change that improve physician health
2. Describe the importance of leveraging partnerships to achieve systemic change across varied stakeholders in an academic medical center and a state-wide healthcare system
3. Demonstrate skills for influencing change in general, and in physician well-being, in particular

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE AND BACKGROUND:**
In this skills-based workshop, participants will learn about the novel approach taken by leaders at a public Academic Medical Center and Health Care System (HCS), The University of North Carolina, to build an effective coalition that intervenes on the drivers of physician burnout and improves well-being through a novel systemic initiative. Drawing lessons from the success of this initiative, and working through case studies, learners will receive guidance on how to activate a School of Medicine and HCS to engage in wellness-oriented strategic partnerships at their own institutions by making use of five key steps. This program has been evaluated using system-wide metrics of well-being and care-redesign efforts and shows that our well-being scores are better than national averages across all groups.

**SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE (60-90 MINUTES—CAN BE ADJUSTED):**
1. **MAKE THE CASE:** Making the case that the well-being of physicians is vital to the mission of the organization is the critical first imperative.
2. **ENGAGE LEADERSHIP:** Engaging leadership—we will touch on specific strategies for engaging leaders across the institution to invest in wide-scale measurement of stress levels
3. **CREATE A CULTURE OF INNOVATION:** Discuss how we began pilots and documented success of programs that improved well-being by creating a coalition of interested and committed stakeholders. We will present several specific programs along with a “how-to” on developing and piloting these initiatives.
4. **EXPAND FUNDING INVESTMENT TO TACKLE DRIVERS OF BURNOUT:** Bring important stakeholders to the table to share in investment in the efficiency of practice and care re-design. This allowed for expansion of institutional leadership’s financial investment to invest in human factors engineers, which led to vital care redesign.
5. **COORDINATE AND DISSEMINATE RESOURCES TO SYNERGIZE AND OPTIMIZE EFFORTS:** The coordination and sharing of resources across the entire health care system synergized efforts and increased program impact.

**SESSION DESCRIPTION:**
- Begin with an overall assessment of workshop participants’ background and institutional landscape of respective organizations using audience response polling via app-based smart phone tool.
- Skills-based session on influencing and organizational change principles – we will discuss the importance of understanding the culture, values, people, and behaviors that must be influenced to make organizational change.
- Small Group break-out sessions focused on specific case studies and the practice of skills necessary to create organizational change within academic medicine.
- Sharing by each small group of lessons learned with the entire workshop to enhance learning and increase effectiveness.
Championing practice innovation through physician empowerment
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Learn to use a project management framework to empower innovative solutions
2. Examine applications of this model
3. Generate Champion Framework project concepts for your organization

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND
Each specialty and individual practice has its own set of challenges and nuances. We realized that to spur and support innovation, solutions should be generated locally. Our first opportunity came from a request by a chair who appointed an institute “resilience” champion and asked PIPFO to work with her. Through this partnership, PIPFO developed a project management framework to drive local solutions from the ground up. That support has now grown to eight institutes and we continue to recruit. PIPFO guides Champion Teams through the identification and implementation of solutions using the professional fulfilment model to guide project focus areas: culture, efficacy of practice and personal well-being. We also provide expert consulting support to individual Champions; opening doors, working through challenges and helping to develop concepts. While local solutions reflect the uniqueness of each practice, the process of empowering physicians to drive change is consistent and gaining momentum.

SUCCESSFUL AND ONGOING CHAMPION PROJECTS INCLUDE:
- Neurology Women’s Leadership Initiative
- Emergency Services - multi-location surge cross-coverage project
- Pathology and Lab Medicine - Secretarial pool revamp
- Endocrinology and Metabolism - MyChart Best Practice Initiative
- Pediatrics - Town Halls
- Imaging - Social Connectivity
- Anesthesia & Neurology - CPR training (Civility, Professionalism, Resilience)

SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:
1. Introduce Champion model (10 minutes)
2. Share examples of successful Champion projects (20 minutes)
3. Interactive demo: project discovery and implementation (20 minutes)
4. Discussion: how local success drives system change (10 minutes)

SESSION DESCRIPTION:
This session provides a framework for using a project management model to empower physicians to lead practice innovation and enact solutions that benefit their well-being, improve culture and remove barriers to practice. Learn how a process to drive local change can have system-wide impact.
Creating a scalable wellness foundation in your organization

**Corresponding author:**
Ellie Rajcevich, MPA
MultiCare Health System
Eirajcevich@multicare.org

**Co-author(s):**
Mark Mariani, MD, MBA

**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
1. Create a plan for growth and expansion of Provider Wellness activity in your organization
2. Complete a well-being needs assessment for your organization
3. Learn how to develop a strategic plan to support provider wellness

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
The mission of the Provider Wellness Program at our organization is to support our providers to thrive in their professional lives and to create a culture where our providers can achieve fulfillment. A primary outcome metric is saved time. Through our electronic health record customization and personalization and workflow redesign, individual providers have seen the following results after working with the Provider Wellness Program:

- Saved 30 minutes in Notes & Letters section of EHR per work day + 90-minute reduction in work time on each weekend day (total savings of 5 hours per week)
- Saved 2 hours on each day off (total savings of 6 hours per week)

Through these substantial, tangible results, our program has demonstrated the ability to help our physicians achieve results, enabling the expansion of our program and services. The expansion of our program and services enables a focus shift from individuals to practices. In this session, we will share our experiences and facilitate an exercise where attendees can create plans for program initiation, growth and spread.

**SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:**
This would be an ideal hour-long session, although a lesser timeframe could be accommodated. This session would have two break-out sessions when attendees can start to develop a road map for their organization depending on where they are in the development of their Provider Wellness work.

**SESSION DESCRIPTION:**
In this session, presenters will share the essential foundational elements that have been embedded within our Provider Wellness Program and demonstrated our organizational worth. The session will contain not only our story but also essential data to support each strategy listed below. We will facilitate tabletop exercises for leaders to engage in their own strategy development that will be relevant to programs that are still in development and that are very well established.

Continue on page next page
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS TO CREATING A SCALABLE, SUSTAINABLE, WELLNESS FOUNDATION:

1. Based on need, determine the staffing complement and leadership structure to advance your Wellness Program.
   a. Our team is comprised of:
      i. Practice Optimization Consultants (workflow and Lean experts)
      ii. Epic Educators (physician & advanced practice provider-focused Epic trainers)
      iii. Contracted services from a licensed mental health counselor
      iv. Program Director oversees Practice Optimization Consultant-Epic Educator teams across different geographic regions, which spans across a considerable area in the Pacific Northwest
      v. Physician executive leadership
      vi. Steering team

2. Breakout session focused on idea sharing: What programming has been important to your program? At your organization, what programming are you interested in developing?

3. Measure burnout, well-being or fulfillment using a survey that your organization can commit to using to show progress over time.
   a. We use the PWBI, and our results show higher distress than the national norm.

   a. Engaged physicians and advanced practice providers shape our work and share diverse perspectives.

5. Engage in resilience building activities.
   a. CME events focused on mindfulness, meditation and self-care
   b. Food & Fellowship events
   c. Counseling & tele-counseling services

6. Identify and support local and organizational wellness champions.

7. Measure/demonstrate success to show results and make a case for continued expansion of services.

8. Creating your strategy and road map

9. Breakout: Strategy outline exercise with handouts

10. Takeaways and conclusion
Do gendered experiences of physician burnout require tailored interventions for female physicians and/or system change?

Corresponding author: Yalda Jabbarpour
The Robert Graham Center
yjabbarpour@aafp.org

Co-author(s): Megan Coffman
Aimee Eden

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Identify unique factors that contribute to burnout in female physicians
2. Catalog existing individual, organizational, and policy level interventions that are aimed at preventing burnout in female physicians
3. Identify gaps in existing burnout interventions

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Female physicians are facing burnout at higher rates than male physicians. Burnout leads to detrimental outcomes for the individual physician, but it also contributes to lower quality of care for patients and higher physician turnover rates. Medical errors by physicians remain a common cause of morbidity and mortality.

METHODS:
Members of the American College of Surgeons were sent an anonymous, cross-sectional survey in June 2008. The survey included self-assessment of major medical errors, a validated depression screening tool, and standardized assessments of burnout and quality of life (QOL). Although many organizations have developed interventions to help prevent burnout, few have targeted their interventions to a group at high risk: female physicians. Women face unique challenges that may be contributing to their higher rates of burnout, and therefore may need different interventions. Our research team has designed a mixed-methods research project to study the factors that contribute to burnout differently in family physicians by gender, and to understand the impact of the variety of interventions that have been utilized thus far. We are currently conducting interviews with key informants including large health system administrators, female physicians, and national health policy leaders, and will survey, interview, and conduct focus groups with physicians in future phases of the project.

SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:
15 minutes- Introduction of the problem and what we know so far about gender differences in contributors to burnout and interventions to help combat burnout in women.
30 minutes - Small group discussion for 20 minutes with 10 minutes at the end to share findings with the larger group. Three groups will discuss how interventions do/do not adequately address burnout in female physicians at the: 1) Individual level 2) Organizational level and 3) Policy/system level. Participants will then identify potential changes at the individual, clinic, organization, or system level that would more effectively address burnout in female physicians.
15 minutes - Gap Mapping- Large group. Leaders will facilitate a discussion with the larger group identifying gaps in what we know contributes to burnout in women and how we are addressing it.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:
We will briefly share our project findings to date and, through audience participation, we will gain a better understanding of the factors contributing to burnout for female physicians, the existing interventions that are geared towards these factors, and the gaps we need to fill when designing burnout interventions. This session will help disseminate the information we have learned thus far and, through audience brainstorming and cataloging of existing interventions, will also add to our growing knowledge on the topic. Ultimately, the information gained through our research study will be presented in the form of a playbook for organizations to use when designing interventions to prevent burnout.

Empowering physicians to create change within the health care system

Corresponding author:
Sunny Smith, MD
University of California San Diego School of Medicine
sdsmith@ucsd.edu

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Define the relationship between self-efficacy and well-being
2. Describe the Listen Act Develop model to empower physicians to propose and implement change in organizations
3. Identify that re-framing beliefs including the perception of self-efficacy may serve physicians regarding their ability to create and influence change
4. List at least one action they could take to lead to systems-level change that may improve their own well-being and the well-being of others
5. Define the scientific method to test one change and assess outcomes, then move forward iteratively for continuous improvement

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Physicians are uniquely trained, positioned, qualified, and called upon to identify what needs to be changed in health care, to be involved in change, and to assess if these changes have resulted in meaningful improvements.

Many physicians perceive they do not have control over their work schedule, patient load, staffing, workflow, clerical burden, or other factors greatly impacting their well-being. The lack of autonomy is a known contributor to physician burnout and distress.

However, it possible for physicians to believe that they do in fact have some control over their clinical practice. Those physicians attending this conference will be uniquely positioned to influence their organizations after learning best practices from all over the country regarding innovations in systems-based changes aimed at improving physician well-being.

One important yet often overlooked factor that is likely to significantly influence their actions once they return home is their perception of self-efficacy and their belief in their ability to influence or create change in their institution. This session will be uniquely designed to review each participant’s “default” patterns in thoughts and beliefs regarding physician control and influence in their health care systems. We will then review constructs in organizational psychology, data, and best practices in empowering physicians to identify problems and implement solutions. Participants will be encouraged to consider that we are medicine, we are the culture, we set the tone. When we change, the culture starts to change. When we bring the belief that things can and will change, others can start to see this possibility as well.

We will then review the scientific method for forming a hypothesis, changing one variable, testing the variable, gathering data, assessing the impact of the intervention, forming conclusions, and conducting iterative testing for continuous quality improvement.

We will discuss the importance of allies and accountability partners, community, and regularly scheduled check-ins. Those who are interested will be encouraged to share contact information and keep in touch and share progress.

SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:
1. 10 minutes: Introduction/background
2. 10 minutes: Participants reflect on their current thoughts, beliefs, perceptions, challenges
3. 10 minutes: Psychological construct and data regarding empowering physicians to make change
4. 10 minutes: Participants reflect, brainstorm, and identify at least one action they could take to propose change in their health care system
5. 10 minutes: Participants share best practices that have worked and next steps they can/will take
6. 10 minutes: Q & A

Continue on page next page
COMPLETE ONLY THIS FIRST QUESTION DURING THE FIRST REFLECTION PERIOD
What are your most common thoughts about your ability or the ability of other physicians to make meaningful change in your health care organization?

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AFTER THE PRESENTATION ON EMPOWERING PHYSICIANS TO CREATE SOLUTIONS IN HEALTH CARE
What are more empowering thoughts you could have regarding your ability to make change in your health care organization? What might be possible that you hadn’t seriously considered or acted on before?

1. “It is possible that…. ________”

2. What action(s) will you take?

3. Be specific (eg I will email x person to set up a meeting to discuss y on Monday).

4. Who are possible allies?

5. How can you build community?
ASK A QUESTION

DO BACKGROUND RESEARCH

CONSTRUCT A HYPOTHESIS

TEST WITH AN EXPERIMENT

PROCEDURE WORKING?

Troubleshoot procedure. Carefully check all steps and set-up

ANALYZE DATA AND DRAW CONCLUSIONS

RESULTS ALIGN WITH HYPOTHESIS

RESULTS ALIGN PARTIALLY OR NOT AT ALL WITH HYPOTHESIS

Communicate results

Experimental data becomes background research for new/future project. Ask new question, from new hypothesis, experiment again!
From the C-suite to the dean’s office: Strategic partnerships for organizational well-being

Corresponding author: Larissa Thomas, MD, MPH
University of California, San Francisco
larissa.thomas@ucsf.edu

Co-author(s): Saadia Akhtar, MD
Jonathan Ripp, MD, MPH

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

1. Describe the relationship between the emerging roles of chief wellness officer and director of GME well-being, using examples from two institutions.
2. Identify shared priorities and strategies for organizational well-being that simultaneously support faculty/staff physicians and trainees.
3. Reflect on opportunities to leverage resources for well-being across the continuum of physician practice.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:

In order to effectively implement a strategic vision for improving organizational well-being, many institutions have recently created chief wellness officer positions to prioritize physician well-being at the level of the C-suite. Concurrently, many teaching hospitals and academic centers have begun to designate funded positions to spearhead well-being efforts in graduate medical education (GME). Partnership between these two roles can maximize the potential for organizational change through advocacy around shared priorities across the spectrum of training and practice. Such strategic alliances are essential to simultaneously improve trainee and faculty well-being when institutional resources are limited. The objective of this workshop is to describe the role of partnerships between the C-suite and GME in improving institutional alignment around organizational well-being interventions.

SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:

1. 15 minutes: Background and experiences from two institutions
2. 20 minutes: Small groups: create a matrix of well-being “hot spots” and identify which areas have alignment for faculty and trainees
3. 15 minutes: Large group debrief
4. 10 minutes: Taking it home: how can you build strategic partnerships if your institution has no funded well-being positions?

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

In this workshop, the presenters will share their experiences of the evolution of the CWO and GME well-being leader roles and the value of collaboration between these leaders. Participants will work in small groups to identify organizational well-being goals that are common to faculty and trainees, and will then consider ways to leverage resources to simultaneously improve well-being for both groups. Finally, participants will learn strategies to begin partnerships at institutions in which funded well-being leadership roles are not yet available.
Hot-spotting: Making it safer to share and to receive difficult feedback

Corresponding author:
Greta Ehrhart, MPA
Christiana Care Health Services
gehrhart@christianacare.org

Learning Objectives:
Participants will learn how to …
1. Elicit actionable feedback from front-line providers regarding structural and cultural barriers to joy in medicine.
2. Mitigate the political risks associated with surfacing systemic issues that impact well-being.
3. Increase leadership receptivity to feedback.

Relation to conference theme:
1. The hot-spotting intervention is designed to identify actionable systemic factors that make physicians/APCs more susceptible to burnout or impede their professional fulfillment.

Project Objective/Background:
Hot-spotting is a focus-group-based intervention that elicits actionable feedback from front-line providers about structural and cultural barriers to joy in medicine (Shanafelt & Noseworthy, 2017). Prior to the session, an intake process is performed to evaluate the readiness of recommended groups and their leaders.

During the session, front-line providers share feedback on positive and negative aspects of their professional experience. They can also recommend remediation efforts to factors they perceive as dissatisfying. Leaders support the process but do not attend to allow for a more open exchange of ideas.

Following the session, the feedback and corresponding recommendations are aggregated into themes both to streamline messaging and to foster anonymity. Summarizing the feedback can also allow the message to be presented in a more palatable manner by limiting inflammatory language. The focus group facilitator works with the leaders to refine any recommendations made by group participants and to potentially add additional recommendations. Leaders are offered leadership coaching services to prepare them to receive and effectively respond to difficult feedback.

To evaluate this approach, participants are surveyed about the helpfulness of the focus group session and also given the opportunity to provide feedback that they did not feel comfortable sharing in the room. The experience of the leaders is evaluated through informal conversation. The introduction of leadership coaching and the current process for developing recommendations are both examples of how these informal conversations have led to refinement of the hot-spotting process.

Session Plan and Timeline:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 mins</td>
<td>Overview of Hot-Spotting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mins</td>
<td>Activity #1: Intake, Evaluation of Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mins</td>
<td>Debrief of Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mins</td>
<td>Activity #2: Sharing Findings &amp; Developing Recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mins</td>
<td>Debrief of Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mins</td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 mins</td>
<td>Q&amp;A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Session Description:
This session will emphasize how the work done before, during, and after the focus group session fosters receptivity and promotes an ongoing dialogue between a leader and their team. After a brief overview of the hot-spotting process, attendees will participate in two experiential activities. The first will be designed to explore the intake process and evaluating the readiness of a group or leader to participate in the process. The second will explore strategies for summarizing feedback for leaders and then working with them to develop recommendations that consider the needs of the group. In the course of both activities, attendees can propose scenarios for discussion, collectively explore potential mitigation strategies, and share lessons learned.
Measurement as a key driver of transformative and sustainable health system change

Corresponding author: Mark Rosenberg, MD
Director Compassionate Care
Providence St. Joseph Health
Mark.rosenberg@providence.org

Co-author(s): Becca Hawkins, MSN

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Understand how to use large scale data to drive organizational change
2. Develop a personal array of measures useful in demonstrating changes in teams
3. Create a process for selecting measurements of change in individuals

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
Working in a large multi-state healthcare system, we have had opportunity to develop, interpret, and utilize measurement at multiple levels within our organization (system, team and individuals). We have experienced how strategic choices in measurement and communicating results to key stakeholders have created momentum toward organizational embrace of physician and caregiver well-being.

SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:
Our presentation will describe our experience with measurement at multiple levels within the organization. Presentation will total 45 minutes with 15 minutes interspersed for Q&A and group discussion.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:
Organizational Level Measurement: With more than 100,000 employees, measurement at the organizational level is complicated to perform and analyze. We will describe our experience of embedding customized burnout and compassion questions in the employee engagement survey, which has catalyzed our work.

Key Points:
- Clarify the difference between engagement and well-being
- Coordination dilemmas when providers and caregivers use different surveys to measure engagement
- High value of implanting customized questions in a standardized survey
- Power of correlating well-being measures with other key outcomes (attrition, meaning in work, safety)

Team Level Measurement: Measuring the impact of well-being interventions may be best done by measuring "team impact". We will demonstrate this concept by sharing our measurement strategy for our team-based "Compassion Curriculum". We will describe how objective, strategically chosen measurements, which allow impactful but easy data retrieval, facilitate adoption and dissemination of an intervention.

Key Points:
- Collecting outcome measures beyond burnout allowed greater acceptance
- Small randomized pilot data allowed less demanding data acquisition in subsequent cohorts
- Key data results (improvement in engagement, patient experience and productivity) sparked wide dissemination (>1,000 staff/30 clinics and growing)
- Beneficial impact of this success on organizational leadership's response to subsequent projects

Individual Level Measurement: Knowing how to measure individuals and report outcomes, with accuracy, while addressing concerns about confidentiality is essential. Measurement at the individual level provides rich data that is motivating for change. We will describe our measurement work with Gratitude and Mindfulness.

Key Points:
- Criteria for selecting measurement techniques for individuals (ease of use and responsiveness of measure to intervention)
- Maintaining anonymity
- Value of individual measurement
- Ethical dilemmas in reporting results to individuals, leaders and organization

Handout: List of measurements that we have used with strengths and weaknesses identified. The list will be expanded during the presentation to include measures that have been used by the participants.
Meeting physicians halfway: Launching a tele-counseling service for providers

Corresponding author:
Ellie Rajcevich, MPA
MultiCare Health System
Eirajcevich@multicare.org

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Understand one health system’s journey to providing tele-counseling services to providers
2. Conduct a gap analysis to identify the need for tele-counseling services within your organization
3. Identify stakeholders who can support offering tele-counseling services to providers

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
(indicate if the program has been evaluated, the nature of the evaluation and what was concluded from the evaluation): In 21 months since beginning to offer free, confidential counseling services through our health system's Provider Wellness Program, 44 providers have accessed services, and 60+ sessions have been conducted. Responding to this need, as the program’s services expanded to serve physicians and APPs in another region within our expanding health system, tele-counseling services have been initiated to serve all our geographically dispersed providers.

SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:
The session could occur within a 60-minute time frame. The full session would enable attendees to hear about our journey to initiating counseling and tele-counseling services through our organization’s Provider Wellness Program. Attendees would have two break-out sessions, one to discuss current organizational needs and the other to discuss organizational capabilities. Through this gap analysis, attendees would be able to learn from each other and identify areas of priority for their practice or organization to start to develop a strategy or to build on an existing program.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:
As steady access of in-person counseling services has continued since 2017, our program responded to demand in anticipation of the expansion of Provider Wellness services to another region 300+ miles away. Presenters will share our story of initiating the offering of free, confidential counseling and tele-counseling services, while providing space for our attendees to do initial brainstorming and planning for their own practices or organizations. The session would include the following content:

I. Our Journey: Considerations in providing free, confidential counseling and tele-counseling to physicians and APPs
   a. Legal
   b. Human Resources
   c. Leadership Support
   d. Confidentiality
   e. Documentation of services
II. Break-out session #1: What are the needs and opportunities in your practice/organization? What challenges would you face?
III. Responding to demand and scaling services to meet the needs of more providers: Tele-Counseling Services
   a. Identify a secure platform
   b. Adjust/create policies and procedures to support the providers and Provider Wellness team
   c. Trial and test
   d. Launch: If you build it, they will come
IV. Breakout session 2: What are your capabilities? What are the gaps that exist between demand and capability? What steps could you take to get your practice or organization closer to providing services for your physicians and providers?
V. Developing your own next steps
VI. Conclusion
Promoting physician resilience through centers for physician well-being: Organizational challenges and solutions

Corresponding author:
Wayne M. Sotile, PhD
Center for Physician Resilience
Sotile@SotileMail.com

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Following this workshop, participants should be able to:

1. Discuss the key components of a sustainable Center for Physician Well-being
2. Describe approaches to overcoming organizational challenges in the development and sustaining of physician well-being initiatives
3. Describe at least three tactics for successfully coaching physicians re: well-being

WORKSHOP TIMELINE:
This workshop will elucidate the key components of successful Centers for Physician Wellness (“Centers”) and will operationalize key aspects of effective resilience training and coaching for physicians, from residency through retirement. Through a series of brief, dyadic discussions and group processing and problem-solving, the challenges and solutions for developing Centers and/or coaching physicians will be garnered and organized into key, actionable take-away tactics and strategies for advancing and deepening this work. In addition, best practices from the facilitator’s consultation with health systems nationally over the past 30 years and his coaching/counseling experiences with more than 10,000 physicians over the past 40 years will be highlighted. Two case studies will provide material for discussion and group interaction: one will describe a floundering effort to get institutional support and physician buy-in for a Center; the second will describe a thriving Center. In addition, a resilience curriculum and coaching process based on a three-year project with neurosurgery faculty and residents will be discussed, highlighting noteworthy institutional supports and facilitator challenges and solutions. Here, tactics and strategies for helping physicians to move beyond “waiting for ‘them’ [organizations] to change” mentality, to, “in the meantime,” taking responsibility for self-care will be discussed. Two handouts will be made available.

HANDBOUT ONE:
Ideal Components of a Physician Center for Wellness

HANDBOUT TWO:
Eight Topic Tracks for a Comprehensive Physician Resilience Training Curriculum.

This workshop will affirm some aspects of each participant’s ongoing efforts to drive institutional support of wellness efforts, and it will challenge each participant with a list of ideas about tangible next steps, to assure viability and sustainability of their work.
Resident physician well-being: Seminal events and multi-level strategies to embed wellness and health into clinical learning environments

**Corresponding author:**
Mark Mason, PhD
Christiana Care Health System
mark.d.mason@christianacare.org

**Co-author(s):**
Vanessa Downing, PhD

**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
Participants will learn to:
1. Describe physician well-being models for individuals and organizations
2. Identify seminal events as opportunities to enact systems change
3. Develop interventions across individual, residency/fellowship, and organizational levels to promote a culture of wellness

**PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:**
Christiana Care Health System created the Center for Provider Well-being in 2016. Charged with the mission of fostering joy and meaning for providers and their teams, the Center embarked on a pilot to embed a small, local well-being initiative that developed over time into a comprehensive, collaborative, and multidisciplinary approach to enhancing well-being across the clinical learning environment.

The Center began by piloting quarterly, confidential psychologist-led well-being sessions to two residency programs, and by year two of this initiative, a total of ten residency/fellowship programs added the sessions to their protected lecture time. During the expansion of this program, several "seminal events" occurred that offered opportunities to engage and partner with essential stakeholders, to attempt critical system and policy evaluation and redesign, and to embed lasting organizational change in the clinical learning environment.

“Seminal events” first presented as problems and potential crises for the institution. However, viewed through the lenses of Stanford’s WellMD (2017) model and Mayo’s driver dimensions for engagement and burnout (Shanafelt & Noseworthy, 2017), they became opportunities for partnerships with Academic Affairs, residency/fellowship program leadership, and our learners to address systemic drivers of burnout and fulfillment. Qualitative and quantitative assessment that informed the change process will be presented, and workshop participants will apply this “seminal event” change-management approach to their own institutions.

**SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:**
1. **Resident Physician Wellness and Guiding Models (10 mins):** How theory can guide pilots and early efforts, identifying low-hanging fruit.
2. **Seminal Event #1 (10 mins):** What happens when well-intended efforts yield more than you bargained for? Participant activity about decision making when the unintended occurs.
3. **Seminal Event #2 (10 mins):** Resident in crisis! Learning to systematically dismantle barriers to help-seeking behavior.
4. **Seminal Event #3 (10 mins):** Reframing participant-identified problems as seminal events in the evolution of their well-being programming.
5. **Insights/Lessons Learned (5 mins)**
6. **Panel Q&A (15 mins)**

**SESSION DESCRIPTION:**
Join us for an interactive, problem-based learning approach to exploring how to integrate well-being into the clinical learning environment for resident physicians at a large, affiliated, independent medical center. Together, we will apply wellness models to understanding resident physician engagement and burnout while designing interventions that go far beyond personal resilience to embedding systematic organizational change in the clinical learning environment. A comprehensive, multi-level approach will be emphasized. Lessons learned and best practices, along with the evolution of the program and seminal events along the way, will be discussed.
The starting line: Using the appreciative inquiry to conduct a needs assessment for well-being initiatives

Corresponding author: Cristin McDermott
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Depts of Pediatrics & Psychiatry
mcdermottc@upmc.edu

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

1. Learn the principles of Appreciative Inquiry.
2. Utilize the Appreciative Inquiry method to engage in a needs assessment/brainstorming session.
3. Practice engaging in an Appreciative Inquiry.
4. Be able to utilize the Appreciative Inquiry method to develop action items within their primary intervention group.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE/BACKGROUND:
This workshop will teach participants how to use an innovative, strength-based method to conduct a needs assessment and develop an action plan for well-being initiatives on both individual and systems levels. The Appreciative Inquiry (AI) method can be adapted to fit various group settings and time constraints. AI represents a useful and interactive approach for generating well-being initiatives across many settings and provides a way for systems to go directly to the source.

SESSION PLAN AND TIMELINE:
We will provide tip sheets on the basics of AI, suggestions for how to use and adapt the AI based on time and group size. We will also provide an interactive AI worksheet that may be utilized outside of the conference setting. Any additional resources requested by the participants will be gathered and distributed via email.

TIMELINE:
1. Introduction and Overview of AI (15 minutes)
2. Small Group Break-Out Session (30 minutes)
3. Report Out (5 minutes)
4. Wrap-up and Q&A (10 minutes)

SESSION DESCRIPTION:
While overarching themes of well-being are the same for many, the methods used to promote well-being are specific to the individual, to the community and to the system within which one works. Going to the source is an important first step in understanding what will work best. This workshop will teach participants how to use an innovative, strength-based method to conduct a needs assessment and develop an action plan for well-being initiatives on both individual and systems levels. The Appreciative Inquiry (AI) method can be adapted to fit various group settings and time constraints. AI represents a useful and interactive approach for generating well-being initiatives across many settings.